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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT
Renae N. Gannon
Doctor of Philosophy
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
December 2021
Title: Formation Mechanisms and Structure of Interfaces in Materials Via Electron
Microscopy Techniques
For continued advancement in materials science, a deeper understanding of structure
and interfaces is needed. This is true for a wide variety of materials systems and lengthscales. This dissertation focuses on exploring the structure and interfaces of layered
heterostructures, thin film compounds, and in multiphase systems such as those in battery
stacks where interfaces exist between materials from a wide variety of classes. For layered
heterostructures and thin film compounds, interface interactions become increasingly
important. This dissertation first explores the use of electron microscopy techniques to
investigate formation mechanisms and reaction pathways in layered heterostructures and
thin compounds from picometer to nanometer length-scales. Next, failure mechanisms,
structure, and interfaces were explored using electron microscopy in layered multiphase
materials with components generally used in batteries on nanometer to millimeter lengthscales.
This dissertation includes previously published and unpublished coauthored material.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.0. AUTHORSHIP STATEMENT
This chapter was written for this work alone and will not be published elsewhere.
David C. Johnson is my advisor and consulted in the preparation of this chapter. I am the
primary author.
1.1. OVERVIEW
As advancements in materials innovation progress, subsequent advances in
characterization techniques and analysis is needed. Obtaining useful and accurate in
structural and interfacial information in materials is critical to overcoming challenges which
prohibit implementation in devices. This is particularly important when considering the
emergent low-dimension materials. This dissertation utilizes and proposes electron
microscopy techniques which combine characterization techniques to understand critical
formation mechanisms and interface structures in materials on picometer to millimeter
length-scales. These methods are applied to several materials systems with a wide variety of
applications, including layered heterostructures, thin film compounds, and multilayer stacks
containing multiphase materials in battery components. For context, this chapter will
provide brief introductions to these different materials systems and why they are of interest.
1

1.2. LAYERED HETEROSTRUCTURES
The foundation of materials science is to understand processing-structure-properties
relationships - the materials paradigm. Recently, there has been a great effort to develop
novel 2D materials and heterostructures to achieve unprecedented properties1–3, but the
investigation of processing-structure-properties relationships is only beginning. The most
commonly used method for preparing 2D materials is mechanical exfoliation (scotch-tape
method) where the size of monolayers is ~ 5µm.4,5 Alternative approaches, such as
MOCVD, are being developed to produce wafer-scale materials, however it is challenging to
completely cover a surface with unit cell control of thickness.6 Typically, a suitable substrate
for epitaxy and finely controlled growth conditions are required to ensure lateral growth of
domains to produce nearly continuous sheets. Controlling defect densities has proven to be
challenging in these methods as there are many factors such as processing conditions and
misorientation angle between domains.
Understanding the processing-structure-properties relationship becomes more
complicated when considering heterostructures that consist of two or more of these
atomically thin materials. Controlled heterostructure formation is in even earlier stages.
Defects are not well understood, characterized with respect to types, or investigated with
respect to their impact on properties. When considering the implementation of these
materials into devices, which is the ultimate goal, it is critical to control defect concentrations
that impact desired properties. Defects such as grain boundaries, vacancies, twin boundaries
and substitutions will impact electronic and optoelectronic performance of these materials
differently. Gaining insight into the self-assembly process and formation mechanisms of
2

defects in 2D materials and heterostructures is necessary to help elucidate the materials
processing-structure-properties relationship.
This work used a wafer-scale, low temperature solid state synthesis route called
Modulated Elemental Reactants (MER) to synthesize layered heterostructures.7,8 MER
involves the repeated deposition of a sequence of elemental layers to create a precursor with
the nanoarchitecture of a targeted AmBn heterostructure. The precursors are annealed at lowtemperatures to self-assemble the targeted metastable products. The final configuration
depends on the structure and composition of the precursor, and the processing conditions.
The idea is that the annealing temperatures are high enough for the atoms to move short
distances to decrease their free energy, resulting in a metastable product which is a local
minimum in the energy landscape. The temperatures need to be low enough that the atoms
cannot move large distances and rearrange into the thermodynamic products.
1.3. THIN FILM COMPOUNDS
A growing demand for new materials to drive technological advancement has
sparked projects such as the Materials Genome Initiative.9,10 This initiative and its core
programs such as the Materials Project11 aim to streamline efforts in the prediction,
screening, synthesis, and characterization of new compounds. A lack of understanding of
how solid state reactions proceed has posed significant challenges to researchers attempting
to synthesize theoretically stable compounds.12,13 Traditional solid state synthesis is generally
limited to thermodynamic products due to this lack of understanding how to precisely
control composition, reaction pathways, and structure. In an attempt to direct systems to
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specific metastable compounds rather than thermodynamic products, including those that
are predicted to be theoretically stable, it is necessary to determine what atomic arrangement
is needed in a precursor and what processing conditions are required to drive the system to
the desired compound. One major consideration in developing this understanding is the
ability to develop advanced characterization techniques and approaches to gain insight into
formation mechanisms and structures in solid-state synthesis.
A recent report predicted and attempted to synthesize 24 candidate ternary transition
metal selenides and sulfides materials which were predicted to be stable.14 Experimental
attempts to synthesize these ternary phases resulted only in the formation of binary phases.
Molecular beam epitaxy was used to attempt the synthesis of three ternary Pb-Fe-Se
compounds (PbFe2Se3, Pb2FeSe3, Pb2FeSe4). Samples characterized with X-ray diffraction
suggested that only PbSe and Fe3Se4 formed. Given that we general synthesize transition
metal selenides with MER, this work focuses on compounds containing Pb, Fe, and Se. An
advantage to the MER approach is that it provides the ability to vary the precursor structure,
layer thicknesses, composition, and processing conditions. Reactions at solid-solid interfaces
and determination of whether or not predicted phases form can be investigated with
experimental probes such as X-ray reflectivity, diffraction, and fluorescence, however these
do not provide details into local structural or interface information. Experimental
approaches which can elucidate necessary information to carefully follow solid-state
reactions is critical to developing informed synthetic strategies for predicted compounds.
1.4. MULTILAYER AND MULTIPHASE MATERIALS SYSTEMS
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Previous sections discussed the importance of the ability to investigate atomic to
nanometer length-scale structural and interfacial information, however it is important to
consider applications where materials beyond the thin film limit are implemented. Batteries
are a perfect example of a system that typically combine nanometer and beyond length-scale
features, which are generally comprised of multiple classes of materials and phases. For
instance, consider a coin (or button) cell battery. Generally coin cells contain metal current
collectors such as Al or Cu, liquid electrolyte, anode materials such as Li or Zn, and a
separator made out materials such as a polymer Celgard membrane.15 These active
components are generally encased by hundreds of micrometers of hard materials such as
stainless steel.
These interfaces and component morphologies play a critical role in performance.16
In recent years, Li-ion and Li-metal batteries have been the subject of extensive research to
in an effort to further advance energy storage.17 Characterization techniques often require
the disassembly of battery components to study interfaces and individual regions of interest.
Methods that do not require disassembly often do not have the resolution to resolve small
scale features that may contribute to failure or challenges with performance.18 Advanced
techniques to access full stacks of active components in their native state would bridge the
gap between understanding of electrochemical performance and component structural and
interfacial information.
1.5. DISSERTATION OVERVIEW
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New approaches and strategies for materials characterization using a combination of
electron microscopy and X-ray techniques are discussed throughout this work. Formation
mechanisms and interface structures are resolved using these approaches on layered
heterostructure materials, thin film compounds, and in multilayer systems containing
multiphase materials on picometer to millimeter length-scales.
The first section is comprised of Chapters I and II, which focuses on an
introduction and overview to the topics and materials discussed in this work, in addition to
general experimental methods used in subsequent sections.
The next section, which includes Chapters III – VII, focuses on the use of electron
microscopy techniques to gain insight into formation mechanisms of various layered
heterostructures prepared with Modulated Elemental Reactants. Chapter III was published
in ACS Applied Materials and Interfaces in 2021. Coauthors Danielle M. Hamann, Sage R.
Bauers, and Devin R. Merrill synthesized heterostructures. Jeffrey Ditto, Gavin Mitchson,
and Douglas L. Medlin collected electron microscopy data. Professor David C. Johnson is
my adviser, and I am the primary author of the manuscript. This chapter proposes formation
mechanisms for crystallographic defects as a function of layer constituent thickness in
([SnSe]1+δ)m(TiSe2)n. This is the first exhaustive survey of defects in cross-sections of nonepitaxial heterostructures. Mechanisms proposed in this manuscript have influenced the
approach and analysis to all chapters in this dissertation where thin film compounds and
heterostructures were synthesized.
Chapter IV is under preparation for submission to the Journal of the American Chemical
Society. Coauthor Marisa Choffel assisted with synthesis of compounds. Douglas L. Medlin
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assisted with collection of electron microscopy data. Professor David C. Johnson is my
adviser, and I am the primary author of the manuscript. This chapter tests proposed
formation mechanisms discusses in Chapter III. Specific defect types were formed in
(PbSe)1(MoSe2)1 by controlling local composition in the middle of the film, providing
confirmation of proposed formation mechanisms and further insight into the self-assembly
mechanisms in compounds prepared with Modulated Elemental Reactants.
Chapter V was published in ACS Chemistry of Materials in 2021. Primary author
Marisa Choffel synthesized and characterized compounds containing BiSe, Bi2Se3, and
MoSe2 with X-ray diffraction, reflectivity, and fluorescence. Co-author Aaron M. Miller
assisted with synthesis. Co-authors Fabian Göhler and Professor Thomas Seyller performed
XPS measurements and analysis. Professor David C. Johnson is my advisor. I prepared TEM
specimens, collected and analyzed HAADF-STEM/EDS data, wrote experimental and
discussion sections for microscopy data, and edited the manuscript. This chapter discusses
the requirements for precursor structure and composition to form a new compound
(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). HAADF-STEM/EDS confirmed the nanoarchitecture
of the compound and presence of both MoSe2 polymorphs.
Chapter VI was published in the Journal of the American Chemical Society in 2020.
Primary author Dmitri Cordova and co-author Taryn Kam prepared heterostructures and
characterized samples with X-ray techniques. Ping Lu assisted with collection of HAADFSTEM/EDS data. David C. Johnson is my advisor. I prepared TEM specimen for HAADFSTEM and assisted with writing/analyzing data for sections pertaining to HAADFSTEM/EDS, in addition to editing the entire manuscript. This chapter discusses how
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precisely controlling the number of atoms and nanoarchitecture elemental precursors
enabled the selective synthesis of two closely related metastable tin vanadium selenides. This
expands on the prior chapters, elaborating further on the impacts of nanoarchitecture and
local composition on the formation of new compounds. HAADF-STEM data confirmed the
nanoarchitecture of the [(SnSe2)0.80]1(VSe2)1 sample and revealed small grain sizes likely
attributed to large lattice mismatch and weak interaction between constituents. In addition,
this chapter discusses the formation of VSe2 which is a constituent discussed in later
chapters.
Chapter VII was published in ACS Chemistry of Materials in 2020. Primary author
Dmitri Cordova and co-authors Shannon Fender, Mina Buchanan, and Taryn Kam prepared
heterostructures and analyzed samples with various X-ray techniques. Co-authors Joshua
Davis, Benjamin Hanken, and Mark Asta performed computational experiments. Robert
Fisher and Ping Lu assisted with collection of HAADF-STEM/EDS data. David Johnson is
my advisor. I prepared TEM specimen of all samples, assisted with HAADF-STEM/EDS
data collection, analysis, and writing pertaining to those sections, in addition to editing the
manuscript. This work includes compounds (PbSe, VSe2) which will be discussed in later
chapters of this dissertation. The number of PbSe monolayers was varied to target a variety
of [(PbSe)1+δ]q(VSe2)1 compounds. It was found that q = 1, 3, 5 PbSe monolayers was
unstable, and would undergo significant rearrangement, which was evident via HAADFSTEM. All q = even and odd ≥ 7 PbSe monolayers were kinetically stable. These results
were important to consider for later chapters where compounds containing PbSe and VSe2
are discussed.
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The third section, which includes Chapters VIII – XII, focuses on the use of
electron microscopy techniques and X-ray characterization methods to understand reaction
pathways in compounds that contain Pb, Fe, and Se. Chapter VIII was published in ACS
Chemistry of Materials (doi.org/10.1021/acs.chemmater.1c00303). Primary author Dylan
Bardgett and co-authors Danielle Hamann and Dennice Roberts prepared thin modulated Fe
and Se precursors, collected and analyzed XRD, XRF, and XRR data. Ping Lu collected
HAADF-STEM/EDS data. Sage Bauers edited the entire manscript. David Johnson is my
advisor. I assisted with writing and editing the entire manuscript, prepared TEM specimen,
and analyzed data from X-ray techniques and HAADF-STEM/EDS. This manuscript
discusses the reaction of thin modulated Fe-Se precursors as a function of composition and
annealing temperature, in contrast to thick precursors studied in Chapter VIII.
Chapter IX is under preparation for submission to ACS Inorganic Chemistry. Coauthor Danielle Hamann assisted with deposition of precursors. Dylan Bardgett assisted with
collection and analysis of XRD, XRR, and XRF data. David Johnson is my advisor. Ping Lu,
Niklas Wolff, and Andriy Lotnyk collected HAADF-STEM/EDS data. I am the primary
author of this manuscript, and prepared precursors, TEM specimen, analyzed HAADFSTEM/EDS data, and collected and analyzed XRD, XRR, XRF data as a function of
annealing temperature. This chapter discusses the reaction of thick binary Fe and Se layers. It
was found that when Se is deposited on Fe, a small interfacial reaction occurs but layers
primarily remain elemental. When Fe is deposited on Se, samples completely react to form
various Fe-Se phases depending on the composition.
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Chapter X is under preparation for submission to ACS Applied Electronic Materials.
Co-author Marisa Choffel prepared precursors containing PbSe and MoSe2. Marisa Choffel
and Hannah Hamovitz collected XRD, XRR, and XRF as a function of annealing for PbSe
and MoSe2 precursors. David Johnson is my advisor. Niklas Wolff and Andriy Lotnyk
collected and assisted with analysis of HAADF-STEM/EDS data. I am the primary author
of this manuscript and prepared thick PbSe and thin modulated PbSe and PbSe-VSe2
precursors, TEM specimen, and collected XRD, XRR, and XRF data. This manuscript
discusses the reaction of PbSe on various substrates (Si/SiO2, MoSe2, and VSe2) and the
formation of crystallographically aligned PbSe upon deposition.
Chapter XI contains work that will be submitted to ACS Chemistry of Materials. Coauthors Dylan Bardgett prepared precursors containing Pb, Fe, and Se. Dylan Bardgett,
Mellie Lemon, and Fischer Harvel collected XRD, XRR, and XRF data. Sven Rudin
performed DFT calculations. David Johnson is my advisor. I am the primary author of this
work and prepared precursors and collected/analyzed XRD, XRR, and XRF. This work
discusses the reaction of Pb, Fe, and Se in modulated precursors with various layering
schemes and compositions, building off of Chapters VII-X. A novel PbSe-FeSe2 compound
was formed, where FeSe2 formed a hexagonal unit cell at low temperatures.
Chapter XII contains work that will be submitted to the Journal of the American
Chemical Society. Mellie Lemon will be the primary author of the manuscript. Co-authors
Dylan Bardgett and Fischer Harvel assisted with preparation of precursors and
collection/analysis of XRD, XRR, and XRF data. Ping Lu collected HAADF-STEM/EDS
data. David Johnson is my advisor. I prepared TEM specimen and analyzed HAADF10

STEM/EDS data. I wrote the results and discussion for samples with PbSe and Fe-doped
VSe2 and developed a methodology to use EDS data to determine atomic plane positions.
This work discusses modulated precursors containing PbSe, VSe2, and Fe. Fe was found to
be substituted and intercalated into VSe2, evident from EDS data.
The fourth section focuses on electron microscopy techniques used to investigate
multiphase materials used in coin cell battery components. Chapter XIII contains work that
will be submitted to Microscopy and Microanalysis. Co-authors Katherine L. Jungjohann,
Katherine L. Harrison, and Laura C. Merrill prepared half-cell Li metal batteries. Steven
Randolph assisted with collection of cryogenic laser ablation/PFIB/SEM data and
experimental design. David Johnson is my advisor. I am the primary author of the
manuscript, and assisted with experimental design and collection of cryogenic laser
ablation/PFIB/SEM data. This work discusses the methodology and impact of various laser
ablation parameters on interfaces in multiphase materials (half-cell Li metal batteries).
Chapter XIV was published in ACS Energy Letters in 2021. Katherine Jungjohann is
the primary author of the manuscript. Co-authors Subrahmanyam Goriparti, Laura C.
Merrill, Kevin R. Zavadil, Stephen J. Harris, and Katharine L. Harrison prepared half-cell Li
metal batteries and collected/analyzed electrochemical data. Steven J. Randolph assisted with
cryogenic laser ablation/SEM. David Johnson is my advisor and edited the manuscript. I
assisted with writing/editing the manuscript and collecting/analyzing cryogenic laser
ablation/SEM data. Using the methodology discussed in Chapter XIII, cross-sections of Li
metal batteries cycled at different rates/different number of cycles were obtained. New
failure modes were observed.
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1.6. BRIDGE
Chapter 1 provided a general overview of the dissertation and the materials systems
investigated in this work. The next chapter will focus on the experimental methods used to
synthesize and characterize the materials discussed in Chapter 1.
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CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

2.0. AUTHORSHIP STATEMENT
This chapter was written for this work alone and will not be published elsewhere.
David C. Johnson is my advisor and consulted in the preparation of this chapter. I am the
primary author. This chapter discusses general experimental methods used throughout this
work.
2.1. SYNTHESIS OF LAYERED HETEROSTRUCTURES AND THIN FILM COMPOUNDS
In typical solid-state chemistry, long reaction times and high temperatures result in
thermodynamically stable products. The reaction steps involved in this process include
interdiffusion, nucleation, and growth. Overcoming the barrier for nucleation is necessary to
initiate crystal growth. Crystal growth involves atoms diffusing to specific sites on a
developing crystal. The more bonds the atoms make with the growing crystal, the more
stable and less mobile they are. Hence corner sites are more stable than edge sites, which are
more stable that atoms on a surface. Ideally atoms have enough energy and time to find the
most stable sites on the surface of the growing crystal.
Recently, an alternative, low temperature solid state synthesis route, called
Modulated Elemental Reactants (MER), was developed and used to prepare numerous
metastable compounds. MER synthesis is not as well understood or studied as traditional
solid-state synthesis techniques. The MER method involves the preparation of a precursor
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that contains a designed sequence of elemental layers where the number atoms of each layer
is chosen to match that required to form a targeted structure. To prepare homologous series
of compounds, different sequences of bilayers can be deposited. Typically, the materials
prepared via this method are intergrowths of transition metal chalcogenides containing a
transition metal dichalcogenide, such as TiSe2, layered with a chalcogenide bilayer that takes
on a rock-salt like structure, such as SnSe. An illustration of a pre-cursor that is designed to
target a repeating structure of SnSe and TiSe2 can be seen on the left in Figure 2.1. Figure
2.1. highlights a layered elemental precursor where the metal for one constituent is
deposited, followed by the number of Se atoms necessary to form the desired compound
and the then the metal for the second constituent is deposited followed by its respective
number of targeted Se atoms. This sequence is repeated for the desired number of layers of
each constituent in the desired layering pattern. When the precursor structure contains the
targeted number of atoms with little error, annealing the precursor at a low temperature
results in a near diffusionless transformation to form the targeted compound as shown
schematically on the right in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Schematic of MER synthesis method.

MER synthesis is done in a high vacuum custom physical vapor deposition system
(< 5×10-7 Torr). Electron beam guns were used to deposit metals from high purity elemental
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sources. A Knudsen effusion cell was used to deposited Se. Pneumatic shutters above each
elemental source were controlled via custom LabVIEW software which controlled the
deposition sequence and amount of time shutters were open and closed to deposit a desired
thickness which was input.1–3 After the desired thickness of the first element is met, the
shutter for the next element opens, and this sequence continues. Quartz crystal
microbalances were used to monitor the deposition rate and thickness, where rates at the
substrate typically ranged from 0.1 – 0.9 Å/s. A schematic of the deposition system is shown
in Figure 2.2. Here an example of an open shutter is shown where a plume of material
(purple) is deposited onto the substrate at the top of the chamber. A rotating carousel (blue)
holds substrates. Generally, substrates are pieces of single crystal Si wafers with native SiO 2
mounted onto a 6-inch Si support wafer which are mounted via the substrate door.

Figure 2.2. Schematic of custom PVD system used for MER.
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For layered heterostructures, the amount of material deposited and sequence of
elements in the precursor generally targets and mimics that of the desired crystallized
heterostructure like that shown in Figure 2.1. discussed previously. For the case of other thin
film compounds, a variety of layer thicknesses and sequences since samples did not
necessarily target a specific layered heterostructure. Generally, total film thicknesses are ~ 30
nm to ensure there are enough interfaces and material for characterization. The easily
programmable nature of layer thicknesses and sequences in this system allows for flexibility
in targeted materials and compounds.
Thin film compound and layered heterostructure precursors were annealed on a
calibrated hot plate to promote crystallization. In many cases, annealing studies were
performed to determine the optimal annealing temperature for the desired compound or
heterostructure.
2.2. X-RAY CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES FOR LAYERED HETEROSTRUCTURES
AND THIN FILM COMPOUNDS
A combination of X-ray diffraction (XRD), reflectivity (XRR), and fluorescence
(XRF) are generally used to characterize all thin film compounds after deposition (AD) and
as a function of processing conditions (annealing time and/or temperature). This provides
information on the average structural information total composition in layered
heterostructures and thin film compounds.
XRD and XRR are useful and powerful techniques which can provide information
on average structural information in samples. Both techniques involve an incident beam of
X-rays onto a film surface at some angle θ. X-rays with a wavelength λ are diffracted off of
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atomic planes in the films, spaced apart by some distance d. For constructive interference to
occur, Bragg conditions must be met, as described by Bragg’s law: nλ = 2d sinθ.4 The
diffraction order n is generally equal to 1 for powder XRD. In specular XRD, (00l)
superlattice reflections are present in well-ordered superlattices aligned to the c-axis of the
substrate, such as many of the layered heterostructures discussed in this work. All XRD and
XRR patterns in this work were collected on a Bruker D8 Discover (specular XRD, XRR) or
a Rigaku Smartlab (in-plane and grazing incidence XRD). Both use Cu Kα X-rays (λ =
1.5406 Å).
In principle, XRR patterns are the result of the interference of partially reflected Xrays from interfaces in samples.5,6 XRR is useful for determining layer thickness in multilayer
films from frequencies of oscillations, or Kiessig fringes. Roughness can be determined by
following Parratt equations.5 Simulations for XRR patterns for multilayer thin film
compounds and a layered heterostructure similar to those discussed in this work are shown
in Figure 2.3. generated using GenX software.7 Bilayer Pb|Se films on Si with native SiO2
are shown in the top plot, where the effect of parameters such a layer thickness, total film
thickness, and roughness are demonstrated. For the simulation with roughness, a root mean
square roughness (Rq) of 10 Å of roughness was added to the surface of the Pb and Se
layers. The bottom plot shows a simulated XRR pattern for a (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1 on Si with
native SiO2. Roughness was not included. A Bragg reflection from the repeat unit (RU)
thickness or c-lattice parameter of the RU is labeled. where the d-spacing that corresponds
to that reflection at 2θ ≈ 7° that of 12.57 Å. This is equal to the sum of the c-lattice
parameters of the individual constituents, and for experimental patterns is a useful tool to
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probe the repeat unit structure. The number of maxima of oscillations or Kiessig fringes (22)
before the Bragg reflection plus two is equal to the total number of RU in the sample (24).

Figure 2.3. Simulated X-ray reflectivity patterns for thin film compounds with Pb and Se layers (top)
and a layered (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1 heterostructure.

Specular XRD is particularly useful for layered heterostructures and to determine if
preferred orientation or crystallographic alignment to substrates occurs in samples.
Superlattice (00l) reflections can be used to determine the c-axis lattice parameter for the
repeat unit structure in samples that form well-ordered heterostructures, similar to what is
seen in Figure 2.3 where the (001) is present in the XRR pattern. In-plane and grazing
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incidence XRD were particularly useful for thin film compounds which contained randomly
oriented crystallites. It was possible to determine unit cell types and their lattice parameters
with in-plane and grazing incidence XRD patterns, which was critical to understanding
reaction pathways as a function of annealing temperature.
Lastly, all samples are characterized with X-ray fluorescence to determine the total
number of atoms per unit area and composition in thin film compounds and layered
heterostructures. In principle, an X-ray beam is directed at the thin film samples and
compounds, with enough energy to eject a core shell electron. Outer shell electrons fill the
vacancy, and this displacement produces the emission of an X-ray whose wavelength is
characteristic to an element since orbital shell spacings are unique to atoms of each
individual element. All XRF data was collected on a Rigaku ZSX Primus II wavelength
dispersive X-ray fluorescence spectrometer with a rhodium X-ray source. Transitions from
the L to K orbital shells is referred to as Kα, M to K as Kβ, M to L as Lα, and so forth.
Recently, our lab developed a method to quantify XRF in terms of total atoms per unit area
for each element, which is described extensively elsewhere.8 In short, calibration curves for
each element (atoms per unit area versus intensity) in this work and used in our lab were
developed from crystallographically aligned samples with integral unit cell thickness and a
known number of units cells, determined by XRD. The total integrated intensities for each
element in each sample is measured and background subtracted based on the samples bare
substrate intensities. The ratio of background subtracted intensities (in counts per second) to
the slope of calibration curves ([atoms/Å2]/counts per second) provides us with the total
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atoms/Å2. Use of this method is key to determining deposition parameters and amount of
material in samples.
2.3. ELECTRON MICROSCOPY TECHNIQUES
Atomic resolution structural and elemental analysis was performed on select samples
throughout this work. While the X-ray characterization techniques in the previous section
provided key structural and elemental information for thin film compounds and layered
heterostructures, these methods provide a ‘global’ information. To confirm hypotheses
based on results from X-ray characterization methods, particularly in samples where these
results are more complex, electron microscopy techniques can access local information to
compare to the global picture.
High Angle Annular Dark Field – Transmission Electron Microscopy (HAADF-STEM)
was used throughout this work to obtain atomic resolution images of cross-sections of films,
which is often used in materials analysis.9 Simply put, transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) involves the acceleration of an electron beam generated from the tip of a high
brightness source through a series of electron lenses, which is focused to a small spot on the
sample. For STEM, this spot is rastered across the sample (scanning). Electrons interact with
and are transmitted through the ultra-thin sample (lamella). HAADF-STEM is used in this
work because electrons scattered at high angles, primarily from Rutherford scattering close
to the nucleus of atoms in the sample, are collected with an annular dark field detector.
Therefore, contrast in images is dependent on atomic number (Z), where higher brightness
= higher Z.10 For many materials in this study, Z dependent contrast is useful for
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qualitatively and quantitative analysis of different constituents, particularly in layered
heterostructures. HAADFImageJ11 was generally used for measurement and FFT analysis of
HAADF-STEM images.
Achieving atomic resolution requires a specimen whose thickness is typically < 50 nm to
allow transmission of electrons through the lamella thickness. Since we are interested in
observing cross-sections in our samples, regions (~ 10 µm wide, ~ 2 µm thick) are lifted out
of the specimen, mounted to a grid designed for TEM holders, and thinned to thicknesses
less 50 nm. This is done in a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) using a Focused Ion
Beam (FIB). Unlike TEM, SEMs produce images from electron beams which are scanned
across and interact the sample surface and penetrate into the sample. Secondary electrons,
backscattered electrons, and characteristic X-rays are produced as a result of this interaction,
and detectors are used to detect these signals and construct an image.12 FIBs are most
commonly used for removal of material by sputtering with incident ions. Traditionally, Ga+
liquid-metal ion sources (LMIS) are used in a focused ion beam because the high mass
allows for relatively large volume removal in comparison to other sources and good spatial
resolution.13 Like the SEM, images are produced from the production of secondary electrons
and ions from the interaction of the incident ion beam with the sample. Material can also be
deposited using SEM/FIB assisted chemical vapor deposition.13
An overview of the lift-out process for a cross-section TEM specimen is shown in
Figure 2.4. which begins with a top-down view in the SEM in the top left image. Protective
caps (for this work was Pt or C) are deposited on the film surface using the electron/ion
beams to ensure that damage from high energy beams is minimized, and to protect the
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surface of the sample for thinning. Material on either side of the protective cap, and from
below the sample surface into the Si substrate is removed with the FIB (top right). needle
with a fine tip is inserted and positioned on the edge of the specimen. The needle is welded
to the edge of the specimen by depositing material with the FIB. Then, the remaining
regions where the specimen is still attached to the substrate are removed, leaving only the
specimen on the needle. The needle is retracted, and the stage is moved to be positioned Cu
TEM grid. The needle is inserted again, and the sample is carefully attached to the top of the
Cu post by deposting material with the FIB. After the sample is secure on the grid, the FIB
is used to remove material to detach the needle. All lamella in this work was prepared using a
Helios Nanolab 600i DualBeam SEM/Ga+ FIB and mounted onto Cu grids. Final lamella
thinning was done with an accelerating voltage of 2 kV, using methods similar to those
described in great detail elsewhere.14 A TEM image of a thinned lamella where a thin film
compound was deposited on Si is shown in Figure 2.5. Dark regions on the left and right of
the lamella were not thinned, and therefore are not electron transparent. The thin film and Si
are electron transparent. Several microscopes were used in this work and are specified in
each chapter that includes HAADF-STEM/EDS.

Figure 2.4. Standard lift-out process for cross-section TEM lamella starting from the top left and
ending on the bottom left.
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Figure 2.5. Thinned lamella in a TEM where a thin film sample is located at the top region.

Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) is a technique that can be performed in an
SEM or (S)TEM. The working principle of EDS is essentially the same as that of XRF –
however an incident electron beam is used rather than an incident X-ray to cause ejection
and displacement of core shell electrons. The benefit to EDS is the ability to produce
elemental maps or line profiles in a local, specific region of interest where atomic resolution
mapping is achievable when done in an (S)TEM.15
Lastly, large area and volume analysis was performed on half-cell coin cell batteries that
contained stacks of Li metal, Cu current collectors, polymer separators, liquid electrolyte,
and solid electrolyte interphase encased in stainless steel. The active region of interest was ~
200 – 400 µm thick and buried under ~ 250 µm of stainless steel casing and the hundreds of
microns, which is inaccessible for traditional SEM/FIB/plasma-FIB. Therfore, a system
which combines an ultrafast pulsed laser with a SEM/PFIB was used to access these buried
multiphase material stacks on prototype system based on a Helios G3 DualBeam SEM/Xe+
PFIB.16–18 Given the presence of liquid electrolyte, the addition of a cryogenic stage to this
system was necessary to keep the liquid electrolyte frozen for analysis. An example of a
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cross-section obtained on an intact coin cell is shown in Figure 2.6., whichis much larger
scale (µm to mm length-scale) than those discussed using previous techniques for thin films.
However, nanoscale features can still be resolved in the cross-section. This technique and
methods are described in greater detail in Chapter XIII.

Figure 2.6. Overview SEM image of a cross-section through an intact half-cell coin cell battery
where ~ 1 mm3 of material was removed to access the buried stack of components (right). SEM
image of a polished stack of components, where large and small scale features and interfaces are
resolved.

2.4. BRIDGE
General experimental methods for synthesis and X-ray characterization of layered
heterostructures and thin film compounds were discussed in this chapter, in addition to an
overview of the electron micrscopy techniques used throughout this dissertation. The next
chapter utilizes the synthesis and characterization techniques discussed in this chapter to
understanding defects in layered heterostructures. Formation mechanisms for defects
analogous to those in standard crystal growth are proposed which provided insights into the
overall self-assembly mechanism for the formation of these layered heterostructures and
those discussed in future chapters.
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CHAPTER III
DEFECTS IN LAYERED VAN DER WAALS HETEROSTRUCTURES:
IMPLICATIONS FOR THERMOELECTRICS
3.0. AUTHORSHIP STATEMENT
Chapter III was published in ACS Applied Materials and Interfaces in 2021. Coauthors
Danielle M. Hamann, Sage R. Bauers, and Devin R. Merrill synthesized heterostructures.
Jeffrey Ditto, Gavin Mitchson, and Douglas L. Medlin collected electron microscopy data.
Professor David C. Johnson is my adviser, and I am the primary author of the manuscript.
3.1. INTRODUCTION
There has been a great effort in recent years to develop novel 2D materials and
heterostructures to achieve unprecedented properties. While graphene, a semimetal, was the
first 2D material discovered and widely studied, interest in 2D materials has rapidly
expanded to many systems including metals (e.g. VSe2, NbSe2), semiconductors (e.g. MoS2,
WS2) and insulators (hBN).1,2 Combining and stacking these 2D materials into
heterostructures provides wider opportunities to achieve tunable and novel properties. These
2D compounds are often held together by out-of-plane van der Waals forces, which are
much weaker than the in-plane covalent bonds of the constituent layers (ca. meV vs eV per
bond). This enables the 2D compounds to be cleaved and assembled into a myriad
nanoarchitectures whereby interlayer coupling results in tunable or emergent behaviors, such
as in graphene-hBN systems.3 The most common methods to prepare van der Waals
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heterostructures are through mechanical assembly or via van der Waals epitaxy, however
direct growth methods (e.g. CVD) are emerging.
While the library of 2D materials and van der Waals heterostructures grows,
substantial efforts to minimize and understand the impact of defects on properties must be
made in order to implement them reliably into devices.1 The effect of defects on properties
is exacerbated with reduced dimensionality, and therefore the ability to control defect types
and densities is critical. In 2D materials prepared with methods such as mechanical
exfoliation or MOCVD, defects such as vacancies, antisites, substitutions, adatoms, and
grain boundaries are common.4,5,6 These defects have been found to impact optical,
electronic, and optoelectronic properties.5,7 While defects in common 2D materials have
been studied (e.g. graphene), defects in van der Waals heterostructures are not well
understood, characterized with respect to types, or investigated with respect to their impact
on properties. The frequency and distribution of these defects is also likely to depend on the
thickness of the constituent layers, and the variety of defects is larger for systems with nonepitaxial interfaces. To functionalize such heterostructures, understanding and controlling
defects is critical for controlling performance, reliability, and reproducibility.1
One of the most studied class of van der Waals layered heterostructures are those
that contain transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), which are promising candidates for
thermoelectric applications.8 This paper examines defects in TMD-containing SnSe-TiSe2
heterostructures, prepared as non-epitaxial, vertically stacked superlattices to probe the
changes in the distribution and frequency of defects as a function of constituent thickness
and to gain insight into the defect formation mechanisms. We employ the Modulated
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Elemental Reactants (MER) synthesis method, which allows tailored architectures through
room temperature layer-by-layer deposition of a precursor, followed by low-temperature
annealing that crystallizes the material. The ([SnSe]1+δ)m(TiSe2)n system (where 1+δ includes
the difference in basal plane area between constituents) was chosen for this investigation
since its base-line structure and properties are understood as function of the thickness of the
SnSe and TiSe2 layers.9–14 Grain sizes in the individual layers are typically range between 50
and 200 nm.9–14 Prior HAADF-STEM observations of the basic ([SnSe]1+δ)m(TiSe2)n
nanoarchitecture are in excellent agreement with X-ray diffraction, X-ray reflectivity, and Xray fluorescence measurements. This atomic resolution imaging also reveals a wide variety of
defects in the idealized structure, which depend on the thickness of the constituent layers
and the processing conditions.
As we discuss in detail here, the defects observed in the ([SnSe]1+δ)m(TiSe2)n system
are generally analogous to those observed in traditional crystal growth and can be broadly
categorized into two groups based on their proposed formation mechanisms. The first
category results from the nucleation and subsequent diffusion-limited growth of the
constituent layers within the precursor as the heterostructure self-assembles. This category
encompasses grain boundaries, antiphase boundaries, and both coherent and incoherent
twin boundaries. The second category of defects results from local or global variations in the
amount of deposited material. Such spatial variations in the deposition disrupt the overall
layering sequence giving perturbations that are analogous to line defects, such as dislocations
and disconnections, that are observed in conventional crystalline materials. We propose
formation mechanisms for these defects, which will be sensitive to processing parameters.
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These insights suggest strategies for controlling the density and spatial location of specific
defects, which could enable new approaches for defect-engineered electronic properties.
3.2. EXPERIMENTAL
The heterostructures for this study were prepared using the Modulated Elemental
Reactant (MER) method.15 Specific details concerning the synthesis, structure, and
properties of the ([SnSe]1+)1(TiSe2)1 films considered here have been presented
previously.9–14 In short, the MER method is a wafer-scale, low temperature, solid-state
synthesis route that involves the repeated deposition of a sequence of elemental layers to
create a precursor with the nanoarchitecture and local composition match that of the
targeted AmBn heterostructure. For example, to synthesize ([SnSe]1+)1(TiSe2)1, a compound
containing alternating layers of SnSe and TiSe2, a sequence of Ti|Se|Sn|Se layers is initially
deposited by physical vapor deposition. In this sequence, the number of Ti atoms and Se
atoms in the Ti|Se bilayer corresponds to the number required to make a single TiSe2 and
the number of Sn and Se atoms in a Sn|Se bilayer corresponds to the number of atoms
required to make a bilayer of SnSe. The alternating thickness is repeated to get either films of
~ 50 nm or films that have a minimum of 10 repeat units. All samples were deposited onto
Si <100> substrates with native SiO2.
The deposited films are predominantly amorphous, with compositional modulation
corresponding to the sequence of deposited layers. There is significant interdiffusion
between the deposited layers as the elements react to form amorphous alloys. The structure
of the as deposited precursors and their self-assembly into the heterostructures discussed in
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this paper are discussed in detail in a sequence of prior publications.9–14 After deposition of
the precursors, the films were annealed at low-temperatures in an inert environment to
transform the elemental layers into the targeted, metastable crystalline product. Annealing
times and temperatures were low enough to promote short range diffusion, but not high
enough to result in the thermodynamic product. The resulting films are single phase with
respect to both X-ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray reflectivity (XRR).
To access local structural information, atomic resolution electron microscopy
techniques were used. High Angle Annular Dark Field – Scanning Transmission Electron
Microscopy (HAADF-STEM) is used to obtain Z-contrast atomic resolution images of
cross-sections of samples collected over several years from several operators using FEI Titan
or Themis Z microscopes. Cross-sections with thicknesses < 50 nm were prepared with a
Helios 600i DualBeam SEM-FIB using standard lift-out procedures.16 A protective layer was
applied to the surface of the samples using a permanent marker17 before the use of
SEM/FIB, followed by ion beam deposited carbon.
3.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.3.1. Baseline microstructure: ([SnSe]1+δ)1(TiSe2)1
We begin by discussing the baseline microstructure in ([SnSe]1+δ)1(TiSe2)1, which is
the simplest of the heterostructures we examined (Figure 3.1). Figure 3.1a illustrates a
precursor that targets ([SnSe]1+δ)1(TiSe2)1, and contains the ideal product consisting of
alternating layers of SnSe and TiSe2. Figure 3.1b shows a HAADF-STEM image which
confirms that annealing the precursor results in the targeted compound, containing
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alternating SnSe bilayers and TiSe2 trilayers (higher and lower intensity) throughout almost
the entire film. There are thin (nm) impurity regions at the top and bottom of the film that
are distinct from the repeating pattern of SnSe and TiSe2 layers and can result from excess
Sn, Ti, or Se, and can form additional compounds such as SnSe2 at the surface.13 The
bottom layer of the film may also contain impurity compounds, such as Ti2Se or Ti silicides,
that form when the initial layer of Ti reacts with the subsequently deposited Se layer or with
the substrate during the deposition or annealing processes.18

Figure 3.1. a) Schematic of an as-deposited precursor containing Sn, Ti, and Se followed by the final
product ([SnSe]1+δ)1(TiSe2)1. b) HAADF-STEM image of ([SnSe]1+δ)1(TiSe2)1 showing the substrate
(Si and native SiO2) at the bottom. The sample consists of repeating units of ([SnSe]1+δ)1(TiSe2)1,
indicated by alternating layers of a higher intensity (SnSe) and lower intensity (TiSe2). c) Higher
magnification HAADF-STEM image of ([SnSe]1+δ)1(TiSe2)1, which reflects the ideal product with no
defects shown in a) and shows regions on and off zone axes within both constituents. Several SnSe
and TiSe2 layers are marked with blue and orange rectangles, respectively. Local crystallographic
alignment between SnSe and TiSe2 is also evident in the regions where neighboring layers are both
locally oriented along a low-index zone axis.

The majority of the higher magnification image of ([SnSe]1+δ)1(TiSe2)1 in Figure 3.1c
contains the targeted repeating layer sequence which is marked with blue (SnSe) and orange
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(TiSe2) rectangles to easily identify the difference in constituents for several repeat units. This
region contains few obvious defects, despite the low temperature of the annealing (350°C,
30 minutes)13 to self-assemble. This suggests there must be a significant interaction between
the constituents which makes this compound at least a local free energy minimum and that
there is an energy penalty to create ensemble defects. Considerable long-range diffusion
must occur to eliminate local variations in the number of atoms deposited in each elemental
layer in the precursor. The rest of the samples discussed in this paper have low densities of
defects, similar to that shown in Figure 3.1b and 3.1c. The rest of this manuscript will focus
on specific defects found in the samples, which were typically found by extensive searching
of the TEM lamella prepared from each sample.
3.3.2. Rotational/Turbostratic Disorder: Domain boundaries
We begin by discussing the first class of defects we discuss are those resulting from
rotational disorder within or between (turbostratic disorder) individual layers of the
heterostructure, which can have important consequences for properties and the electronic
structure of materials. Rotational disorder is typically random but can be discrete in cases
where crystallographic alignment exists between constituents or there are crystallographic
faults within a layer. Such rotational disorder has also been observed within single layer
films of dichalcogenides in samples grown using vacuum deposition techniques.19 More
disorder is to be expected for heterostructures with lattice mismatch, either between two
structures with the same structure but different lattice parameters or between two layers with
different structures (for example a square and a hexagonal basal plane).20 The lattice
mismatch inherent between constituents of heterostructures21 and weak van der Waals
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bonding between layers makes it challenging to avoid rotational disorder in the growth of
heterostructures. The bonding between constituents containing alternating layers of a rock
salt constituent with a dichalcogenide (([MX]1+δ)1(TSe2)1, where M = Sn, Pb, Bi and T = Ti,
V, Nb, Ta, Cr) is unusual, as the incommensurate structural misfit between constituents
results in distribution of bond distances between the atoms at the interfaces.22 While SnSe
(90° angles in the basal plane) and TiSe2 (hexagonal) are symmetrically incommensurate,
([SnSe]1+δ)1(TiSe2)1 system has a near lattice match between <100> SnSe and <110> TiSe2 7,
which favors a specific orientation between the constituents.
Rotational disorder is readily apparent by the variety of zone axis orientations
present throughout the image in atomic resolution image of ([SnSe]1+δ)1(TiSe2)1 shown in
Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2. a) HAADF-STEM image of ([SnSe]1+δ)1(TiSe2)1 which shows domain boundaries within
layers as a result of turbostratic disorder. The second TiSe2 layer from the bottom of the region
highlighted with a red box shows a boundary (marked with an arrow) between 2 orientations within
the same layer, illustrating rotational disorder, in addition to neighboring layers which are in different
orientations. Several SnSe and TiSe2 layers are marked with blue and orange rectangles, respectively.
b) a schematic of the precursor (light shaded squares and hexagons) which represent Sn + Se and Ti
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+ 2Se that has not crystallized (left), followed by a partially crystallized compound where nucleation
and growth is occurring during annealing (middle). Dark shaded squares and hexagons represent
crystallized regions. After annealing, the final turbostratically disordered crystallized compound
(right) is illustrated to mimic the region in 2a highlighted in the red box. The dashed lines in the
crystallized compound represent orientations of regions of each layer. The square and hexagonal
symbols represent the symmetry of the different layers, not the orientation of the symmetry axes,
which are perpendicular to the substrate.

We believe that this disorder results from crystallization during the low temperature
annealing initiating at numerous nucleation sites with subsequent growth occurring randomly
throughout the precursor. The rotational disorder is also likely supported by the weak
orientational dependence of bond-strength between layers. The boundaries between these
differently oriented domains thus form what is likely the most common type of defect in the
MER deposited films. We can distinguish between the boundaries between differently
oriented layers and those between differently oriented domains within a given layer (or
packet of layers).
To illustrate, consider Figure 3.2, which shows an image of ([SnSe]1+δ)1(TiSe2)1 from a
different region of the same sample shown in Figure 3.1c. The occurrence of single layer
grain boundaries in different positions in different layer further supports the idea that the
crystallization from the precursor is initiating at multiple nucleation sites. An example of a
grain boundary within a layer of TiSe2 is shown in Figure 3.2 and marked with an arrow. The
SnSe layers above and below do not have grain boundaries at the same location, suggesting
that the growth of the two constituents is not interconnected or concurrent. The rotational
disorder between constituents also implies that the energy difference between different
orientations of neighboring layers is small. This lack of epitaxy between constituents results
in different relative orientations of the constituents having different distributions of bond
distances, which have similar energies as the average bond distance does not change
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significantly. The interaction between the constituent layers must be strong, however, as
many misfit layer compounds are thermodynamically more stable than a mixture of the
constituent binary compounds.22 This has been previously discussed in the literature, where
both covalent and ionic bonding, in addition to van der Waals forces are suggested to
explain the unusual stability of misfit layer compounds.23 The accidental near lattice match in
the ([SnSe]1+δ)1(TiSe2)1 sample is unique among the samples investigated herein by having
nanoscale regions of long-range order only found for m = 1, n = 1. This can be seen in the
regions that are on-axis in Figure 3.2a. It is also apparent in Figure 3.1c by the large number
of adjacent on-axis regions within the area shown.
The schematic in Figure 3.2b suggests a mechanism for forming a single layer grain
boundary defect through a sequence of intermediate structures. The left side image
illustrates the precursor structure with the ideal amount of material. The middle image
indicates nucleation sites that form during the deposition or low temperature annealing of
the precursor. The nucleation sites in the middle panel likely form in a sequential manner
rather than simultaneously, however, for simplicity, only one panel is shown between the
precursor and final product. The right image shows the final heterostructure. Light shaded
blocks indicate amorphous regions. Dark shaded blocks indicate crystalized regions with the
stripe indicating the crystallographic alignment of the domain.
In some cases, however, crystallization of the precursors occurs with orientation
relationships between the differently oriented domains, giving for instance twin-related
variants or anti-phase boundaries. For instance, a coherent twin boundary is highlighted in
Figure 3.3 in the ([SnSe]1+)1(TiSe2)2 system. The region highlighted in Figure 3.3a in the red
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box shows two neighboring TiSe2 layers that do not have a twin defect, where both layers
have the same orientation. The red box highlighted in Figure 3b shows a region where there
is a coherent twin boundary, where a 180° rotation about the [0001] axis exists between the
neighboring TiSe2 layers. Figure 3.3c illustrates how this defect may form, showing the
transformation of the precursor to the final product for the regions shown in 3.3a and 3.3b.
The top schematic in Figure 3.3c represents the region highlighted in Figure 3.3a, where a
single nucleation site for TiSe2 exists and both TiSe2 layers grow from this nucleation site.
This results in their having the same orientation, as indicated by the direction of the dashed
lines. The bottom schematic represents a potential mechanism for the defect formation from
the region in Figure 3b. Two different nucleation sites exist in the same layer, with two
different orientations, resulting in the coherent twin boundary between the neighboring
layers. The orientations of the nucleation sites may be influenced by the adjacent SnSe layers
if they form first.

Figure 3.3. a) HAADF-STEM image of ([SnSe]1+δ)1(TiSe2)2 highlighting a region with a red box of
TiSe2 with no stacking defect, where the same grain orientation is observed for both TiSe2 layers.
Several SnSe and TiSe2 layers are marked with blue and orange rectangles, respectively. b) HAADFSTEM image of ([SnSe]1+δ)1(TiSe2)2 highlighting a region with a red box of TiSe2 with a coherent
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twin boundary type stacking defect. Here a 180° rotation about the [0001] axis is observed between
the TiSe2 layers. c) the top schematic illustrates the precursor (left) with lighter shading to
demonstrate the amount of material, followed by the start of nucleation and growth of the precursor
(middle) where the solid shapes represent material that is starting to crystallize and self-assemble
during annealing. Dashed lines indicate a specific orientation and no dashed line indicates a random
orientation, and lastly the final product (right) where the orientation of both TiSe2 layers is the same.

The second defect in TiSe2 is an incoherent twin boundary, which is shown in Figure
3.4 in the ([SnSe]1+)1(TiSe2)4. Figure 3.4a shows a period of the repeating structure where an
incoherent twin boundary exists, where the boundary exists within layers rather than
between them. Figure 4b shows the region that is highlighted in the red box in 3.4a, where
the boundary is marked with red lines.

Figure 3.4. a) HAADF-STEM image of ([SnSe]1+)1(TiSe2)4 highlighting a region with a red box of
TiSe2 with an incoherent twin boundary type defect. Several SnSe and TiSe2 layers are marked with
blue and orange rectangles, respectively. b) higher magnification of the region shown in 5a, which
marks the twin boundary with a red line. c) the top schematic illustrates the precursor (left) with
lighter shading to demonstrate the amount of material, followed by the start of nucleation and
growth of the precursor (middle) where the solid shapes represent material that is starting to
crystallize and self-assemble, dashed lines indicate a specific orientation and no dashed line indicates
a random orientation, and lastly the final product (right) where the orientation of both TiSe2 layers is
the same. On the bottom, the same illustration is made, however 3 separate nucleation sites with
different orientations for TiSe2 are shown (middle). The first two TiSe2 layers have a 180° between
orientations, resulting in the incoherent twin boundary.
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The vertical red line is where the boundary begins within layers where a reversal in the
orientation within the two TiSe2 layers is seen. The horizontal line indicates a boundary
between neighboring TiSe2 layers where a third orientation in this region of the repeating
period is present. Figure 3.4c illustrates a possible growth mechanism that would result in the
formation of the incoherent twin boundary. The top schematic depicts a repeating period
where a nucleation site exists and has started to grow all 4 layers in the repeating period with
the same orientation as indicated by the direction of the dashed lines. The bottom schematic
depicts the repeating period shown in Figure 3.4a and 3.4b, where 3 nucleation sites are
shown in the middle panel of the schematic. The 2 nucleation sites with dashed lines have
the same orientation but mirrored, and the last nucleation site has a different orientation (no
dashed line). In the last panel where the final product is shown, the 2 mirrored nucleation
sites have grown to create a boundary within the layers.
([SnSe]1+)1(TiSe2)2 is a known thermodynamically stable compound in the ternary
phase diagram. It has been prepared by the solid state reaction method in an evacuated
quartz ampule by Song et. al.24 Song et. al. did not comment specifically on twin boundaries
in this compound. Their HRTEM image indicates a common zone axis for both the SnSe
and TiSe2 layers.24 Refinement of the lattice parameters of this compound indicates that the
SnSe and TiSe2 layers have distorted such that the b- and c-axis lattice parameters are
common while the a-axis lattice parameter is different.24 When the ([SnSe]1+)1(TiSe2)2
compound is prepared at low temperatures from designed precursors using the MER
method discussed in this work, the structure is distinctly different despite having the same
sequence of SnSe and TiSe2 layers. The in-plane structures of the SnSe and TiSe2 layers are
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also structurally independent from one another, having different in-plane lattice systems,
square and hexagonal respectively.12 Many different orientations of both the SnSe and TiSe2
layers are found in representative HAADF images, which likely lead to the presence of
defects such as twin boundaries. The presence of many twin boundaries in
([SnSe]1+)1(TiSe2)2 suggests that there is only a small energy penalty for their formation
and/or they are kinetically stable.
The most common defects observed within SnSe bilayers in the ([SnSe]1+)m(TiSe2)n
system appear to be antiphase boundaries (Figure 3.5). Establishing the formation
mechanism is unclear due to complexity in the SnSe system. Bulk SnSe exists in two
polymorphs, α-SnSe and β-SnSe. The phase transition from α-SnSe and β-SnSe is second
order as there is a continuous displacement of Sn and Se atoms as temperature is varied due
to a soft phonon mode.25,26,27 Both the interaction between TiSe2 and SnSe and changing
layer thicknesses modify the phonon modes, impacting the relative stability of the two
structures. The stable repeating structure of SnSe bilayers resembles the high temperature
SnSe phase (β-SnSe). However, when the SnSe thickness is increased the SnSe structure
becomes increasingly more like the low temperature structure (α-SnSe).28 The consequence
of this are local areas that have structures intermediate between the α-SnSe and β-SnSe
phases. Identifying which phase is present locally is difficult due to similarities in the
structures (Figure A.1). Therefore, we will limit our discussion of defects in the SnSe
constituent to the most frequently observed defect. Figure 3.5a shows a region of SnSe that
has an antiphase boundary type defect in ([SnSe]1+)3(TiSe2)2, which is highlighted with a red
box. Figure 3.5b shows the region highlighted in the red box in 5a, where Sn and Se atoms
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are marked with blue and grey circles, respectively. The antiphase boundary defect is shown
for layers where neighboring Sn atoms are stacked. Figure 3.5c and 3.5d are similar, except
there are 2 antiphase boundaries present, which are located in the middle of the repeating
structure in ([SnSe]1+)8(TiSe2)2. One hypothesis for how the boundary could form is that it
is a result of formation of the high temperature SnSe phase. Supporting this notion is the
observation that the stacking along the [001] direction in the high temperature β-SnSe phase
(Figure A.1) is consistent with the stacking at the antiphase boundaries. These layers could
be surrounded by either [001] oriented α-SnSe or [100] β-SnSe.

Figure 3.5. HAADF-STEM images of a) A region in ([SnSe]1+)3(TiSe2)2 where an antiphase
boundary exists in the SnSe highlighted with the red box. Several SnSe and TiSe2 layers are marked
with blue and orange rectangles, respectively. b) higher magnification of the region shown in 5a,
where blue and grey circles represent Sn and Se atoms, respectively. The first 2 SnSe bilayers from the
bottom have Sn atoms stacked on top of one another, whereas the 3rd bilayer has stacking similar to a
rock-salt structure. c) A region in ([SnSe]1+)8(TiSe2)2 where an antiphase boundary exists in the SnSe
highlighted with the red box. d) higher magnification of the region shown in 5c. The first 4th through
6th SnSe bilayers from the bottom have Sn atoms stacked on top of one another, all other bilayers
have stacking similar to a rock-salt structure.
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Finally, we consider a defect that is also a result of multiple nucleation sites but
disrupts the overall repeating period. A rotated island in the ([SnSe]1+)1(TiSe2)15 sample
resulting from a misaligned grain of TiSe2 in the layer adjacent to the substrate is shown in
Figure 3.6. Figure 3.6a highlights the domain with a red dashed line, and Figure 3.6b shows
this region at higher magnification. Figure 3.6c illustrates a potential formation mechanism
for this grain boundary. Only part of the total repeating period is shown, and SnSe is not
included for simplicity. The left panel of the schematic shows the precursor with Ti and Se
on the Si + native SiO2 substrate. The middle panel shows potential nucleation sites for this
region, where the misaligned grain begins to grow in addition to surrounding nucleation sites
that are aligned to the c-axis. The right panel depicts the region shown in Figure 3.6a and
3.6b (the number of layers differs from the image for simplicity) where the nucleation sites
have grown to create regions that are aligned to the c-axis, and growth of the misoriented
grain. The light shaded regions illustrate the boundaries between the aligned and misaligned
regions.

Figure 3.6. a) HAADF-STEM image of ([SnSe]1+)1(TiSe2)15 highlighting a region with a red dashed
line of a TiSe2 grain that is not aligned to the c-axis on the substrate (Si + native SiO2). Several SnSe
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and TiSe2 layers are marked with blue and orange rectangles, respectively. b) higher magnification of
the region shown in 10a. c) the left panel shows the precursor with lighter shading to depict the Ti
and Se. Not all layers for the repeating period or for the region in 10b are shown for simplicity. The
middle panel illustrates potential nucleation and growth of the precursor where the solid shapes
represent material that is starting to crystallize and self-assemble. The final product (right) shows the
growth of the TiSe2 grain that is not aligned, and light shaded regions at the boundaries between the
aligned and misaligned regions.

This defect was only observed adjacent to the substrate in this sample and
presumably forms through heterogeneous nucleation at the interface with the substrate. The
misalignment of the grain may result from substrate roughness or the presence of an
impurity layer at the substrate as discussed in Figure 3.1. Typically, these misoriented grains
are smaller than the grains in the layers lying parallel with the substrate. This suggests that
the initial nanoarchitecture of the precursor favors coarsening of grains parallel to the
substrate, which would result in the consumption of these small grains with random
orientation. The misoriented grain results in a variety of other defects in the surrounding
regions, including dislocations, disconnections, and small domains of SnSe in the form of
disconnection defects to accommodate the misaligned grain. Above this grain, the
heterostructure is aligned to the c-axis and maintains the intended repeating period of
([SnSe]1+)1(TiSe2)15.
3.3.3. Layer Thickness-related defects
So far, we have considered defects for which the individual layers of the precursor
are all assumed to be ideally continuous. However, depending on the growth conditions
there can be local and global deviations from the intended thicknesses of the individual
layers within the precursor. Here, we distinguish between two types of thickness-related
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defects as illustrated schematically in Figure 3.7. In the first case the number of layers is the
same on both sides of the defect, but there is a step in the structure such that the phase
changes within a layer. We refer to these defects as layer-step defects. In the second type of
defect the number of layers is different on the two sides of the defect, resulting in a
discontinuity of the layers. We refer to this type of defect as a layer-dislocation. Note that
both of these types of defects are closely related to interfacial disconnections, a general class of
interfacial line defect possessing both dislocation and step content.29, 30 However, because of
the possibility for rotational disorder between the different layers, the conventional threedimensional crystallographic constraints that are normally applied in the analysis of
disconnections at crystalline interfaces possessing a well-defined crystallographic orientation
relationship, are not as applicable here.

Figure 3.7. Schematics of a layer-step defect between SnSe and TiSe2, where the Burger’s vector (b)
is small due to the similarity in the c-lattice parameters and s layer dislocation defect where the
Burger’s vector is larger because an additional partial layer of SnSe is present.
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3.3.3.1.

Layer-Step Defects

Figure 3.8 highlights a layer-step defect in ([SnSe]1+δ)2(TiSe2)1 where an SnSe layer
meets TiSe2 at a grain boundary. The region in the red box on Figure 3.8a is shown at in
Figure 3.8b and layers are labeled to highlight the disconnection. The dislocation content in
this defect is small because the thicknesses of the SnSe (c =5.747 Å) and TiSe2 (c = 5.998 Å)
layers are similar, resulting in only a small mismatch in the step heights. In a system where
there is a larger difference in c-lattice parameters, there would be larger dislocation content
with consequences to the overall film thickness. Figure 3.8c shows a schematic of the
formation of this defect from the precursor on the right. In the top schematic, the ideal
amount of material to form the 2 bilayers of SnSe and 1 trilayer of TiSe2 is shown, resulting
in the desired product on the right. In the bottom schematic, the precursor locally has excess
TiSe2 relative to a single trilayer, and insufficient SnSe to form 2 complete bilayers. Since the
layer thicknesses are approximately equal and the number of SnSe-TiSe2 interfaces is
conserved, we do not expect a significant energy penalty for this defect.

Figure 3.8. a) HAADF-STEM image of ([SnSe]1+)2(TiSe2)1 highlighting a layer-step defect within
the red box. b) higher magnification from the region highlighted in 4a, showing the disconnection
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where SnSe and TiSe2 exist within the same layer. c) the top schematic illustrates a precursor (light
shaded squares and hexagons for Sn + Se and Ti + 2 Se, respectively) where the number of atoms in
the precursor is equal to the number of atoms to form ([SnSe]1+)2(TiSe2)1 and results in the desired
structure (dark shaded squares and hexagons). The squares and hexagons do not correspond to
orientation. The bottom schematic illustrates the formation of a disconnection, where the amount of
SnSe in the precursor is deficient, and the amount of TiSe2 is in excess to form one complete layer.

The number of layer step defects varies considerably as the thickness of the
constituent layers are varied. Disconnections were not observed in the ([SnSe]1+δ)1(TiSe2)1
cross section, presumably because there is an energy penalty for reducing the amount of
SnSe-TiSe2 interface area due to the strong interaction between constituents. These defects
become increasingly frequent, however, as the period of the heterostructure increases, as
shown in Figure 3.9 from a cross-section of an ([SnSe]1+δ)8(TiSe2)2 sample. Layer step defects
are evident throughout this image, particularly on the right-hand side. The high density of
layer step defects results in significant variation in the local number of layers of each
constituent in the repeating period, although the average thickness of the repeating period is
that targeted by the initial precursor. Since the precursors are prepared by sequentially
depositing m Sn|Se and n Ti|Se elemental bilayers, any systematic deviation in the number
of atoms deposited in each bilayer relative to that required to form a bilayer of SnSe or a
single trilayer of TiSe2 becomes m or n times larger. This makes it experimentally more
challenging to prepare “perfect” precursors as m and n become larger, resulting in the
disconnections from either the shortfall or excess number of atoms in each SnSe or TiSe2
block from that required to make m bilayers of SnSe or n trilayers of TiSe2.
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Figure 3.9. a) HAADF-STEM image of ([SnSe]1+)8(TiSe2)2 which has a high density of layer-step
defects, which are regions at grain boundaries of SnSe (light) to TiSe2 (dark). The right-hand side of
the image shows disconnections at every repeating period from the bottom to the top.

3.3.3.2.

Layer Dislocations

Figure 3.10 highlights a layer-dislocation defect in ([SnSe]1+δ)1(TiSe2)2 where a TiSe2
trilayer is terminated. Layer dislocation defects were found in every sample investigated in
this manuscript. The region in the red box on Figure 3.10a is expanded in Figure 3.10b and
the dislocation is indicated with the dashed red lines. Figure 3.10c shows a schematic of the
formation of this defect from the precursor on the right. The top schematic illustrates the
ideal amount of material to form 1 bilayer of SnSe and 2 trilayers of TiSe2, resulting in the
desired product on the right. Similar to the layer disconnections, there is a non-integral
number of layers in the precursor which is shown in the bottom schematic in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10. a) HAADF-STEM image of ([SnSe]1+)1(TiSe2)2 highlighting a layer-dislocation type
defect within the red box. b) higher magnification from the region highlighted in 5a, showing the
dislocation type defect where a layer of TiSe2 is terminated between complete layers of SnSe. Several
SnSe and TiSe2 layers are marked with blue and orange rectangles, respectively. c) the top schematic
illustrates a precursor (light shaded squares and hexagons for Sn + Se and Ti + 2 Se, respectively)
where the number of atoms in the precursor is equal to the number of atoms to form
([SnSe]1+)1(TiSe2)2 and results in the desired structure (dark shaded squares and hexagons). The
squares and hexagons do not correspond to orientation. The bottom schematic illustrates the
formation of a dislocation, where the amount of SnSe in the precursor is the amount required to
form complete layers, and the amount of TiSe2 is insufficient to form 2 complete layers.

However, the final product does not form an integral number of layers due to locally
insufficient amount of material, which is illustrated in the schematic with insufficient TiSe2
to form 2 complete trilayers neighboring the ideal amount of SnSe to form 1 bilayer. The
result is a partially complete layer of TiSe2 which is terminated.
As with the layer step defects, our observations suggest the layer dislocation defects
also become more frequent with increasing thickness of the constituent layers in
heterostructures. For instance, consider Figure 3.11. In this ([SnSe]1+δ)8(TiSe2)2 sample,
Figure 3.11 contains a region where a layer of SnSe is terminated at the dislocation, in
contrast with the TiSe2 layer terminated in Figure 3.10. Disconnections and dislocations can
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often be found in similar regions for samples with thicker periods, which is evident in the
HAADF-STEM image of ([SnSe]1+)8(TiSe2)2 shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.11. a) HAADF-STEM image of ([SnSe]1+)8(TiSe2)2 with a region that has a layerdislocation resulting from the termination of an SnSe bilayer. A disconnection defect is also apparent
at the top of the image in the neighboring layer to the repeating SnSe bilayers.

The higher density of these defects is likely due to errors in deposition as depositing m or n
layers that differ from the ideal composition by some amount, resulting in a larger global
error. For example, in the ([SnSe]1+δ)8(TiSe2)2 system if 1% more Sn and Se were deposited in
each layer of the precursor, there would be 8% more Sn and Se than needed to form SnSe in
the repeating period. In a ([SnSe]1+δ)1(TiSe2)1 if the same error was present, there would only
be 1% more material in the repeating period. The magnitude of the deviations, the diffusion
rates of the elements, and the processing conditions will all impact the density of these
defects in the self-assembled product.
It is also possible to precursor errors that give rise to less than a fully stochiometric
layer, producing a locally faulted layer. An example is highlighted in Figure 3.12. For
instance, an extra plane of atoms is trapped between the surrounding TiSe2 trilayers. We
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interpret this extra plane of atoms to be Ti based on the HAADF-STEM contrast. The
region highlighted in the red box on Figure 3.12a is shown in Figure 3.12b, where the local
extra plane of atoms is evident between [210] oriented TiSe2 layers. These partial
dislocations defects disrupt the periodic structure of the majority of the sample, like the
dislocations discussed previously.
Figure 3.12c shows a schematic of how this defect may form during annealing, with
the as deposited precursor illustrated on the right. For simplicity, only 4 of the 15 TiSe2
layers in the repeating period are illustrated. Excess Ti relative to the targeted TiSe2
stoichiometry is illustrated using light red shaded circles. The top schematic illustrates the
ideal amount of material to form 1 bilayer of SnSe and 4 trilayers of TiSe2, resulting in a
defect-free product on the right. In the bottom schematic a possible formation mechanism
for the partial dislocation is shown where excess Ti is present locally in the precursor which
is trapped during self-assembly between domains of TiSe2. The inclusion formed by the
trapped Ti looks like a nanograin of TiSe, whose structure consists of alternating hexagonal
planes of Ti and Se. These partial dislocations are likely only apparent for thick repeating
periods for the same reason that high densities of the previous two defects were seen, that if
each layer of Ti deposited is slightly off-composition there is a cumulative impact with a
larger consequence to the overall repeating period. This defect could form if the thickness
of Se layers was deficient or if the Ti layers were thicker than the amount needed to form
TiSe2. This defect could form if the thickness of Se layers was deficient or if the Ti layers
were thicker than the amount needed to form TiSe2.
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Figure 3.12. a) HAADF-STEM image of ([SnSe]1+)1(TiSe2)15 highlighting a partial layer dislocation
defect within the red box. Several SnSe and TiSe2 layers are marked with blue and orange rectangles,
respectively. b) higher magnification from the region highlighted in 11a, showing the Ti atoms are
trapped between the [210] oriented TiSe2 trilayers. c) the top schematic illustrates a precursor (light
shaded squares and hexagons for Sn + Se and Ti + 2 Se, respectively, light shaded circles for Ti)
where the number of atoms in the precursor is equal to the number of atoms to form 1 SnSe bilayer
and 4 TiSe2 trilayers and results in the desired structure (dark shaded squares and hexagons). The
squares and hexagons do not correspond to orientation. The bottom schematic illustrates the
formation of a partial layer dislocation, where excess Ti relative to TiSe2 stoichiometry is present
locally in the precursor, resulting in the small domain of Ti between TiSe2.

3.4. CONCLUSIONS
The defects observed in cross-sections of ([SnSe]1+δ)m(TiSe2)n studied with HAADFSTEM are analogous to those observed in conventionally grown crystals, despite the
diffusion limited growth during low temperature annealing from a designed precursor. The
density and type of defects present were found to increase as the thickness of the
constituent layers increased, providing clues as to the origin of defects. The defects result
from either deviations in the amount of material deposited globally or locally in the
precursor or by multiple nucleation sites being present during the self-assembly process.
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Nucleation occurs at multiple sites within the precursors because any amorphous regions
formed during deposition onto the nominally room temperature substrates are
supersaturated with respect to the crystalline constituents. Several recent reports discuss
methods to control nucleation rates/sites which could be used to reduce domain boundary
and layer step defects.6,31,32 Local variations in composition will always occur, therefore
controlling layer step defects would require controlling processing conditions and diffusion
rates.18,33 Our results also suggest that it should be possible to control the type and density of
defects in these heterostructures by controlling the precursor structure and processing
conditions to influence properties. Defects are desirable in some cases, such as reduced
lattice thermal conductivity which can be improved by increasing dislocation densities and
decreasing grain size.34 For other properties, such as increasing carrier mobility, one needs to
reduce defect levels.34
3.5. BRIDGE
This chapter proposed formation mechanism for defects in layered heterostructures
based on defects observed via electron microscopy. Two primary categories of defects were
discussed, those that form as a result of self-assembly consistent with simultaneous
nucleation and growth occurring throughout the sample during crystallization, and those that
formed as a result of errors in local or global precursor composition. Understanding these
defects and how they form has implications for tuning properties where specific defects are
desired or need to be minimized. The next chapter tests the formation mechanisms
proposed in this chapter. Intentional defects were formed at a specific site in a layered
heterostructure by precisely controlling local composition.
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CHAPTER IV
CONTROLLED DEFECT FORMATION IN TRANSITION METAL
DICHALCOGENIDE CONTAINING HETEROSTRUCTURES
4. AUTHORSHIP STATEMENT
Chapter IV is under preparation for submission to the Journal of the American Chemical
Society. Coauthor Marisa Choffel assisted with synthesis of compounds. Douglas L. Medlin
assisted with collection of electron microscopy data. Professor David C. Johnson is my
adviser, and I am the primary author of the manuscript.
4.1. INTRODUCTION
The ability to synthesize designed heterostructures is significantly limited. Fault lies
on both the inability to accurately predict stable compounds and to synthesize kinetic
products. Predictions are complicated because there are no systematic rules with which to
understand coordination and bonding energies, like in molecular chemistry.1 Computations
may make approximations that result in systematic errors in formation energies. Other
complications plague the synthetic attempts to synthesize predicted or designed structures.
The synthetic attempts increase the complications as the different aggregate states and
reactivities increase the energy of mixing unpredictably, increasing the energy of diffusion.2,3
If diffusion is limited to the surface in synthetic methods like molecular beam epitaxy, the
lattice match required for templating the next layer adds another synthetic obstacle.4
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A previous study (Chapter III) discussed and proposed formation mechanisms for
defects in heterostructures, providing clues to understand the self-assembly process using
solid-state synthesis). Defects that mimic those in traditional crystalline materials such as
dislocations, grain boundaries, steps, and antiphase boundaries were observed in crosssections of heterostructures prepared with the Modulated Elemental Reactants (MER)
method. MER is a low-temperature solid state synthesis route that involves the deposition of
compositionally modulated layers of material. A precursor film is prepared with a
nanoarchitecture that mimics that of the desired product, decreasing the diffusion lengths.
Low-temperature annealing results in the self-assembly of the precursor structure to a
kinetically stable product. Rotational disorder is generally present in all samples prepared
through this method, likely as a result of a self-assembly mechanism where nucleation and
growth of domains are occurring simultaneously. Nucleation does not occur solely based on
the substrate. This work described two primary categories of defects – those that form as a
result of the amount of material in the precursor, and those that form as a result of the selfassembly mechanism or transformation from precursor to product.
Heterostructures synthesized via MER have demonstrated desirable properties such
as ultra-low thermal conductivity, charge density wave transitions, and superconductivity.5–7
When considering implementation of materials prepared with MER into devices, it will be
necessary to better understand the growth mechanisms to accurately interpret and predict
physical properties. Depending on desired properties, precise control over specific defect
types and densities must be achieved. For example, layer step defects were found via
electron microscopy in heterostructures prepared ([SnSe]1+δ)1(VSe2)1 compounds dependent
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on the ratio of Sn/V, which had impact on the magnitude of the charge density wave.8
Without known defect types and densities, determining the impact of defects on properties
in these materials is not possible.
Here we present formation mechanisms for two types of defects that form in
heterostructures as a result of local composition of the precursor structure. The system
investigated for this study was (PbSe)m(MoSe2)n, which is a semiconductor compound with
tunable thermal conductivity dependent on the ratio of PbSe to MoSe2 layers. For simplicity,
we targeted (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1, since it is well understood and it’s structural and electrical
properties have been studied as a function of constituent thickness.9–12 Additionally, there is
little concern that phases other than PbSe and MoSe2 would form under these conditions.
Intentional defects were prepared in samples by depositing repeating units of PbSe and
MoSe2, and varying the amount of material deposited only in the middle repeating unit in the
film. The ‘defect layer’ in the center of the film was surrounded by repeating units with that
targeted the correct amount of material required to form (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1. One sample
aimed to investigate defect formation that occurs as a result of varying the amount of
material in only one constituent (PbSe), whereas another investigated varying the amount of
both constituents (PbSe and MoSe2) in neighboring layers. The hypothesis that layer step and
dislocation defects form in these heterostructure materials due to errors in local
composition. Layer dislocation defects form when the local amount of material for one
constituent is higher or lower than the amount to form a single layer, and the amount of
material to form a single layer of the other constituent is correct. Layer step defects form
from error in the local amount of material to form both constituents.
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4.2. METHODS
Samples were prepared with the Modulated Elemental Reactants (MER) method.13 This
method is a low-temperature solid-state synthesis technique where alternating elemental
layers are deposited in a precursor, mimicking the desired nanoarchitecture. Precursors are
then annealed to low temperatures (< 500°C) to crystallize a final compound or
heterostructure. Elemental layers are deposited with physical vapor deposition (PVD) in a
custom deposition system onto substrates, which for this study is a polished Si <100>
wafers with native SiO2.
A sequence of Mo|Se|Pb|Se was used, where the number of Mo and Se atoms in
Mo|Se targets that required to form a trilayer of MoSe2, and the number of Pb and Se atoms
in Pb|Se targets that required to form a bilayer of PbSe. For intentional defect layers, the
same sequence was used but the target number of atoms was varied. For the sample where
one constituent’s local composition was varied, a complete MoSe2 trilayer and half of a PbSe
bilayer was targeted. For the sample where both contstituents local composition was varied,
half of the number of atoms to make MoSe2 and half that required to make PbSe were
targeted.
After deposition, samples were annealing in a nitrogen environment at 350°C for 15
minutes to promote self-assembly of the desired metastable heterostructure. This annealing
temperature was chosen based on prior work and annealing studies on this system.9,11,12
Before and after annealing, samples were characterized with x-ray fluorescence to determine
the total number of atoms/Å2 of each element by utilizing calibration curves described in
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Hamann, et. Al.14 Specular x-ray diffraction and x-ray reflectivity were used to investigate
film quality and structure of the precursors and annealed samples.
In order to study local structural information and defect layers, cross-sections were
prepared with an FEI Helios Nanolab 600i DualBeam SEM/FIB using standard lift-out
procedures15 for atomic resolution electron microscopy. A protective layer of permanent
marker and SEM/FIB deposited carbon where deposited on the sample surface prior to
liftout. Cross-sections were analyzed with High Angle Annular Dark Field – Scanning
Transmission Electron Microscopy (HAADF-STEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray
Spectroscopy (EDS) on a Thermo Fisher Scientific Themis Z.
4.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Precursors were prepared by depositing alternating layers of elemental Mo|Se and
Pb|Se, where the amount of material in each layer targeted MoSe2 and PbSe (with exception
of intentional defect layers). A precursor with no defect layer was prepared to target
(PbSe)1(MoSe2)1 where the target amount of material deposited was the same for 24 repeat
units of Mo|Se|Pb|Se. The next precursor targeted 12 RU (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1 + (MoSe2)1
(PbSe)0.5 + 12 RU (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1. This precursor was deposited with the intention to
determine what defects form as a result of insufficient amount of material to form one
constituent locally (PbSe in this case). The last precursor targeted 12 RU (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1 +
(MoSe2)0.5 (PbSe)0.5 + 12 RU (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1. This precursor was deposited with the
intention to determine what defects form as a result of insufficient amount of material to
form both constituents locally. A schematic o each precursor structure is shown in Figure
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4.1. Precursors were characterized after deposition (as-deposited) and after annealing with a
variety of X-ray techniques.

Figure 4.1. Schematic of precursors targeting no intentional defects (left), intentional defect targeting
the incorrect amount of material to make one constituent locally (middle), and intentional defect
targeting the incorrect amount of material to make both constituents locally (right).

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) was used to determine the total number of atoms/Å2 for
each element in the precursors before and after annealing. Table 4.1 contains the total
atoms/Å2 for each element before and after annealing. The number of possible repeat units
was calculated based on the rate limiting element, assuming 0.1065 Pb and Se atoms/Å2 are
needed to form 1 bilayer of PbSe, and 0.1067 Mo atoms/Å2 + 0.2135 Se atoms/Å2 are
needed to form 1 trilayer of MoSe2. The ‘no defect’ sample has excess Pb after annealing.
The defect layer samples have excess Pb, Mo, and Se within error for what is expected for
the additional material deposited in the middle of the samples. In all samples, excess Se is
lost with annealing as Se evaporates.
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Table 4.1. Total atoms/Å2 determined by XRF for each element. The integral number of repeat
units of (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1 was calculated based on the limiting element.
Sample

Number of
Total Pb Total Mo Total Se
possible
atoms/Å2 atoms/Å2 atoms/Å2 (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1
repeat units

Asdeposited

2.56(2)

2.33(3)

8.0(2)

Annealed

2.57(2)

2.36(3)

7.0(2)

(PbSe)0.5
defect
layer

Asdeposited

2.46(2)

2.32(3)

6.9(2)

Annealed

2.45(2)

2.32(3)

6.8(2)

(PbSe)0.5
+
(MoSe2)0.5
defect
layer

Asdeposited

2.57(2)

2.57(3)

7.7(2)

Annealed

2.55(2)

No defect
layer

23

22

23
2.57(3)

7.3(2)

Specular X-ray reflectivity (XRR) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) were used to analyze
the sample structure prior to annealing. X-ray reflectivity patterns of each sample are shown
in Figure 4.2a. The number of repeat units in the sample can be determined by the number
of Kiessig fringes before the first Bragg reflection from the superlattice (2θ ≈ 6.5 – 7.5°) plus
2. For the ‘no defect’ sample, there are Kiessig fringes from 24 repeat units, which agrees
with the structure of the deposited precursor. The defect samples have distinctly different
patterns when compared to the sample with no intentional defect. The disruption of the
periodic electron density in the middle of the sample results in an interference effect from
Laue oscillations and Kiessig fringes. Models of the samples with and without defect layers
show that this phenomenon agrees with what is observed in the XRR data (Figure B.1). This
indicates that prior to annealing, the middle of the sample contains some thickness which is
not identical to the surrounding repeat unit thicknesses. The number of Kiessig fringes
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before the first Bragg reflection indicates the number of repeat units (excluding the defect
layers), which is equal to 24 for both samples with intentional defect layers. This is consistent
with the deposited precursor structure.
Specular X-ray diffraction patterns are shown in Figure 4.2b. Dashed lines are used
to illustrate where expected superlattice reflections from (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1. This assumes the
predicted repeat unit thickness (12.584 Å) is equal to the sum of c-lattice parameters for 1
bilayer of PbSe (6.124 Å)16 and 1 trilayer of MoSe2 (6.460 Å).17 The weak broad reflections
indicate that the heterostructure began to self-assemble for all samples upon deposition, with
reflections close to that expected for (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1. The first reflection at 2θ ≈ 6.5 – 7.5°
is from artificial layering of the precursor which is not fully crystallized, which is why it is
shifted from the predicted position. The presence of defects is not obvious in the specular
XRD patterns alone.

Figure 4.2. a) X-ray reflectivity patterns for each sample prior to annealing (as-deposited). b)
Specular X-ray diffraction patterns for each sample prior to annealing. Dashed lines indicate where
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00l superlattice reflections are expected. The legend in a) also applies to b). Asterisks mark reflections
from the substrate.

Specular XRD and XRR were collected after annealing to investigate the crystallized
heterostructure and determine if defect layers remained. Figure 4.3a shows XRR patterns for
all samples after annealing. There are Kiessig fringes out to higher angles for all samples (>
10° 2θ), which indicates that all samples are smoother after annealing. Based on Kiessig
fringes, all samples contain 23 repeat units after annealing. Based on XRF, there is only
enough material to form 22 repeat units of (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1 in the (PbSe)0.5 however there is
excess Pb and Se upon deposition. This suggests that additional PbSe layers could form in
the sample (including the defect layer) which could account for the additional repeat unit
thickness. The XRF data for the ‘no defect’ and (PbSe)0.5 + (MoSe2)0.5 samples agrees
excellently with this data. Both defect samples have the same interference phenomenon in
the XRR pattern that was seen after deposition, which suggests the middle of the sample
contains a different thickness (defect). Samples with defects have a slightly larger total film
thickness determined by XRR than the sample without a defect layer (Table B.1).
Specular XRD patterns are shown in Figure 4.3b. Dashed lines are only shown for
positions of even (00l) superlattice reflections for clarity of the patterns. All samples have
narrower and more intense reflections than in the as-deposited samples that correspond to
repeat unit thicknesses of 12.57(1)-12.61(3) Å. This is slightly smaller than previously
reported for (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1 (12.658(2) Å), however these samples were prepared prior to
having the ability to determine the total number of atoms/Å2 of each element.9 Laue
oscillations are present to ~ 25° 2θ for all samples, which only occur if when a well-defined
integral number of unit cells is present throughout the sample. Analysis of Laue oscillations
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provides the number of unit cells present, which is equal to 23 for all samples. This agrees
excellently with the XRR and XRF data. The defect layer samples have patterns where all
odd (00l) reflections are split. Previous work modelled and showed experimental XRD data
for a [(SnSe)1.15]1[TaSe2]1 with a VSe2 layer in the middle, where peak splitting also occurred
for odd (00l) reflections.18 This occurs because scattered X-rays from regions with the ideal
layer sequence are in phase for (00l), but are exactly out of phase for odd (00l) with scattered
X-rays from the ideal regions separated by the additional layer thickness (defect). The peak
splitting in defect samples is evidence that there are 2 blocks of ideal (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1, with
an additional thickness from defect layers in the middle.

Figure 4.3. a) X-ray reflectivity patterns for each sample prior to annealing (annealed to 350°C for
15 minutes). b) Specular X-ray diffraction patterns for each sample prior to annealing. Dashed lines
indicate only where even 00l superlattice reflections are expected for clarity. The legend in a) also
applies to b). Asterisks mark reflections from the substrate.
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X-ray techniques provided evidence that defects were in the middle of both samples
where intentional defect layers were deposited, however does not provide detail on the
structure of the defect layer. In order to determine what defects formed, cross-sections of
each sample were prepared for investigation with HAADF-STEM. Figure 4.4 contains
HAADF-STEM images of the sample without intentional defects. The entire film thickness
is shown in Figure 4.4a. Contrast in HAADF-STEM is dependent on atomic number, where
heavier elements appear brighter. PbSe bilayers appear brighter in this case, and MoSe2
trilayers appear darker. Alternating PbSe and MoSe2 layers can be seen throughout the entire
thickness of the sample. Roughness at the bottom of the film from the substrate creates
defects in the first several layers, which occurs in most films deposited with this method.
This can result in partially incomplete layers in some regions, however this is resolved in this
sample after the first ~2 layers. Rotational disorder is apparent from regions within
constituent layers that are on and off zone axis, as there is no epitaxial relationship between
constituents. This supports a self-assembly mechanism where simultaneous nucleation and
growth is occurring. For this sample, this process begins during deposition since the sample
began to crystallize before annealing.
While rotational disorder exists, layers are aligned to the substrate in the c-direction.
The total sample thickness (Fig. S2) and number of repeat units of (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1 agree
excellently with XRR and Laue oscillations from XRD. Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) showed that excess Pb/Se in the sample measured by XRF diffused to the surface of
the film (Figure B.3). A higher magnification image is shown in Figure 4.4b. Aside from
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grain boundaries within constituents from the rotational disorder, no obvious defects are
present.

Figure 4.4. a) HAADF-STEM image of the entire (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1 film with no intentional defects.
b) Higher magnification HAADF-STEM image of the (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1 with no intentional defects.
One PbSe (brighter) and MoSe2 (darker) layer are labeled. Aside from rotational disorder, no obvious
defects are present.

Figure 4.5 contains HAADF-STEM images of the sample with the (PbSe)0.5 defect
layer. The entire film is shown in Figure 4.5a, where a defect in the middle of the sample
(after 12 repeating units) is evident. Similar to the sample without a defect layer, rotational
disorder and roughness at the substrate interface are present. The higher magnification
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image in Figure 4.5b shows a layer dislocation defect in the middle of the sample. The
dislocation type defect forms because (PbSe)0.5 does not stay as a monolayer after annealing
and rearranges to form a complete bilayer of PbSe in some regions. This defect also distorts
layers above and below due to the local region with additional thickness. The region to the
right of the dislocation defect remains flat, where there are two neighboring MoSe2 layers
without PbSe between them. This confirms proposed formation mechanisms for this defect
type, which forms due to a local error in composition of one constituent (Chapter III).

Figure 4.5. a) HAADF-STEM image of the entire (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1 with the (PbSe)0.5 defect layer.
b) Higher magnification HAADF-STEM image of the (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1 with the (PbSe)0.5 defect
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layer. A layer dislocation defect is highlighted in the red box, where a complete layer of PbSe formed
on the left, and no PbSe is present on the right.

Figure 4.6 contains HAADF-STEM images of the sample with the (PbSe)0.5 +
(MoSe2) defect layer. Figure 4.6A shows the entire film thickness, where the middle of the
sample (after 11 repeating units) has a larger van der Waals gap than the surrounding
(PbSe)1(MoSe2)1. A van der Waals gap between neighboring MoSe2 regions which was also
observed in Figure 4.5 is apparent due to weak interactions between MoSe2 trilayers.

Figure 4.6. a) HAADF-STEM image of the entire (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1 with the (PbSe)0.5 defect layer. b)
Higher magnification HAADF-STEM image of the (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1 with the (PbSe)0.5 defect layer. A
dislocation type defect is highlighted in the red box, where a complete layer of PbSe formed on the
left, and no PbSe is present on the right.
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This is larger than that between PbSe and MoSe2 as interactions between PbSe and MoSe2
exist through bonding of Se in PbSe and MoSe2, which has reported for PbSe and other
transition metal dichalcogenides.10 Unlike the (PbSe)0.5, there is no significant distortion to
the ideal regions in the sample and all layers remain smooth and flat. The higher
magnification image in Figure 4.6b reveals a layer step defect in the middle of the sample.
The layer step defect forms because (PbSe)0.5 and (MoSe2)0.5 do not stay as a monolayer after
annealing, and rearranges to form PbSe and MoSe2 within the same layer. The region
highlighted in the red box shows a small on-axis domain of PbSe surrounded by MoSe2.
There is little dislocation content in the layer step defect due to similarity in individual clattice parameters of PbSe and MoSe2.This agrees with and confirms proposed formation
mechanisms for this defect type, which forms due to a local error in composition of both
constituents.
4.4. CONCLUSIONS
Defects observed in (PbSe)1(MoSe2)1 heterostructures confirm formation
mechanisms for variations in precursor composition for one or both constituents. When the
local composition of one constituent is insufficient to form an integral number of bilayers or
trilayers, layer dislocation defects form. When the local composition of both constituents is
varied, layer step defects form. Using a nanoarchitecture where the defect layer was in
middle of the sample generated phenomena in XRD and XRR patterns to providing
confirmation that the defect layer was present prior to lifting out a cross-section for electron
microscopy. Without confirmation of location and/or presence of a defect layer, finding a
defect with microscopy could be analogous to finding a needle in a haystack. This work also
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suggests that it is possible to target specific defect types and densities in other systems
through precise control over the precursor nanoarchitecture and composition. This has
implications for defect engineering to control properties where high or low defect densities
are desirable. Site-specific defect layers could also be used to target a cleave plane in samples
to obtain a specific number or type of layers after cleaving. In this system, cleaving would
likely occur at van der Waals gaps between MoSe2, since interactions between MoSe2 trilayers
is weaker than those between PbSe and MoSe2 layers.
4.5. BRIDGE
Formation mechanisms for layer step defects and layer dislocations were confirmed
in this chapter, where layer steps are the result of error in local composition of both
constituents, and layer dislocations form as the error of only one constituent locally. This
provided key insight into the overall self-assembly process of modulated precursors. The
next chapter discusses the requirements for precursor structure and composition to form
(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). To confirm results from X-ray techniques, electron
microscopy was used to access atomic scale structural information.
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CHAPTER V
SYNTHESIS AND ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF A NEW COMPOUND
(BISE)0.97(BI2SE3)1.26(BISE)0.97(MOSE2) CONTAINING METALLIC 1T-MOSE2
5.0. AUTHORSHIP STATEMENT
Chapter V was published in ACS Chemistry of Materials in 2021. Primary author Marisa
Choffel synthesized and characterized compounds containing BiSe, Bi2Se3, and MoSe2 with
X-ray diffraction, reflectivity, and fluorescence. Co-author Aaron M. Miller assisted with
synthesis. Co-authors Fabian Göhler and Professor Thomas Seyller performed XPS
measurements and analysis. Professor David C. Johnson is my advisor. I prepared TEM
specimens, collected and analyzed HAADF-STEM/EDS data, wrote experimental and
discussion sections for microscopy data, and edited the manuscript.
5.1. INTRODUCTION
Group 6 semiconducting transition metal dichalcogenides have been the subject of
extensive research over the last several decades due to their potential applications in
catalysis,1-3 photovoltaics,4 supercapacitors,5 and rechargeable battery systems.6 The structure
of these MX2 compounds (where M = Mo, W and X = S, Se) consists of a hexagonal layer of
metal atoms sandwiched between two hexagonal chalcogen layers.7-8 Depending on the
stacking of these trilayers, several polymorphs are possible, with the semiconducting 2H
polymorph being the most common with ABA BAB stacking. This stacking results in
trigonal prismatic coordination of the metal.9-10 The recent discovery that the Group 6
compounds transition from an indirect- to a direct- band gap semiconductor when the bulk
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material is scaled down to a monolayer has created significant excitement as one of the first
examples of an emergent property in a monolayer.11-13 The transition from an indirect to a
direct band gap semiconductor, which increases absorption and photoluminescence, has
great promise for applications in optical devices.12,14-16
Ternary and higher order compounds containing the Group 6 X-M-X trilayers can
also have ABC stacking of the layers, resulting in octahedral coordination of the metal and
metallic conductivity.3,17-20 These structural and electronic changes were first discovered in
the alkali intercalation of the Group 6 compounds.18,21-22 The ability to vary the intercalant,
change carrier concentration by varying the amount of intercalate, and the discovery of
superconductivity in these compounds resulted in a surge of activity.18,23-24 Haering and
coworkers recognized the potential of these compounds as battery cathodes, leading to the
first commercialized lithium ion batteries.25 More recently, there has been surge in
publications on single and few layer 1T-MX2 compounds due to improved catalytic
properties for hydrogen evolution2-3 and reduced contact resistances in 1T-2H-1T sourcechannel-drain field effect transistors.19,26
The high mobility and the volatility of alkali metal intercalants creates challenges in
their synthesis and in subsequent processing steps when adjacent to other compounds.27 An
alternative way to create 1T-MX2 layers is the presence of an adjacent strong electron
donating layer. MSe layers, where M = Sb, Bi or a rare earth metal, have been reported to
donate charge to neighboring dichalcogenide layers in misfit layered compounds.28These
MSe layers have much lower vapor pressures than typical intercalants and are much less
likely to diffuse. A recent paper on (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) reported a 40/60 ratio of 1T/2H
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polymorph in the MoSe2 layer, with a significant reduction in electrical resistivity relative to
2H MoSe2.29 To increase the fraction of 1T-MX2, more charge donation is required.
However, [(BiSe)1+x]n(MoSe2) compounds cannot be made, as multiple layers of BiSe are not
stable next to each other.30
In this paper we report the synthesis, structure, and properties of
(BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2), probing how increasing the ratio of BiSe/MoSe2 layers
affects the percentages of 2H and 1T polymorphs in the MoSe2 layer.
(BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) was targeted as isostructural compounds have previously
been reported.31 The synthesis of the desired heterostructure is nontrivial, as it is only
kinetically stable and avoiding the formation of [(Bi2Se3)1+y]2(MoSe2) requires excess Bi and
Se in the precursor. The (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) formed crystallographically
aligned with respect to the substrate, but this is due to the morphology of the precursor, not
epitaxial growth. The extensive turbostratic disorder between the constituent layers indicates
that epitaxial growth does not dominate the self-assembly of the precursor into the
heterostructure. High-angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy
(HAADF-STEM) images confirms the layered nature of (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)
and indicates that two different polymorphs of MoSe2 are present. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) data also indicates that 1T-MoSe2 is present in increased quantities
relative to (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). Resistivity measurements of (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)
show it is metallic, which are consistent with the increased amount of 1TMoSe2 in the
heterostructure. The Hall data is more complicated due to the heterogeneous mix of phases
in the structures resulting in a change in carrier type as temperature is varied.
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5.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Precursors targeting (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) were synthesized via
physical vapor deposition of the elements at pressures below 5 × 10-7 torr, using the
repeating sequence Mo|Se|Bi|Se|(Bi|Se|Bi|Se)|Bi|Se. Bismuth and molybdenum were
deposited using an electron beam gun and selenium was deposited using a Knudson effusion
cell. A Si (100) wafer with a native oxide layer and fused quartz were used as substrates. The
bulk crystalline structures of the individual constituents were used calculate the desired
amount of material in each layer such that each Mo|Se layer had the number of atoms
required to form a single Se-Mo-Se trilayer of MoSe2, each Bi|Se layer had the number or
atoms required to form a bilayer of a rock salt structured BiSe and each (Bi|Se|Bi|Se) had
the number or atoms required to form a quintuple SeBi-Se-Bi-Se layer of Bi2Se3. A
previously published calibration method32 was used to optimize the deposition parameters.
X-ray fluorescence (XRF) intensities were collected with a Rigaku ZSX Primus-II with a
rhodium X-ray tube to determine the amount of each metal deposited. The proportionality
constant between XRF intensity and amount of Mo and Bi the film was determined by
preparing samples of MoSe2 and Bi2Se3 and using the Se proportionality constant previously
reported.32
X-ray reflectivity (XRR) and specular x-ray diffraction (XRD) data was collected on
a Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer using Cu-Kα radiation. Grazing incidence inplane XRD
information was collected using a Rigaku SmartLab with a Cu source. Precursors were
annealed at targeted temperatures for 15 minutes in a glove box with a nitrogen atmosphere
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where O2 pressure was below 0.5 ppm to promote their selfassembly into the crystalline
products.
A cross-section of the sample was prepared with a FEI Helios Nanolab 600i
DualBeam Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)/Focused Ion Beam (FI) using standard
lift-out methods.32 A protective layer of Sharpie carbon and FIB deposited carbon was
applied to the surface. High Angle Annual Dark Field-Scanning Transmission Electron
Microscope (HAADF-STEM) images of the cross-section were collected on a probecorrected Thermo Fisher Scientific Themis Z STEM at 300 keV.
Table 5.1. Amounts of material and repeating thicknesses for samples targeting the

(BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) nanoarchitecture

Sample

Atoms / Å2 per layer in
Number of Number of Repeating
Total
precursor before annealing
Layers
Layers
Thickness
Thickness
(Å)
Deposited Crystallized (Å)
Bi
M
Se

Sample 1

3.88(8) 1.15(2)

6.5(3)

309.7(9)

11

10

28.37(2)

Sample 2

3.53(7) 1.37(3)

6.6(3)

308.7(5)

11

10

27.69(2)

Sample 3

3.19(6) 1.21(2)

7.6(4)

312.9(8)

11

10

28.49(2)

Sample 4

3.41(7) 0.90(2)

7.0(3)

291.2(7)

11

10

27.28(2)

Sample 5

3.46(7) 1.22(2)

7.0(3)

302.7(4)

11

-

27.78(2)

Sample 6

3.54(7) 1.15(2)

7.1(4)

315.0(8)

11

-

27.89(2)

3.71
Targeting
(BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(Mo
Se2)
3.37

1.18

6.8

11

1.07

6.2

10

2.87

1.18

6.8

11

2.61

1.07

6.2

10

Targeting [(Bi2Se3)1+y]2(MoSe2)
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28.06

25.56

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were carried out at room
temperature at a pressure of less than 3 × 10-10 mbar using Al-Kα radiation from a SPECS
XR- 50M X-ray source with SPECS Focus 500 crystal monochromator, and a SPECS
Phoibos 150 MCD-9 hemispherical analyzer equipped with a nine channeltron detector.
Cleaving of samples prior to XPS measurements was done by mounting the sample between
two steel plates using a combination of low-degassing EPO TEK H72 and H22 epoxy
resins. Breaking of the top plate under the flow of dry nitrogen in the load lock of the UHV
system exposes the buried interfaces of the film. Spectral analysis was carried out by fitting
the high-resolution core level spectra with multiple Voigt-profiles. Lorentzian lifetimes
widths used in the fits were determined beforehand on commercially available single crystals
as well as MER-grown binary samples. Temperature dependent resistivity measurements
were collected on the samples between 24 and 298 K using the van der Pauw method on a
home-built system.
5.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Six precursors were deposited as we attempted to prepare
(BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2). The amounts of each element required to form 11 and
10 layers of a (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) heterostructure were estimated using the
lattice parameters and structures of the binary constituents and/or structurally related
compounds (Table 5.1). The compositions, total thickness, and repeating layer thickness of
each precursor are summarized in Table 5.1. The fluctuation of the measured amounts for
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the precursors around the targeted values reflects the reproducibility of the deposition but is
valuable as our initial target value is only an estimate. Compositions for each precursor were
determined from the XRF intensities of each element for the total film and the previously
described calibration method.31 The precursors were closer in composition to the
stoichiometry of (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) than to the composition estimated for
11 or 10 layers of [(Bi2Se3)1+y]2(MoSe2), a potentially competing local free energy minima. The
XRR patterns of all of the precursors contained a first order Bragg reflection from the
sequence of deposited layers, indicating that the elements in the precursor did not
completely mix during the deposition. The thicknesses of all of the repeating sequence of
elemental layers were close to the estimated c-axis lattice parameter for the
(BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) heterostructure (28.06 Å) determined by adding the c-axis
lattice parameters of the constituents. The amounts of each element deposited in the
repeating sequence Mo|Se|Bi|Se|(Bi|Se|Bi|Se)|Bi|Se suggests that forming 10 or 11
layers of (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) would involve the smallest diffusion distances
for the elements.
All of the samples were annealed to 350°C to quickly evaluate what compounds selfassembled from the precursors and the resulting specular and in-plane diffraction patterns
are shown in Figure 5.1. The reflections observed in the specular diffraction patterns of
samples 1 and 2 index to single families of (00l) reflections with c-axis lattice parameters of
27.97(1) Å and 27.79(2) Å, respectively. Both are close to the estimated c-axis lattice
parameter of (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) (28.06 Å). The in-plane reflections can be
indexed as (hk0) reflections for three different constituents: two hexagonal unit cells and a
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unit cell with a rectangular basal plane. The calculated lattice parameters (ahex,1 = 4.170(3) Å,
ahex,2 = 3.311(4) Å, arect = 4.600(1) Å and brect = 4.238(1) Å) are consistent with those expected
for Bi2Se3 (a = 4.178(1) Å), MoSe2 (a = 3.32(1) Å), and BiSe (a = 4.61(1) Å and b = 4.26(1)
Å), respectively.29,31 This diffraction data indicates that (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)
formed from these precursors. Surprisingly, samples 3 and 4 formed [(Bi2Se3)1+y]2(MoSe2)
instead of the targeted compound (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) whose composition
they were closest to.

Figure 5.1. (a) XRR (gray) and specular x-ray diffraction and (b) representative in-plane x-ray
diffraction patterns of the samples after annealing to 350°C. Asterisks in (a) mark the reflections that
result from the Si substrate. The reflections for the different components are marked in (b) in varying
fonts consistent with the labels in the top right corner.

The evenly spaced reflections in the specular x-ray diffraction yield c-axis lattice parameters
of 26.38(1) Å and 25.96(1) Å, respectively, which are close to the estimated c-axis lattice
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parameter for [(Bi2Se3)1+y]2(MoSe2) (25.56 Å). The in-plane maxima can be indexed as (hk0)
reflections to two different hexagonal unit cells with a-axis lattice parameters of 4.154(2) Å
and 3.309(5) Å, which are close to those expected for Bi2Se3 and MoSe2, respectively.29,31
Intensity at ~28.6° 2θ suggests that a small amount of BiSe may have formed. The specular
diffraction scans for samples 5 and 6 have sharp reflections at low angles and broader
diffraction maxima at high angles, suggesting that the samples have not fully self-assembled
at this temperature. The high angle reflections yield c-axis lattice parameters of 26.32(1) Å
and 26.27(1) Å for samples 5 and 6, respectively, which is close to the estimated c-axis lattice
parameter of (Bi2Se3)1+y]2[(MoSe2). The reflections observed in the in-plane pattern of sample
6 can be indexed to two different hexagonal unit cells. The lattice parameters calculated from
the peak positions (ahex = 4.158(3) Å, ahex = 3.304(7) Å,) are consistent with those expected
for Bi2Se3 and MoSe2. Higher intensity at ~28.6° 2θ suggests that more BiSe is present in this
sample than found in sample 3. The different products formed shows how sensitive the
reaction pathway is to the composition and structure of the precursors.

Figure 5.2. Amounts of Bi and Mo in the samples compared to the estimated amounts to form
[(Bi2Se3)1+y]2(MoSe2) (red circle) and (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) (blue circle).
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In conventional high temperature solid state synthesis, the composition of the
starting mixture determines the product or ratio of products that form. In reactions of
layered precursors, the local compositions and nanoarchitecture become important
parameters as they control what nucleates and the diffusion lengths required for growth.
Due to reactions with the substrate and/or oxidation at the surface, it is common to form
one or more fewer unit cells of the intended heterostructure than the number of layers
deposited.34 We observed this in the precursors studied here, as the Laue oscillations around
the (002) reflections in samples 1-4 indicate that 10 unit cells formed from the 11 repeating
sequences deposited. Figure 5.2 graphs the amounts of Mo and Bi in each of the samples,
normalized to the 10 unit cells that crystalized, and arrows are used to indicate whether they
formed (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) or [(Bi2Se3)1+y]2(MoSe2). Samples 1 and 2 have
enough Bi and Mo to make the ten layers of (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) that formed.
Samples 3-6 are all deficient in one element compared to (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2).
Instead of forming 9 unit cells of (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2), they instead evolve
into [(Bi2Se3)1+y]2(MoSe2). We speculate that the significant excess of Se (5-13%) relative to
the amounts of Bi and Mo in these precursors may have promoted the formation of Bi2Se3
rather than BiSe by Le Chatelier’s principle. Since Laue oscillations are observed in samples
1- 4, long range diffusion is required to transport the excess amounts of Bi and Mo out of
the coherent crystalline domains. The excess Se probably acts as a flux. Samples with excess
Mo relative to the compound formed have broader diffraction maxima, which we speculate
is due to MoSe2 inclusions, which reduces the size of coherent domains. Excess Bi has been
observed to form Bi2Se3 on the top of the sample in other Bi containing heterostructures,30,35
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suggesting that it is more mobile than excess Mo. Our results indicate that the local free
energy minima in the energy landscape for (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) and
[(Bi2Se3)1+y]2[(MoSe2)] are close in energy.

Figure 5.3. (a) XRR (gray) and specular XRD (black) patterns and (b) in-plane XRD patterns of
Sample 1 as a function of temperature. The red lines indicate the 2θ values for reflections calculated
using the c-axis lattice parameter of the structure (27.97(1) Å). Indices are indicated above some
reflections.

Specular and in-plane XRD scans were collected on sample 1 as a function of
annealing temperature to determine the optimal formation conditions for
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(BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) (Figure 5.3). The specular XRD pattern of the asdeposited precursor contains reflections from two different sources. The sharp first order
Bragg reflection results from the composition modulation of the precursor from the
deposited sequence of elemental layers. The broader diffraction maxima at higher angles
result from small crystalline domains that nucleated and grew during the deposition process.
The broad diffraction maxima can all be indexed to a single family of (00l) reflections with a
c-axis lattice parameter of 28.0(1) Å. This value is close to the estimated c-axis lattice
parameter for (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) (28.06 Å). Evidence for crystallization
during deposition is also found in the in-plane XRD pattern. The broad reflections are
consistent with the (100) and (110) reflections for Bi2Se3 and the (110) and (020) reflections
for BiSe.33 After annealing at 150°C, there are slight increases in intensity of the existing
reflections in both the specular and in-plane XRD patterns, but no new reflections are
observed. The XRR pattern has fewer Kiessig fringes, suggesting that there is an increase in
the roughness of the film as atoms diffuse. After annealing at 250°C, the intensity of
reflections in the specular and in-plane XRD patterns increase, linewidths decrease and
additional reflections are visible in both patterns. Even more reflections appear after
annealing at 350°C and the existing reflections in both patterns increase in intensity and
decrease in linewidth. The XRR pattern indicates that the film smoothness increased during
annealing at 350°C. Laue oscillations are now apparent between low angle Bragg reflections,
indicating the sample is 10 repeating layers thick. The total thickness of the sample based on
the Kiessig fringes in the XRR pattern is 306.9(3) Å. Based on the c-axis lattice parameter
and the number of layers indicated from the Laue oscillations, the thickness of the crystalline
BiSe-Bi2Se3-BiSe-MoSe2 repeating structure is ~279.7 Å. The difference, ~27 Å, is
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approximately the thickness of 3 quintuple layers of Bi2Se3, which is observed in the STEM
images discussed next. The lattice parameters calculated from both patterns remain
consistent with the formation of (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) at this temperature. The
(00l) reflections in the specular XRD pattern lose intensity, broaden, and new reflections
appear after annealing at 400°C, indicating that (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) is
decomposing. The in-plane reflections of BiSe decrease in the intensity, suggesting that the
decomposition of this layer is responsible for the deterioration of the heterostructure. The
annealing study indicates that (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) begins to self-assemble
during the deposition and the self-assembly is completed and excess Bi and Se diffuse to the
top of the film after annealing at 350°C.

Figure 5.4. Representative HAADF-STEM image of the (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)
heterostructure annealed to 350oC on a Si substrate with its native SiO2 surface layer. The 10
repeating sequences of layers resulting in Laue oscillations are indicated on the left with red dashed
lines.
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A HAADF-STEM image from a cross section of sample 1 annealed at 350°C is
contained in Figure 5.4. The 10 repeating units of (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2),
containing a quintuple layer of Bi2Se3, a bilayer of BiSe, a trilayer of MoSe2, and a bilayer of
BiSe are clearly visible. The 10 unit cells agree with the number determined from the Laue
oscillations in the XRD pattern. There is a thin amorphous region present on the bottom of
the film and two extra Bi2Se3 layers are present on the top of the sample. Similar diffusion of
excess Bi and Se to the top of a sample forming Bi2Se3 layers was previously reported in
other bismuth containing heterostructures.30,35

Figure 5.5. HAADF-STEM image of the (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) heterostructure with
zone axes labeled for each constituent. Antiphase boundaries are observed in regions of the film
containing BiSe orientated along the [110] zone axis and marked with red arrows.

The first crystalline layer in the heterostructure above the substrate is Bi2Se3, which is
surprising since a Mo|Se layer was first in the deposition sequence. The energy dispersive x-
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ray spectroscopy (EDS) map shows that bottom of the film contains an amorphous mixture
including Mo, Se, Si and O (SI). The intensity of Se on the bottom of the film is less than
that of the Se intensity in MoSe2 layers, suggesting that at least some of the Mo may react
with the SiO2 coated Si surface during deposition or annealing. Grain boundaries within
layers and varying orientations within and between layers are present for all constituents,
suggesting multiple nucleation sites. The resulting turbostratic disorder is commonly found
in samples prepared from modulated precursors. 36-38
A higher magnification HAADF-STEM image is shown in Figure 5.5 which clearly
shows the atomically abrupt interfaces between the structurally different layers. Different
layers having different zone axis orientations are observed, with the orientations changing
both within and between layers. A single quintuple layer containing a Se-BiSe-Bi-Se stacking
sequence is observed when the Bi2Se3 layer is oriented along a <11 0> zone axis. Antiphase
2 boundaries are clearly visible in BiSe layers when they are oriented along a <110> zone
axis. The different orientations are thought to result from different nucleation sites both in
the same and in different layers, resulting in the extensive rotational disorder observed.
While not both contained in the image in Figure 5.5, we identified regions in the sample
where small domains of the two different polytypes of MoSe2 could be identified when they
are orientated down a <110> zone axis. The diagonal slashes shown in Figure 5.6a are
consistent with an octahedrally coordinated 1T-MoSe2 polymorph and the chevrons in
Figure 5.6b are consistent with a trigonal prismatic coordinated 2H-MoSe2 structure. That
only small local regions are observable with these zone axis orientations reflects the small
size of the MoSe2 grains.
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Figure 5.6. HAADF-STEM images which show a region of a) 1T-MoSe2 and b) 2H-MoSe2. The
schematics below the images show the expected [110] zone axis images for 1T-MoSe2 and 2H-MoSe2
[Mo (green) and Se (yellow)].

XPS of the Mo 3d, Se 3d, and Bi 5d core levels was collected on cleaved films to gain
information about the electronic states found in (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2), and
representative spectra are shown in Figure 5.7. Spectral analysis of the Mo 3d core level
spectrum (Figure 5.7a) reveals contributions from two different components, with Mo 3d5/2
binding energies of 228.25 ± 0.05 eV and 228.93 ± 0.05 eV. An additional broad component
centered at 229.47 ± 0.11 eV is required to account for the signal from an overlapping Se 3s
core level. The Mo 3d binding energies are consistent with those reported previously for 1Tand 2H-MoSe2, both in (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) (228.3 ± 0.1 eV and 228.9 ± 0.1 eV) and the
individual polymorphs,2,29,39 consistent with the observations in the HAADF-STEM images.
The percentage of each polytype can be estimated from the relative intensities of the
different MoSe2 components in the spectrum. The amount of 1T-polymorph is found to be
between 40 and 60%, which is higher than that observed in (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2).29 Se is expected
to be in a Se2- oxidation state regardless of whether it is found in the MoSe2 polymorphs or
the bismuth constituents.40 Previous reports show that the Se 3d core levels of 1T- and 2HMoSe2 are found at slightly different binding energies, and that the chemical shift between
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them is similar to that observed in the Mo 3d spectrum.2 Any difference in binding energy
for Se in Bi2Se3 and BiSe is too small to be distinguished. Our fit of the Se 3d5/2 spectrum is
shown in Figure 5.7b, and the Se 3d5/2 binding energies (54.47 ± 0.05 eV for 2H-MoSe2,
53.79 ± 0.05 eV for 1T-MoSe2, and 53.57 ± 0.05 eV for Se bound to Bi) are consistent with
those previously reported.29 Two components are required to fit the Bi 5d spectrum (Figure
5.7c) as evident by the asymmetry of both the 5d3/2 and 5d5/2 lines towards lower binding
energies. The position of the higher binding energy line (24.99 ± 0.05 eV) is consistent with
Bi3+, slightly larger than that observed in bulk Bi2Se3 (24.75 eV) and close to values reported
for Bi atoms in BiSe (24.93-25.00 eV). The component at lower binding energy (24.13 ± 0.12
eV) has previously been assigned as Bi0, due to Bi atoms at antiphase boundaries involved in
Bi-Bi bonds between adjacent atoms (23.4-24.3 eV).29,41 From the relative intensity of the
two components, we can estimate that approximately 30-50% of the Bi atoms in the BiSe
layers are involved in Bi-Bi bonds at antiphase boundaries. The percentage of Bi involved in
Bi-Bi bonds at antiphase boundaries in (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) is similar to the
(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) heterostructure,29 however there are two BiSe layers for each MoSe2 layer in
(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) while there is only one per MoSe2 layer in
(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). Therefore, more charge donation to MoSe2 occurs in
(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2), increasing the percentage of 1T-MoSe2. This
interpretation is supported by density functional theory and crystal orbital Hamilton to
adjacent layers and antiphase boundary formation stabilize the BiSe rock salt structure by
acting as “sinks” for excess electrons.39 Charge donation from the BiSe layers to MoSe2
layers stabilizes the octahedral 1T polymorph instead of the thermodynamic trigonal
prismatic 2H polymorph.19-20,29
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Figure 5.7. XPS analysis of the (a) Mo 3d, (b) Se 3d, and (c) Bi 5d core levels. Experimental data is
shown as a solid black line, while the different components of the spectral analysis are in color.

Figure 5.8. Temperature-dependent resistivity data of three (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)
samples (A, B, and C) from precursor 1 are plotted as a function of temperature for comparison with
the (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) heterostructures. The inset figure graphs the data for the
(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) samples on an expanded scale.

In-plane electrical resistivity data for several (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)
samples are shown in Figure 5.8 along with the resistivity reported for (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). The
two compounds have strikingly different temperature dependencies. The resistivity of
(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) exponentially increases as the temperature is decreased, indicating an
activated conduction mechanism typical for a semiconductor.29 Since 2H-MoSe2 is
semiconducting in the bulk,42 the amount of metallic 1T-MoSe218-20 is not enough to create a
continuous conducting network. In contrast, the room temperature resistivities of the
(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) samples are all very similar to each other, ~17(2) µΩm,
with a near linear decrease in resistivity as the temperature decreases, indicating that this
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compound is metallic. We suspect that the metallic conductivity results from a continuous
network of1T-MoSe2 across the sample, consistent with the significantly higher percentage
of 1TMoSe2 determined from our XPS data. While 1T-MoSe2 is reported to be metallic,18-20
we were unable to find resistivity data as a function of temperature for 1T-MoSe2 reported in
the literature. We used alkali metal intercalates of MoS2, in which the MoS2 has the 1T
polymorph due to electron donation from the alkali metals, as a comparison instead. These
compounds have room temperature resistivities ranging from 25 to 50 μΩm,17 approximately
twice the resistivity measured here for (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2), where the MoSe2
sample is only ~ 20% of the volume of the unit cell.
In-plane Hall data was collected on (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) to obtain
more information about its electrical behavior. The Hall data is compared to a structurally
similar (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(TiSe2) in Figure 5.9, as Hall data was not reported for
(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2).29,31

Figure 5.9. Temperature-dependent Hall data plotted as a function of temperature for
(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). Data for the structurally similar
(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(TiSe2) heterostructures is provided for comparison.
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The Hall coefficient is negative for (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(TiSe2) across the
temperature range, indicating electrons are the majority carrier.31 Charge transfer of electrons
from BiSe to TiSe2 was suggested as the source of the carriers, with the electrons in the TiSe2
layers dominating the conductivity.31 The Hall coefficient of
(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) is also negative at room temperature, but changes sign as
temperature is decreased below 235 K. Interpreting the Hall and conductivity data for
(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) is complicated, since we know from the XPS data that
this compound contains a heterogeneous mix of 2H- and 1T-MoSe2. Based on prior reports
that 1T-MoSe2 is metallic and 2H-MoSe2 is semiconducting, the current is likely concentrated
in the portion of the sample that is the 1T polymorph, which forms a low resistivity
percolation pathway through the film. The small value of the Hall coefficient is consistent
with the metallic behavior observed in the temperature dependence of the resistivity data.
Since the sign of the Hall coefficient changes with temperature, the small magnitude of the
Hall coefficient may also be a consequence of the electrons in the 1T-MoSe2 layer competing
with holes in the two BiSe layers in the unit cell. The structural data, electrical transport data
and XPS results are consistent with the BiSe layers donating charge to the MoSe2 layers in
(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). The XPS data shows that the amount of 1T-MoSe2
relative to 2H-MoSe2 is larger than that observed in (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2), and the resistivity of
(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) is lower than that of (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2).29,31 However, our
understanding of how the properties of monolayers change as a result of being adjacent to
different substrates and constituents is limited. The Hall data indicates that at least two
bands are contributing to the electrical conductivity. We have no data that indicates whether
this contribution comes from the BiSe or the Bi2Se3 layers. Preparing homologous
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compounds with thicker Bi2Se3 (m) or MoSe2 (n) layers,
(BiSe)0.97[(Bi2Se3)1.26]m(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)n, and correlating the electrical properties and the
resulting percentage of 1T and 2H polymorphs of MoSe2 with the values of m and/or n
might enable us to better understand the interaction between constituent layers.
5.4. CONCLUSION
The new metastable heterostructure (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) was prepared
by selfassembly from designed precursors. Excess Bi was required to obtain
(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2), which diffused during growth to form a cap of Bi2Se3.
The c-axis and in-plane lattice parameters are consistent with the formation of
(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). The HAADF-STEM imaging indicates that two
different polymorphs of MoSe2 form as small domains and that the BiSe layers contained
antiphase boundaries. The XPS Bi 5d spectra contain intensity from two oxidation states of
Bi, which is consistent with Bi0 in Bi-Bi bonds at the antiphase boundaries of BiSe and Bi3+
in the Bi-Se bonds in Bi2Se3 and BiSe. Two oxidation states of Mo were also observed in the
XPS Mo 3d spectra, consistent with the presence of both 2Hand 1T-MoSe2. According to
XPS, about 40- 60% of the MoSe2 in the heterostructure was of the 1T polytype. The low
resistivity values at room temperature and the metallic temperature dependence are
consistent with the formation of a continuous network of 1T-MoSe2. The heterogeneous
mix of MoSe2 polytypes complicates the interpretation of the Hall data. The low magnitude
is consistent with the metallic behavior observed in the resistivity. The change in the carrier
type as a function of temperature indicates that carriers in more than one band contribute to
the conductivity. The thermal stability and metallic resistivity of
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(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) might make it useful as an ohmic contact for devices
containing MoSe2 layers.
5.5. BRIDGE
A new compound (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) was successfully synthesized
by controlling precursor structure and composition to nucleate the desired repeat unit.
HAADF-STEM/EDS confirmed the presence of metallic and semiconducting MoSe2
polymorphs, which is due to charge donation in the sample and was also seen using X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy. This work emphasizes the role of interfaces in layered
heterostructures. The next chapter also discusses how precise control over nanoarchitecture
in the precursor and composition enables the formation of new compounds. This is
explored for layered heterostructures containing SnSe2 and VSe2.
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CHAPTER VI
CONTROLLING THE SELF-ASSEMBLY OF NEW METASTABLE TIN VANADIUM
SELENIDES USING COMPOSITION AND NANOARCHITECTURE OF
PRECURSORS
6.0.
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6.1. INTRODUCTION
Molecular synthesis is powerful, with chemists being able to perform total syntheses
of complex molecules through a series of carefully designed steps beginning from simple
precursors.1 Several important factors have contributed to the development and success of
this field. One factor is the ability to predict the structure of potential kinetically stable
compounds using simple bonding rules (the octet rule and the 18-electron rule).2,3 A second
factor is the diversity of reagents and catalysts that can be used to transform a single
functional group, allowing a reaction to be possible for a large number of substrates. A third
factor is the typically homogeneous nature of reacting systems, where reactants dissolve in
solvents while maintaining their structure. Most of the structure of the different reactants is
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preserved in the product molecules, as targeted reactions break and make specific bonds.
NMR and other spectroscopies give detailed information about speciation, enabling the
kinetics of the transformation from reactants to products to be investigated.4,5 This has
enabled molecular chemists to develop rules based on reaction mechanisms to modify
reaction parameters to control reaction pathways.6 Because intermediates in a multistep
synthesis can be purified, a sequence of specific reactions can be planned using
retrosynthetic analysis to synthesize complicated molecules.7
In contrast, solid-state synthesis is considered “as much art as science”, because the
process is mainly experience- and intuition-driven.8 This reflects important differences
between the synthesis of extended structures and molecules. For example, it is much more
challenging to predict the structure of potential products, because many metallic elements
can have a variety of oxidation states and coordination numbers.9 The formation of an
extended structure also involves the repeated formation of specific bonds to form crystals
with macroscopic amounts of atoms. This self-assembly of the crystal structure cannot be
done using stepwise reactions. Hence, synthesis approaches are less developed and the
analytical techniques used to follow reactions often require specialized instrumentation.10
While the synthesis approach of extended solids using fluids (fluxes, mineralizers, or
supercritical fluids) as solvents is similar in many respects to molecular synthesis,11-13 the
reactants typically do not maintain their structure upon dissolution, and very little is typically
known about the speciation that occurs in the liquid phase.14 Spectroscopy and other
reaction monitoring methods are also more difficult to implement due to typically higher
reaction temperatures, opaque fluid phases, and more challenging NMR nuclei.15,16 Rapidly
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developing in situ techniques such as transmission electron microscopy and pair distribution
function analysis from total scattering can provide insight into compound formation at the
atomic level.17-25 Diffusion is the rate-limiting step in the direct reaction of solids at high
temperature,26 where reactions occur at the interfaces between particles. Because many
different interfaces with different crystallographic orientations are reacting between different
elements (A-B, B-C, A-C), different reactions will be occurring at different interfaces
forming different products at different rates.27 Most analytical approaches only provide the
sum of all of these reactions, making kinetic studies challenging. In most reactions to form
extended solids, high temperatures and long times are typically used, resulting in the
formation of only thermodynamically stable compounds.28,29 While the importance of solidstate reaction mechanisms to develop kinetically controlled synthesis approaches has been
recognized, the field remains understudied.30,31
In the field of 2D materials, there is significant interest in the synthesis of
heterostructures, especially those containing layered dichalcogenides because of their diverse
properties and exfoliable nature due to weak van der Waals interactions between strongly
bonded Se-M-Se layers.32 The system explored here, [(SnSe2)1+δ]1(VSe2)1, is interesting
because the phase diagram of Sn-V-Se contains only one ternary equilibrium phase, SnVSe3,
the misfit layer compound (SnSe)1(VSe2) 1.33 The metastable heterostructure
[(SnSe2)1+δ]1(VSe2)1 lies on the tie line connecting SnSe2 and VSe2. The misfit parameter, 1+δ,
reflects the difference in the in-plane unit cell size of between the two layers in the
heterostructure34 and is equivalent to the number of SnSe2 unit cells per VSe2 unit cell. There
have been no reported studies exploring the formation of SnxV1-xSe2 solid solutions;
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however, the large difference in a-axis lattice parameters (3.356 Å for VSe2 and 3.811 Å for
SnSe2)35,36 suggests that there is limited solid solubility.37 The [(SnSe2)1+δ]1(VSe2)1
heterostructure and the SnxV1-xSe2 solid solution with x ∼ 0.43 targeted here both cannot be
synthesized using a classical high temperature solid-state synthesis route.
Here we use precursors made of a repeating sequence of Sn| Se|V|Se elemental
layers to selectively form the metastable solids [(SnSe2)0.80]1(VSe2)1 and SnxV1-xSe2 at low
reaction temperatures. The precursors were designed to have different nanoarchitectures,
defined as the sequence and thicknesses of the elemental layers deposited. While the layer
sequence is the same, the modulation length of precursors I and II differ by a factor of 2. Xray reflectivity and X-ray diffraction (specular and in-plane) were used to follow the selfassembly of [(SnSe2)0.80]1(VSe2)1. Laue oscillations observed in the XRR patterns enable us
to determine the number of unit cells of [(SnSe2)0.80]1(VSe2)1 perpendicular to the substrate as
a function of annealing temperature. In-plane XRD patterns enable us to independently
follow the lateral growth of SnSe2 and VSe2. This data was used to develop an atomic scale
picture of the reaction mechanism. The proposed reaction mechanism was tested by the
different nanoarchitecture of precursor II, which formed the new metastable alloy, SnxV1x

Se2. Using an energy landscape, we rationalized why local composition and nanoarchitecture

allowed us to discriminate between different reaction pathways.
6.2. EXPERIMENTAL
Thin film multilayer precursors were deposited on (100) oriented Si wafers with
native oxide using a custom-built high vacuum physical vapor deposition (PVD) chamber
with pressures maintained below 2 × 10-7 Torr. Se (Alfa-Aesar, 99.999%) was deposited
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using a Knudsen effusion cell, while V (Alfa-Aesar, 99.7%) and Sn (AlfaAesar, 99.98%) were
deposited using 6 keV electron beam guns. More detailed information about the instrument
setup is found elsewhere.38 The thickness of each element deposited at each step was
monitored by quartz crystal microbalances found above each elemental source. A custommade LabView code controls the opening and closing of pneumatic shutters to control the
sequence and amount of each element deposited.
The areal density (in atoms/Å2) of each element was measured using X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) on a Rigaku ZSX Primus II spectrometer. For each sample, the
background signal was subtracted using the actual measurement from blank substrates as
described by Hamann and co-workers.39
Precursors were annealed on a hot plate in a drybox with an inert atmosphere (O2 <
0.8 ppm). X-ray reflectivity (XRR) and specular Xray diffraction (XRD) patterns were
collected on a Bruker D8 diffractometer equipped with Cu Kα radiation. One piece of
precursor I was annealed for 5 min at various temperatures to determine the processing
conditions to form [(SnSe2)0.80]1(VSe2)1. A second piece of precursor I and precursor II were
annealed at the optimum processing conditions. The Kiessig and Laue oscillations observed
in the XRR pattern were used to calculate the thickness of the film via a modified form of
Bragg’s Law and the size of the coherently scattering domains, respectively. Grazing
incidence in-plane diffraction (GIXRD) patterns were collected on a Rigaku Smartlab
diffractometer also equipped with Cu Kα radiation. A model for the position of the atomic
planes along the c axis was optimized by Rietveld refinement of the specular X-ray
diffraction patterns using the GSASII.40 LeBail fitting of the in-plane X-ray diffraction using
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the FullProf Suite was used to refine lattice parameters.41 A thin cross-section of the film was
prepared with an FEI Helios NanoLab 600i DualBeam FIB-SEM using standard lift-out
procedures. Scanning transmission electron microscopy data was collected on an FEI Titan
G2 80-200 scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) with a Cs probe corrector
and ChemiSTEM technology (X-FEG and SuperX EDS with four windowless silicon drift
detectors) operated at 200 kV. High angle annular dark field (HAADF) images were taken
with an electron probe of size (fwhm)of about 0.13 nm, current of ∼75 pA, convergence
angle of 18.1 mrad, and using an annular dark-field detector with a collection range of 60160 mrad.
6.3. RESULTS
Two multilayer precursors (I and II) with repeating structure Sn|Se|V|Se were
deposited. The lattice parameters of bulk VSe2 and SnSe2 were used to calculate the required
number of atoms in each Sn|Se|V|Se sequence to form Se-M-Se trilayers of both VSe2 and
SnSe2.36,42 Precursor I used these targets and the Sn|Se|V|Se sequence was repeated 41
times. Precursor II contained the Sn|Se|V|Se sequence repeated 82 times, with each
sequence containing one-half the number of atoms needed to form each Se-M-Se trilayer.
The two precursors contain the same number of atoms but with a different
nanoarchitecture. The total number of atoms of Sn, V, and Se per Å2 (areal density) were
measured using XRF and are summarized in Table 6.1 along with the targeted values. The
measured values of Sn and V for both precursors are within theerror of the target amounts.
Assuming a single-phased heterostructure product forms and that the excess/vacancies of Se
is evenly distributed among the two phases, the precursor I stoichiometry is
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[(SnSe2)0.78]1(VSe2)1 and precursor II stoichiometry is [(SnSe2.3)0.78]1(VSe2.3)1. In terms of a
solid solution, precursor I’s stoichiometry is Sn0.43V0.57Se2 and precursor II’s stoichiometry is
Sn0.43V0.57Se2.29.
Table 6.1. Number of Atoms per Unit Area Determined Using XRF Compared to Target Values
Based on the Lattice Constants of Bulk SnSe2 and VSe2

The limiting reagent in precursor I is Se, and there is enough Se to form 40(1) unit cells of
the heterostructure or 80(2) unit cells of the alloy. In precursor II, the rate limiting reagent to
form the heterostructure is Sn and there is enough Sn to form 39(1) unit cells of the
heterostructure. With respect to the alloy, the metals are the limiting reagent and there is
enough metal to form 79(1) unit cells of SnxV1-xSey.
The evolution of a piece of precursor I was followed as a function of annealing
temperature using XRF, XRR, and XRDto determine the conditions to form a single-phase
[(SnSe2)1+δ]1(VSe2)1 sample (Figure 6.1). The XRR scan (Figure 6.1b) contains Kiessig fringes
from the interference between the front and the back of the deposited film.43 The spacing of
the Kiessig fringes yield a film thickness of 550.8(6) Å, and the angle where the Kiessig
fringes can no longer be observed yields a surface roughness of ∼6 Å. The number of
Kiessig fringes observed before the Bragg maxima from the modulation of the electron
density in the precursor is consistent with the presence of 41 repeating sequences of
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Sn|Se|V|Se layers. The position of the first two Bragg reflections from the Sn|Se|V|Se
sequence of layers yields a modulation length of 13.5 Å. This is slightly larger than the sum
of the c-axis lattice parameters of bulk VSe2 and SnSe2, 12.247(2) Å, because amorphous
layers have a lower density than their crystalline counterparts. There is also a broad
maximum at ∼14°, suggesting that nucleation and coherent stacking of dichalcogenide layers
occurs during deposition. Scherrer analysis of the line width suggests that the thickness of
the coherent stacking is only a few layers thick. The XRR and XRF data (Figure 6.1a,b)
indicate that the nanoarchitecture of the precursor is close to what was targeted and
resembles the desired product.
The diffraction data (Figure 6.1c,d) collected on the as deposited precursor is consistent
with the XRR discussion. The specular XRD pattern (Figure 6.1c) contains two narrow
Bragg reflections from the repeating Sn|Se|V|Se sequence of layers and broad reflections
from self-assembly occurring during the deposition of the precursor. The broad reflections
at ∼14° and 28° indicate that coherent domains have formed. The in-plane XRD pattern
(Figure 6.1d) contains hk0 peaks that can be indexed to two hexagonal unit cells, SnSe2 and
VSe2, with a-lattice parameters of 3.78(1) and 3.39(1) Å. The peak widths of SnSe2 is
narrower than VSe2, indicating that there are larger in-plane grains of SnSe2 than VSe2.
The data collected between 100 °C and 300 °C show that [(SnSe2)1+δ]1(VSe2)1 gradually
self-assembles during this temperature range. The XRF data (Figure 6.1a) indicates that there
is a small decrease in the amount of Se in this temperature range, which results from
evaporation of Se while annealing. The XRR patterns (Figure 6.1b) contain an additional low
frequency Kiessig oscillation due to the growth of an oxide at the surface of the film. The
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film thickness calculated from the high frequency Kiessig fringes in the XRR indicate that
the film thickness gradually decreases as annealing temperature increases, which is a
consequence of both the loss of Se and the increasing density of the film. The first two
diffraction maxima shift in angle on annealing at 100 °C and then increase in intensity and
become narrower as annealing temperature increases. Laue fringes,44,45 which originate from
the finite number of unit cells in the coherently diffracting coherent domains of the film, are
clearly visible on the diffraction maxima at 14° and become closer together as the annealing
temperature increases. This indicates that the majority of the coherent domains are the
identical thickness, which can be calculated from the frequency of the Laue oscillations.
During the growth process, the low angle Bragg reflections from the artificial layering of the
precursor disappears. The specular XRD patterns (Figure 6.1c) confirm the formation of
[(SnSe2)1+δ]1(VSe2)1 and corroborate growth of the coherent domains perpendicular to the
substrate. Starting at 100 °C, long-range order starts to develop as additional 00l reflections
appear at higher angles. These 00l reflections increase in intensity, reaching a maximum at
250-300 °C. The positions of the 00l Bragg reflections yield a c-axis lattice parameter of
12.69(1) Å, which is slightly larger than the sum of the c-axis lattice parameters of bulk VSe2
and SnSe2, 12.247(2) Å, presumably due to the in-plane lattice mismatch preventing nesting
of one constituent layer in the other. Laue oscillations, indicating a common size for the
different [(SnSe2)1+δ]1(VSe2)1 domains after each annealing temperature, are observed on the
first several Bragg reflections and will be discussed more fully in the next paragraph. The inplane diffraction patterns (Figure 6.1d) reflect the in-plane crystal growth that also occurs
during annealing. The SnSe2 hk0 reflections exhibited only small changes in peak width and
intensity, indicating that most of the SnSe2 is crystalline as deposited and the crystallite size
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does not increase during the annealing. The VSe2 hk0 reflections, however, noticeable
increase in peak intensity and decrease in peak width as annealing temperature increases,
indicating an increase in the amount of crystalline VSe2 and growth of the in-plane grain
sizes.

Figure 6.1. Evolution of Sn|Se|V|Se precursor annealed at diﬀerent temperature steps. (a) The
number of atoms per Å2 of each element measured by XRF at each temperature step and calculated
from the number of unit cells and a-lattice parameters at RT, 250 °C, and 400 °C. (b) X-ray
reﬂectivity patterns showing the evolution of the overall ﬁlm structure (c) Specular X-ray diﬀraction
showing the evolution of the structure perpendicular to the substrate. (d) Grazing incidence in-plane
X-ray diﬀraction showing the evolution of the structure in the plane parallel to the substrate.

The characterization data in this temperature range provide a coherent picture of the
self-assembly of [(SnSe2)1+δ]1(VSe2)1 from the as-deposited precursor. Figure 6.2a contains a
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closer view of the Laue oscillations visible on the 002 reflection of [(SnSe2)1+δ]1(VSe2)1 after
each annealing temperature. The presence of these oscillations indicates that a large majority
of the suite of [(SnSe2)1+δ]1(VSe2)1 domains at each temperature are the identical size and an
integral number of unit cells thick, which can be calculated from the spacing of the Laue
oscillations. Figure 6.2b graphs the change in the size of the domains as a function of
annealing temperature. At 250 °C, the number of unit cells reach its maximum value of 37.
The number of unit cells formed is smaller than expected due to loss of Se and oxidation at
the film surface. The overall film thickness (calculated from Kiessig oscillations) decreases by
a small amount as the target product grows, due to densification of the film as it selfassembles and loss of some Se. The difference between the total film thickness and the
thickness of 37 unit cells of [(SnSe2)1+δ]1(VSe2)1 at 250 °C is due to an oxide layer on the
surface of the film. The areal density of Se measure using XRF is consistent with that
expected for 37 unit cells of [(SnSe2)1+δ]1(VSe2)1 at 250 °C (solid green line, Figure 6.1a).

Figure 6.2. (a) Laue oscillations coming from the coherent film thickness at different temperatures.
(b) Kiessig (black circles) and Laue (red circles, left axis) film thickness, and the number of unit cells
(red circles, right axis) formed at each annealing temperature. The size of the coherent domain in the
as-deposited sample (filled red circle) is estimated from the line width of the 002 reflection.
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A growth mechanism consistent with the characterization data is shown in Figure 6.3.
The most difficult fact to explain is that the majority of the film consists of domains of
[(SnSe2)1+δ]1(VSe2)1 that are exactly the same integral number of unit cells throughout the
annealing process. One possible explanation is that the coherent domains in the as-deposited
film grow out from the substrate film interface as the film is deposited. This would provide a
common starting point for all of the domains. The domains would stop growing as the film
is deposited because metal atoms would need to diffuse through a thicker layer of
amorphous Se and the increasing accumulated roughness as the film becomes thicker would
decrease the coherence of the later deposited layers. The inplane diffraction patterns suggest
that most of the SnSe2 forms large 2D grains during the deposition. There are fewer and
smaller domains of VSe2 and unreacted V|Se layers between the SnSe2 grains. As the
precursor is annealed, the number of unit cells in the coherent domains near the substrate
increase and an oxide layer forms at the film surface. The coherent domains grow at the
same rates because the diffusion distances for atoms to arrive at the growth fronts are similar
as a result of the nanoarchitecture of the precursor. Nucleation of the dichalcogenide takes
place at the growth front near small crystallites because heterogeneous nucleation is easier
due to the presence of an existing surface. Homogenous nucleation far away from the
growth front is unfavorable because it would require the formation of a larger amount of
additional surface area.46 During this process, lateral growth of existing VSe2 layers in the
precursor occurs and additional VSe2 layers selfassemble between existing SnSe2 layers as
charge transfer between the layers stabilize the intergrowth. Excess Se diffuses to the surface
and evaporates. The difference in the selfassembly behavior of SnSe2 and VSe2 results in an
interesting dynamic between lateral and perpendicular growth of [(SnSe2)1+δ]1(VSe2)1. Overall,
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the formation of the heterostructure is enabled by the low reaction temperatures, which limit
long-range diffusion so that the Sn|Se and V|Se layers are crystallized without losing the
nanoarchitecture of the precursor. The strain energy associated with Sn substituting for V in
VSe2 or V substituting for Sn in SnSe2, combined with compositional modulation in the
precursor, limit the extent of alloy formation.

Figure 6.3. Proposed formation and growth mechanism for [(SnSe2)1+δ]1(VSe2)1.

Further annealing to 400 °C results in the decomposition of [(SnSe2)1+δ]1(VSe2)1 as Se is
lost and [(SnSe)1.15]1(VSe2)1 forms. The XRF data (Figure 6.1a) shows a substantial drop in
the number of Se atoms per Å2 starting at 350 °C. This is close to the decomposition
temperature of bulk SnSe2 to SnSe (340 °C).47 Changes in the XRR pattern (Figure 6.1b)
from 300 °C to 400 °C demonstrate that the SnSe2 layers have indeed decomposed. The
decrease in the Kiessig fringe amplitude point to a change in the density of the film. The
number of unit cells also decrease to 32, suggesting that not all of the [(SnSe2)1+δ]1(VSe2)1
layers were converted to [(SnSe)1.15]1(VSe2)1. This is not at all surprising because SnSe has a
higher atomic areal density of Sn than SnSe2. The SnSe2 decomposition does not reduce the
number of VSe2 layers, because VSe2 is kinetically stable up to 400 °C.48 The VSe2 layers that
are not in the heterostructure likely exist as small VSe2 grains within the film. The retention
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of the Kiessig fringes in the XRR pattern show that the film remains smooth during this
transition. The c-axis lattice parameter of 12.02(1) Å after the 400 °C anneal is consistent
with previously reported [(SnSe)1.15]1(VSe2)1.49 The odd order reflections are broader than the
even order reflections, presumably due to peak splitting from extra planes of VSe2 separating
domains of [(SnSe)1.15]1(VSe2)1 by half of a unit cell’s thickness within the interior of the
film.50 The in-plane diffraction data (Figure 6.1d) supports the formation of SnSe.49 After the
350 °C anneal, hk0 reflections from VSe2, SnSe2 and SnSe are present. After the 400 °C
anneal, the SnSe2 hk0 reflections are no longer present. The a-axis lattice parameter of the
VSe2 phase is 3.43(1) Å, consistent with previously studied [(SnSe)1.15]1(VSe2)1 (VSe2 a =
3.414(3) Å).49 SnSe has a square unit cell and an a axis-lattice parameter of 5.94(1) Å, which
is also consistent with previous reports for [(SnSe)1.15]m(VSe2)1 (SnSe a = 5.91-5.92 Å).51
The last phase transition involves the disproportionation and subsequent oxidation of
[(SnSe)1.15]1(VSe2)1 at temperatures greater than 450 °C, even though the sample was
annealed in a drybox with low oxygen concentration. Another dramatic drop in Se atoms per
Å2 is observed during this last transition (Figure 6.1a). This transition coincides with an
increase in oxygen XRF intensity and decrease in Sn atoms per Å2. These stoichiometry
changes suggest that the disproportionation is accompanied by the oxidation of and/or V
and the loss of both Sn and Se through volatile species. The XRR data shows that the film
roughness significantly increases. The 00l peaks in the XRD shift to higher angles and
broaden starting at 500 °C. Odd order 00l reflections are completely diminished at 550 °C,
and what remains are 00l reflections coming from a structure with a c-lattice parameter of
5.90(1) Å, consistent with some nonstoichiometric VSe2 remaining in the film.42 At the
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highest temperature studied, only hk0 reflections (Figure 6.1d) from two closely related
hexagonal lattices are observed, with a-lattice parameters of 3.46 and 3.52 Å, suggesting that
the major phase present is VSe2 with different values of x and y in the formula V1+xSnySe2.
A second piece of precursor I was annealed at 250 °C for 5 min based on the annealing
data, and its XRR pattern is shown in Figure 6.4a (black circles). The Laue oscillations
around the first-order Bragg maximum are consistent with 39 layers of [(SnSe2)1+δ]1(VSe2)1
self-assembling during the anneal. Fewer layers oxidized during this single annealing step
compared to the sequential annealing done on the first piece of precursor I. The total
thickness determined from the Kiessig fringes is larger than 39 times the unit cell parameter
of [(SnSe2)1+δ]1(VSe2)1, as two of the deposited precursor layers did not form the intended
product. We modeled the XRR data using the program GenX to calculate the XRR pattern
from our proposed structural model.52
The calculated pattern, shown in Figure 6.4a (red line), matches the experimental
pattern, and the film parameters in the model are summarized in Table 6.2.

Figure 6.4. (a) XRR modeling of the optimized [(SnSe 2)0.80]1(VSe2)1 heterostructure. (b) Electron
density proﬁle and schematic of the film based on the model.
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The model contained 39 unit cells of [(SnSe2)0.80]1(VSe2)1 with atomically smooth interfaces
between the constituents, a rough layer of SiO2 below the [(SnSe2)0.80]1(VSe2)1 block, and a
rough layer of tin/vanadium oxides above it. The thickness of the top oxide layer is
approximately equal to that of the two missing unit cells, suggesting that they were mostly
lost to oxidation. A thin interdiffusion region was required in the model to match the
experimental pattern, which is consistent with a small amount of initially deposited Sn
reacting with the SiO2 surface during deposition.
Table 6.2. Thin Film Modeling Parameters Obtained from XRR Fitting (FOM = 0.141).

Rietveld analysis of the specular X-ray diffraction of [(SnSe2)0.80]1(VSe2)1 is shown in
Figure 6.5. Because only 00l reflections are observed, a Rietveld analysis only provides
information on the atomic positions of the atomic planes in the heterostructures that are
parallel to the substrate. To simplify the analysis, a model with V at zero and Sn at half the caxis lattice parameter was used, with a mirror plane at the halfway point. The refined V-Se
distance of 1.54 Å is close to those observed in other VSe2 heterostructures such as
[(SnSe)1+δ]1(VSe2)1(1.48(2) Å),49 [(PbSe)1+δ]1(VSe2)1(1.54 Å),53 [(BiSe)1+δ]1(VSe2)1(1.52(1) Å),54
and bulk VSe2(1.57 Å).35 The refined Sn-Se distance (1.59 Å) is close to that observed in
[(SnSe2)1+δ]1(MoSe2)1 (1.57 Å)55 and bulk SnSe2 (1.53 Å).36 The refined van der Waals gap of
3.21 Å is larger than those observed in either VSe2 or SnSe2 but smaller than the gap found
in [(SnSe2)1+δ]1(MoSe2)1 (3.35(1) Å).55 The large van der Waals gap is a consequence of the
large difference between the in-plane lattice parameters of VSe2 and SnSe2, which prevents
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the Se atoms on either side of the van der Waals gap from nesting in between the Se atoms
of the adjacent layers.

Figure 6.5. Rietveld refinement result of the specular X-ray diffraction of [(SnSe2)0.8]1(VSe2)1 and
the atomic z-plane model of the average structure.

A LeBail fit of the in-plane X-ray diffraction data of the second piece of precursor I is
shown in Figure 6.6. All reflections can be indexed as hk0 reflections from two different
hexagonal unit cells. The calculated a-axis lattice parameter for the SnSe2 constituent (3.79(1)
Å) is only slightly lower than what is observed for bulk SnSe2 (3.811 Å)36 and in
[(SnSe)1+δ]1(MoSe2)1 (3.81 Å).55The calculated a-axis lattice parameter for the VSe2 constituent
(3.39(1) Å) is between the bulk value for stoichiometric VSe2 (3.358 Å)35 and that reported
for [(SnSe)1+δ]1(VSe2)1 (3.414 Å). Using the in-plane lattice constants, a misfit parameter, 1+δ,
of 0.80(4) is calculated. From this point on, the heterostructure crystallized from the second
piece of precursor I is referred to as [(SnSe2)0.80]1(VSe2)1.

Figure 6.6. LeBail fit of the grazing incidence in-plane X-ray diffraction pattern of the
[(SnSe2)0.80]1(VSe2)1 heterostructure.
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HAADF-STEM data were obtained on a cross-section of the [(SnSe2)0.80]1(VSe2)1 film
from the second annealed piece of precursor I to obtain information about the relative
orientation of the dichalcogenide layers. Figure 6.7a contains an image of the entirety of the
film, which shows that the film is homogeneous and smooth, consistent with the modeling
of specular XRD and XRR. There are 38 layers of [(SnSe2)0.80]1(VSe2)1 clearly visible, with
another layer occasionally found at the top or bottom of the film. A closer look of the film
at higher magnification, Figure 6.7b, contains alternating dark and bright layers that can be
identified as VSe2 and SnSe2, respectively, because heavier elements appear brighter in
HAADF-STEM data.56 There are noticeably dark regions between the interfaces of the SnSe2
and VSe2 layers due to the van der Waals gap between the two constituents. The inset of
Figure 6.5b shows a region of layers with high atomic resolution that happens to show zone
axis views of both constituent layers. Only the ⟨110⟩ and ⟨120⟩ orientations of the two
constituents are clearly resolved in the images. Both the VSe2 and SnSe2 layers exhibit
octahedral coordination, which is consistent with the bulk structures of SnSe2 and VSe2. It is
apparent from the microscopy data that there is a large degree of turbostratic disorder and
lack of long-range order in the heterostructure. A close inspection of the entirety of the
cross-section reveals that there are no large grains containing multiple repeating units
crystallizing with a consistent orientation. Qualitative analysis of Figure 6.7b gives an
estimated grain size of 5 nm, smaller than the grain sizes observed from other
heterostructures that have long-range order.57 These features can be traced to the large lattice
mismatch and weak interaction between the constituents.
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Figure 6.7. HAADF-STEM image of the (a) entirety and (b) large section of the film shows that it
consists of [(SnSe2)0.80]1(VSe2)1.

More information on the elemental distribution of the atoms within the layers was
collected by EDX analysis of a small section of the film (Figure 6.8). The elemental EDX
map confirms that there are alternating atomic layers of Sn and V separated by Se. However,
there are regions where there is V-intensity in the Sn positions and vice versa. Because the
unexpected intensities are not uniform across the analyzed region, it is likely due to
inhomogeneous cross-substitution (e.g., VSe2 replacing SnSe2 or vice versa) across layers
rather than homogeneous alloying (e.g., SnxV1-xSe2) within the layers. Substitutional defects
of this type have been observed in nonstoichiometric [(SnSe)1+δ]1(VSe2)1 when there are
deliberate variations in global composition.58 Homogenous alloys such as
[(SnSe)1+δ]1(TaxV1+xSe2)1[(SnSe)1+δ]1(VyTa1-ySe2)1 have clearly resolved V intensity peaks in Ta
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positions and vice versa.59 In [(SnSe2)0.80]1(VSe2)1, we speculate this result comes from
variations in local composition that are difficult to control during the deposition process.

Figure 6.8. EDX elemental analysis of a section of the film showing atomic plane position of the
elements.

The data presented above on precursor I and the mechanism for growth prompted us to
prepare precursor II to probe the relative importance of composition versus
nanoarchitecture on product formation. We intended precursor II to have the same
composition as precursor I but half the initial modulation length of the deposited sequence
of Sn|Se|V|Se layers. Our question was “what would form from this precursor?”. Only
short-range diffusion would be required to form the metastable alloy SnxV1-xSe2 and roughly
twice that diffusion distance would be required to form the metastable compound
[(SnSe2)0.80]1(VSe2)1. Alternatively, small domains of VSe2 interwoven with larger domains of
SnSe2 might form, or Se might segregate, enabling the thermodynamically stable compound
[(SnSe)1.15]1(VSe2)1 to form. On the basis of the data from precursor I, we expected SnSe2
would nucleate first, but the formation of large in-plane grains of SnSe2 would be inhibited
by increasing concentrations of vanadium atoms at the growth front.
Figure 6.9 contains diffraction data on precursor II. The experimental modulation length
of the layering in the as-deposited precursor II was 7.27 Å, close to the c-axis lattice
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parameters of tin and vanadium diselenides. Figure 6.9a contains the specular and in-plane
diffraction patterns of precursor II after it was annealed at 250 °C. The specular diffraction
pattern containing four reflections, that can be indexed as 00l reflections, yields a c-axis
lattice parameter of 6.23(1) Å. The 110 reflection from the in-plane diffraction pattern
(Figure 6.9b) of this sample is split, suggesting that the products are a vanadium-rich and a
tin-rich dichalcogenide alloy. Vegard’s law can be used to estimate the composition of the
majority components from the resulting a-axis lattice parameters of a = 3.49(1) and 3.75(1)
Å. The calculated compositions of the two phases observed are Sn0.86V0.14Se2 and
Sn0.29V0.71Se2. We suggest that SnSe2 nucleates and grows but incorporates some V due to the
increasing concentration of V at the growth front. The increased concentration of V results
in the nucleation of the vanadium-rich dichalcogenide. These events occur randomly and
result in the random intergrowth of the two alloys rather than a precisely layered
nanoarchitecture.

Figure 6.9. Synthesis of a new SnxV1-xSe2 alloy. (a) Specular X-ray diffraction of a precursor with
half the number of required atoms per layer. (b) In-plane X-ray diffraction of the tin and vanadium
diselenide alloy showing the presence of alloys with two different values of x.

6.4.

DISCUSSION
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Traditional materials synthesis approaches have few parameters that can be used to
control a reaction pathway to a specific product, instead relying on changing the system
conditions (temperature, pressure, composition) to make the desired product
thermodynamically stable. The results presented herein indicate that both the local
composition and nanoarchitecture of precursors, which controls the initial distribution of
atoms, provide a means to choose between different self-assembly pathways. An energy
landscape provides a useful tool to visualize key aspects reaction pathways, and Figure 6.10
contains an energy landscape consistent with the results of our study. Figure 6.10 shows the
two kinetically stable phases formed in this study: [(SnSe2)0.80]1(VSe2)1 and Sn1-xVxSe2 exist as
local minima and the misfit layer compound [(SnSe)1.15]1(VSe2)1 as the thermodynamic global
minimum. Three different starting points are shown, corresponding to precursors I and II,
and precursor A containing less Se with the nanoarchitecture designed to form the misfit
layer compound [(SnSe)1.15]1(VSe2)1. As the layers in precursor I self-assemble to form
[(SnSe2)1+δ]1(VSe2)1, the free energy drops as the system falls into the local minima (solid
black line from site I). The formation of SnSe2 during the deposition, facilitated by the local
composition and nanoarchitecture of precursor I, selects this reaction pathway. Precursor II,
while having the same overall composition, has a nanoarchitecture that does not provide
enough Sn in any single elemental layer to form large grains of SnSe2. When SnSe2 nucleates,
the growth front quickly becomes enriched in V, resulting in the formation of the metastable
alloy, Sn1-xVxSe2 (black dash dot line from site II). Precursor A, reported by Atkins and coworkers, had a nanoarchitecture similar to precursor I, containing alternating Sn- and V-rich
layers but ∼25% less Se.49 This precursor forms [(SnSe)1.15]1(VSe2)1, as there was not
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sufficient Se to nucleate SnSe2 during the deposition. There are large activation barriers
between the different products initially formed because it would be necessary to create
regions with the local composition required to nucleate the different alternatives, and this
would require long-range solid-state diffusion which has a high activation energy.49 The
importance of local composition is also seen in a paper by Falmbigl and coworkers, which
involved the reaction of a Sn|Se|V|Se precursor with a nanoarchitecture similar to that of
precursors I and A but with an intermediate amount of Se.60 In this precursor, annealing at
100 °C resulted in the simultaneous crystallization of SnSe2, SnSe, and VSe2 and all of these
exhibited significant in-plane grain growth between 100 °C and 300 °C. The simultaneous
formation of all three constituents suggests that the difference between the nucleation
barriers for the three phases is small and controlled by the local Sn and Se composition.

Figure 6.10. Free energy landscape of tin vanadium selenides.

6.5.

CONCLUSIONS
In this work, in-plane diffraction measurements and Laue oscillations present in X-ray

reflectivity scans of a designed precursor, as it evolved into a metastable heterostructure,
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enabled us to determine the absolute size of the growing crystal as a function of temperature.
This data provided insights into the self-assembly mechanism and defined optimum
processing conditions to form a new kinetically stable misfit layer compound,
[(SnSe2)0.80]1(VSe2)1, with minimum oxidation. Controlling the local composition of the
precursor enabled [(SnSe2)0.80]1(VSe2)1 to preferentially form
over [(SnSe)1.15]1(VSe2)1. Preparing a precursor with the same overall composition but
different nanoarchitecture resulted in the formation of a new kinetically stable SnxV1-xSe2
alloy instead of [(SnSe2)0.80]1(VSe2)1. The different reactions encountered from annealing
studies of closely related multilayer systems were discussed in terms of an energy landscape
as an effort to rationalize the different self-assembly pathways observed. The results show
that nanoarchitecture and local composition are complementary design parameters to direct
the self-assembly of new kinetically stable compounds along different reaction pathways in
the energy landscape.
6.6. BRIDGE
This chapter builds on the ideas in previous chapters, which discusses the impacts of
nanoarchitecture and local composition on the formation of new compounds. Two closely
related metastable tin vanadium selenides were synthesized utilizing these ideas. HAADFSTEM/EDS confirmed the structure of the [(SnSe2)0.80]1(VSe2)1 compound. The next chapter
continues this expansion of how precursor structure, interfaces, and composition impact the
formation of layered heterostructures. VSe2 is used as one of the constituents in this next
chapter, but now with neighboring PbSe layers to target a variety of [(PbSe)1+δ]q(VSe2)1
compounds.
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CHAPTER VII
THE INSTABILITY OF MONOLAYER-THICK PBSE ON VSE2
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manuscript.
7.1. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of two-dimensional materials with the so-called emergent properties,
those not observed in the constituent bulk compounds, has resulted in a boom in research
on monolayers, heterostructures, and ultrathin materials.1-4 The expansion of this field is
fueled by the predictions of unusual quantum states and properties that might be observable
in 2D materials, including unusual quantum spin Hall states,5,6 Weyl fermions,7 indirect-todirect band gap transitions,8 and topological states.9 The surfaces and interfaces in 2D
materials are responsible for many of the observed emergent properties. In monolayers, the
lack of adjacent layers removes bonding and antibonding interactions between layers, which
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can result in property changes such as the transition from an indirect to a direct band gap in
MoS2.8 Interlayer coupling at the nonepitaxial interface between constituents in
heterostructures can produce new properties. For example, charge transfer between
constituents can cause modulation doping in heterostructures.10,11 The interaction between
layers can also prompt structural changes, such as the formation of octahedrally, rather than
trigonal prismatically coordinated Mo in MoSe2 when layered with BiSe.12 Computational and
experimental studies on the thickness-dependent properties of low-dimensional materials
have revealed differences between odd- and even-layered thicknesses resulting from the
stability of specific crystal surfaces and changes in symmetry.13-17 The rapid development of
this field experimentally was initially driven by the ability to obtain monolayers of naturally
layered compounds via mechanical cleaving18,19 and the ability to detect thicknesses rapidly
using optical techniques.20 The large interest in 2D materials as potentially important
components of new technologies has resulted in the development of additional approaches
to synthesizing films with a precise control of thickness and heterostructures with a
controlled nanoarchitecture over wafer-scale surfaces.19,21
While initially focusing on layered materials with obvious cleavage planes, recent
theoretical papers have predicted unusual properties associated with the 2D layers of
materials with three-dimensional structures.22-27 Preparing 2D layers of materials with 3D
structures, however, is synthetically more challenging than preparing structurally 2D or
naturally layered compounds. As a material becomes more 3D, cleaving thin layers in desired
directions becomes increasingly more difficult. During the vapor phase growth, the strength
of the interaction between the growing layer and the substrate is very important. If the
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interaction is too strong, it will modify the electronic structure that is being targeted. If it is
too weak, there will be a tendency to form islands rather than continuous thin films of
uniform thickness.28 Recent calculations have predicted that a free-standing monolayer PbSe
could be a 2D topological crystalline insulator, with Dirac-cone-like edge states.29 Ultrathin
PbSe films have been grown on SrTiO3 substrates by codepositing Se and Pb atoms,
forming crystalline PbSe islands after postannealing.30 A large compressive strain exists in
these epitaxial few-layer PbSe islands, with the lattice parameters changing from 5.85 Å for a
three monolayer-thick island to 6.1 Å for a nine monolayer-thick island. Bulk PbSe has a
lattice parameter of 6.117 Å.31 The large change in the lattice parameters indicates a strong
epitaxial interaction between the substrate and PbSe; however, islands rather than constant
thickness PbSe layers formed under the growth conditions used.
Here, we report our investigation of the growth of monolayers and a controlled
thickness of PbSe layers between VSe2 layers. This study was prompted by a previous
investigation, where smooth PbSe films were grown on VSe2.32 This report and the
thermodynamic stability of misfit-layered compounds containing well-defined bilayers of
PbSe alternating with dichalcogenides suggest that a strong interaction exists between these
constituents, even though the significant lattice mismatch prevents an epitaxial relationship
between the constitutents.33,34 Precursors were deposited to mimic the nanoarchitecture of
[(PbSe)1+δ]q(VSe2)1 heterostructures where q is an integer number of PbSe monolayers. The
precursors with even layers and with q ≥ 7 thicknesses exhibited the expected as deposited
nanoarchitecture and evolved into the desired heterostructures. Surface diffusion during the
deposition process of the q = 1, 3, and 5 precursors, however, resulted in more complex
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initial nanoarchitectures. The computational and experimental findings reveal that for small
values of odd q, the formation of odd PbSe rock salt layers has a higher energy compared to
segregation into adjacent (q+1 and q-1) layers. The results suggest that the interaction
between VSe2 and PbSe is not strong enough to stabilize the monolayers, suggesting that its
synthesis requires finding a substrate that has a stronger interaction with PbSe. The data
presented support an odd-even effect in PbSe monolayers, a 2D structure derived from a
bulk 3D structure, due to enhanced stability of even-thickness layers. This points to new
opportunities to tune structures by varying the strength and type of interaction between the
constituents, potentially opening up avenues for accessing novel properties by varying the
layer thickness of 2D layers of compounds with 3D structures.
7.2. METHODS
Precursors were deposited on <100> Si wafers (3″ × 1″) with native oxide using a
custom-built physical deposition chamber described by Fister and coworkers.43 Elemental V
(99.995%, Alfa Aesar) and Pb (99.8%, Alfa Aesar) were deposited using 6 keV electron beam
guns while elemental Se (99.99%, Alfa Aesar) was deposited using a Knudsen effusion cell.
Elemental layers were deposited by exposing the substrate to a plume of atoms from the
heated sources. The time the substrate is exposed is controlled by pneumatic shutters that
close after the desired thickness has been deposited. The desired thickness was measured
using a quartz crystal microbalance and the sequence and thickness of elemental layers can
be controlled using custom LabView software. The number of atoms of each element
deposited is optimized by measuring the X-ray fluorescence (XRF) of the films ex situ using
a Rigaku Primus II ZSX spectrometer. The measured XRF intensities are converted into the
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number of atoms per unit area for each constituent as described by Hamann and
coworkers.35 The period of the deposited sequence of layers was measured using X-ray
reflectivity (XRR).
Ex situ annealing was performed on a hot plate in an inert N2 atmosphere (O2 < 0.8
ppm). The changes as a function of annealing temperature and time were followed using Xray diffraction. Specular X-ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray reflectivity (XRR) patterns were
collected using a Bruker D8 diffractometer with Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 0.15418 nm). The
specular XRD scans contain substrate peaks at 2θ of ≈30 and 60°. The grazing incidence inplane X-ray diffraction (GIPXRD) pattern was collected using a Rigaku Smartlab
diffractometer, also with Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 0.15418 nm). LeBail fitting of the GIPXRD
data was performed on FullProf Suite.44
An FEI Titan G2 80-200 STEM with a Cs probe corrector and ChemiSTEM
technology (X-FEG and Super-X EDS with four windowless silicon drift detectors)
operated at 200 kV was used in this study. High-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) images
were recorded with an electron probe of size (FWHM) of about 0.13 nm, a convergence
angle of 18.1 mrad and a current of ∼75 pA, and an annular dark-field detector with a
collection range of 60-160 mrad. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were
performed to compute the energy of PbSe slabs with different layer thicknesses of q = 1-8.
For these calculations, the slabs were separated by 1.5 nm of vacuum to avoid interactions
between the surfaces. To accommodate surface reconstructions, the dimensions of the slab
supercells were doubled (relative to the conventional unit cell) in each direction parallel to
the surface. The calculations made use of the projector augmented wave (PAW)45 method as
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implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP),46 in conjunction with the
generalized gradient-approximation exchange-correlation potential of Perdew-BurkeErnzerhof (PBE)47 modified for solids: PBEsol.48 The choice of PBEsol was made based on
previous works, which gave more accurate bulk properties of PbSe relative to PBE.49,50 A
planewave cutoff energy of 500 eV was employed. Wavefunctions were sampled using a
Gamma-centered k-point grid of 8 × 8 × 1 (where the first two grid spacings are for
directions in-plane and the last is normal to the surface) and a Gaussian smearing of 0.1 eV.
The calculated lattice parameter for the rock-salt conventional unit cell using these settings is
6.103 Å, which matches well with the reported experimentally measured value of 6.1054(5)
Å.51 All atoms were fully relaxed in the slab supercells to a force convergence of 5 meV/Å,
keeping the in-plane lattice vectors fixed to the scaled dimension of the optimized bulk
lattice parameter. The charge-density self-consistency was iterated to an energy tolerance of
10-4 eV. These settings were found to be sufficient to converge the total energies to within 1
meV/FU and to converge the atomic displacements induced by the surface reconstructions
(Figure D.3) to within 0.01 Å. Further information comparing the results from PBE and
PBEsol can be found in Figure D.4, showing that although the total energies change
significantly with the choice of these exchange-correlation functionals, the key results
concerning the odd-even energy oscillations, the nature of the convex hull features, and
displacement patterns are very similar.
7.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A sequence of precursors was designed containing the correct number of atoms of
each element in a repeating sequence of elemental layers to mimic the targeted structures.
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We calculated the number of atoms needed to form a monolayer of rock salt-structured
PbSe in the <100> plane and a VSe2 trilayer from the in-plane lattice parameters of each
constituent in [(PbSe)1+δ]1(VSe2)1, which contains a bilayer of PbSe alternating with VSe2.34
Figure 7.1 shows the calculated number of atoms of each element required to form
[(PbSe)1+δ]q(VSe2)1 compounds plotted as a function of q, the number of PbSe monolayers.
To prepare compounds where q is even, we deposited a repeating unit (RU) of the sequence
of elemental layers [V|Se + q/2(Pb|Se)] r times, where each V|Se bilayer is targeted to have
the number of atoms required to form a VSe2 layer and each Pb|Se layer is targeted to have
the number of atoms required to form a PbSe bilayer. To prepare compounds where q is 1,
3, 5, 7, or 9 monolayers (1.5, 2.5, 3.5, and 4.5 bilayers), we deposited a similar sequence of
elemental layers, where each Pb|Se layer contained either the number of atoms required to
form a monolayer or a bilayer of PbSe such that the total number of layer atoms deposited
equaled the value needed for q monolayers. For example, to prepare a q = 7 precursor, we
deposited the RU sequence [V|Se + 3(Pb|Se)bilayer + 1(Pb|Se)monolayer]. The compositions and
structures of the deposited precursors were determined using XRF, XRR, and XRD.

Figure 7.1. Targeted number of atoms per square Angstrom for each element per repeating unit for
each of the designed precursors shown as lines. The circles are the amounts determined using XRF
data.
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The total number of atoms of each element deposited in each precursor was
measured using XRF, and the average number of atoms per repeating unit was obtained by
dividing the total number of atoms of each element by the number of repeating units
deposited.35 The measured number of atoms per unit area deposited for each precursor is
shown as circles in Figure 7.1. The number of V and Pb atoms per unit area of all of the
odd-numbered precursors is within 5% of the calculated values. The deviations from the
calculated lines are a consequence of depositing the targeted numbers of atoms per unit area
that are on the order of a monolayer for each element. Excess Se is observed in some
precursors, which was anticipated to evaporate during the annealing process, and samples
with deficient Se will likely have a small amount of metal oxides or incomplete unit cells. All
the precursors contain close to the number of atoms of each element in the repeating
sequence of layers to form the targeted compounds.

Figure 7.2. XRR patterns of the 10 as-deposited precursors. The patterns contain Bragg reflections
from the nanoarchitecture of the precursor and lower intensity fringes from the interference pattern
between the front and back of the sample combined with the incomplete destructive interference
from a finite number of repeating layers.
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The XRR patterns of the precursors contain intensity oscillations (Kiessig fringes) due to the
finite thickness of the entire film and Bragg maxima due to the repeating sequence of
elemental layers in the precursor (Figure 7.2). The position of the first-order Bragg reflection
due to the layering of the precursor systematically shifts to a lower angle as the thickness of
the PbSe layer (q) is increased. For the q = 1 sample, the Bragg maximum is much broader
than for the other samples and shifted to a lower angle than expected, indicating that the
repeating period is thicker than the targeted value. However, the precursor modulation
length for the q = 1 sample calculated from the total thickness divided by the number of
repeating units deposited is as expected from the deposition process (Figure 7.4). This
difference suggests that long-range surface diffusion occurred during the deposition,
resulting in the precursor having a different structure than targeted.

Figure 7.3. XRD patterns of the as-deposited precursors showing two different groups based on the
relationship of the high-angle peaks with the precursor modulation length.
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Figure 7.4. Dependence of the precursor modulation length on q, the targeted number of PbSe
monolayers per repeating unit (RU). The black unfilled circles are the modulation lengths determined
by dividing the total thickness by the number of deposited layers. The symbols in red are the
modulation lengths determined by indexing the as-deposited high-angle reflections as 00l reflections.
For q = 3 and 5, these different approaches yield different values, as described in the text.

The XRD patterns (Figure 7.3) of the as-deposited samples contain high-angle
reflections that indicate that the samples have already begun to self-assemble during the
deposition. The positions of these high-angle reflections divide the precursors into two
groups. The reflections for the precursors with even-numbered q and odd q ≥ 7 monolayers
thick are at positions consistent with them being indexed as the 00l reflections yielding a caxis unit cell size consistent with the precursor modulation length and the targeted
nanoarchitecture. The with q = 1, 3, and 5 all have weak reflections in the high-angle scans
that cannot be indexed as the 00l reflections from the precursor modulation length. For q =
3 and 5, the positions of the weak reflections indicate that the precursor modulation length is
double than that expected from the deposition sequence. For the q = 1 sample, the weak
reflections are not related at all to the precursor modulation length, consistent with
segregation during the deposition process.
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The data in Figure 7.4 reflects the differences in the targeted and actual
nanoarchitecture deposited. It shows the precursor modulation length based on the
deposition, determined by dividing the total thickness by the number of repeating units
(black unfilled circles). The red filled circles are the modulation lengths (λ) determined by
indexing the high-angle peaks as 00l reflections, which indicates the nanoarchitecture of the
precursor that has crystallized upon deposition. The XRF, XRR, and XRD data indicate that
the precursors with q = 2, 4, and 6 or larger all have the correct number of atoms of each
element and the targeted nanoarchitecture. The XRD data for the precursors with q = 3 and
5 indicate that these precursors have a modulation length that is twice than that expected
from the deposited sequence of layers. For these samples, half of the modulation length
calculated from the high-angle 00l reflections falls where expected based on the deposition
sequence, our XRF measurements, and the thicknesses of the even-layer thickness samples q
= 2, 4, and 6. For the q = 1 sample, the modulation length calculated from the total
thickness divided by the number of repeating units of the elemental layer sequence deposited
is close to the extrapolated value from the even PbSe layer thickness samples. It has the
required number of atoms; however, the high-angle XRD (Figure 7.3) data indicate that the
nanoarchitecture is more complicated than the targeted sequence of a Pb|Se monolayer and
a V|Se bilayer. The best-fit line between the precursor modulation length and the target
number of PbSe monolayers (Figure 7.4, dotted line) has a slope of 3.07(8) Å, which is the
thickness of an elemental Pb|Se layer that contains the number of Pb and Se atoms to yield
a monolayer of PbSe. The intercept (6.5(5) Å) is the thickness of the elemental V|Se
bilayer, which is slightly thicker than the thickness of a crystalline VSe2 trilayer because the
precursors are less dense than fully crystallized layers. The deviations from the linear
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relationship shown in Figures 7.1 and 4 reflect our ability to reproducibly prepare targeted
precursors. Three different behaviors were observed that depend on the targeted number of
PbSe monolayers per repeating unit of the precursor.
Precursors with even-numbered q and odd (q ≥ 7) monolayers evolved to form the
targeted heterostructures. The XRR scans collected on the q = 7 precursor (Figure 7.5)
collected as a function of temperature illustrate this behavior. The 001 and 002 reflections
change in intensity and shift to lower angles as the annealing temperature is increased. The
003 reflection increases in intensity when the precursor is annealed between 150 and 350 °C.
The 004 reflection first appears after the 150 °C annealing and grows in intensity up to and
including the 350 °C annealing temperature.

Figure 7.5. XRR data collected after annealing the q = 7 precursor at the designated temperatures.
The blue dashed lines are the expected peak positions for the [(PbSe)1 + δ]7(VSe2)1 heterostructure.
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These changes all indicate that the nanoarchitecture is preserved and the long-range order
increases as the precursor self-assembles into the targeted heterostructure. Kiessig fringes
due to the reflection of X-rays from the top and bottom of the films and the Laue
interference pattern due to the finite number of unit cells in the films36,37 are present at each
step, suggesting that the films remain smooth throughout the annealing process. The film
thickness decreases by a small amount (<5%) as the long-range order develops. The number
of diffraction orders decreases when the precursors are annealed above 350 °C, indicating
that the initial nanoarchitecture is being lost.
The specular diffraction patterns collected as a function of annealing temperature
support the conclusions drawn from the XRR data. Figure 7.6 contains the data collected on
the q = 7 precursor. Broad high-order 00l reflections (>15° 2θ) are observed in the asdeposited precursor, indicating that the sample forms domains with the significant longrange order during the deposition. The higher-angle reflections have the same periodicity
(27.62(8) Å) as the low-order (<15° 2θ) 00l reflections (27.6(3) Å), suggesting that the
nucleated structure has the same layering of the precursor. As the temperature is increased to
350 °C, the low- and high-order 00l reflections increase in intensity and converge to have
similar peak widths. The c-axis lattice parameter calculated from the position of the
reflections after the 350 °C annealing is 27.52(6) Å. At 400 °C, the 00l reflections start to
diminish and we see the growth of a broad VSe2 reflection at 2θ of ≈15°. At 450 °C, the
high-angle scan contains only the 001 VSe2, and the 002 and 004 PbSe reflections, while the
XRR scan shows a very reduced intensity of the 001 reflection from the heterostructure.
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This suggests that the heterostructure decomposes to thermodynamically most stable
products.

Figure 7.6. Specular XRD data collected after annealing the q = 7 precursor at the designated
temperatures. The blue dashed lines are the expected peak positions for [(PbSe)1 + δ]7(VSe2)1.

Further evidence for the formation of the targeted heterostructures at moderate
annealing temperatures comes from GIPXRD pattern of the precursors after annealing to
300 °C and the systematic change in c-axis lattice parameters of the products as q is varied.
The in-plane diffraction of the q = 7 precursor after annealing at 300 °C, shown in Figure
7.7, is representative of the samples with even-numbered q and odd q ≥ 7. All the observed
reflections can be indexed as hk0 reflections from either a hexagonal or a square unit cell.
The in-plane lattice parameter of the hexagonal unit cell (3.40(1) Å) is close to that reported
for bulk VSe2. The lattice parameter of the square unit cell (6.12(1) Å) is close to that
reported for bulk PbSe (6.117 Å);31 however, there are reflections observed that are
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forbidden in the bulk unit cell, indicating that the structure distorts when q is small. Since
only the 00l and hk0 reflections are observed in the specular and in-plane XRD, respectively,
the heterostructure is crystallographically aligned to the substrate with the PbSe <100> and
VSe2 < 100> planes parallel to substrate. The c-axis lattice parameters of the annealed q =
even and q ≥ 7 precursors are plotted against q and shown in Figure 7.8. The linear
relationship between the c-axis lattice parameters and q suggests that heterostructures in this
category can be predictably synthesized with the correct precursor. The slope (3.07(1) Å) is
close to the value of half of the lattice parameter of a PbSe unit cell (6.117 Å).31 The yintercept (6.06(9) Å) is close to the c-axis lattice parameter of bulk VSe2 (5.96-6.11 Å).38

Figure 7.7. In-plane XRD pattern of a q = 7 precursor annealed at 300 °C. The indices are shown
above the reflections.

Figure 7.8. c-Lattice parameters of even and odd samples with q ≥ 7 monolayers plotted vs q.
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HAADF-STEM images were collected for annealed precursors to provide additional
structural information on the products formed. Figure 7.9 shows the representative images
from the q = 7 sample. The whole film cross-section image (Figure 7.9a) shows that there is
a consistent layered structure over the entire sample. The higher-magnification image (Figure
7.9b) shows that most of the sample consists of a repeating unit cell containing 1 VSe2 and 7
PbSe monolayers.

Figure 7.9. Representative HAADF-STEM images of the annealed q = 7 precursor. (a) Image of the
entire film thickness. (b) Highermagnification images demonstrating the presence of mostly
[(PbSe)1+δ]7(VSe2)1 with small areas of [(PbSe)1 + δ]6(VSe2)1[(PbSe)1 + δ]8(VSe2)1.
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There are local regions, however, where a repeating sequence of 6 PbSe monolayers-VSe2-8
PbSe monolayers-VSe2 (Figure 7.9b) replaces the 7 PbSe monolayers-VSe2 sequence. This
replacement occurs randomly throughout the sample. The local information obtained from
the HAADF-STEM data is consistent with the average structure inferred from the
diffraction data as discussed previously. The PbSe slabs in the film have various in-plane
orientations since different zone axes are clearly seen in different slabs, indicating that the
film has rotational disorder. The q = 7 sample forms mostly [(PbSe)1+δ]7(VSe2)1 with local
regions consisting of [(PbSe)1+δ]6(VSe2)1[(PbSe)1+δ]8(VSe2)1.
A different behavior as a function of annealing was observed for the q = 3 and 5
precursors, where the as-deposited precursors have reflections that suggest a doubling of the
modulation length. XRR scans for the q = 3 precursor collected as a function of annealing
temperature are shown in Figure 7.10. Superimposed on the diffraction scan are blue vertical
lines indicating angles where reflections are expected from the targeted q = 3 precursor and
red vertical lines showing where additional reflections are expected for a precursor with a
doubled modulation length.

Figure 7.10. XRR data collected after annealing the q = 3 precursor at the designated temperatures.
The blue dashed lines are the expected peak positions for a [(PbSe)1 + δ]3(VSe2)1 heterostructure, and
the red solid lines are the expected positions for a heterostructure with twice this unit cell size.
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The 001 reflection of the precursor persists up to 400 °C, but the expected second-order
reflection from the precursor does not appear (at the blue vertical dashed line at ≈11.4° 2θ).
Reflections do grow, however, at the approximate locations expected for the third-and fifthorder reflections from a doubled modulation length. The diffraction intensities decrease
when annealed at 400 °C and only Kiessig fringes from the interference between the front
and back of the film remain after the 450 °C annealing.
The specular diffraction data collected on the q = 3 sample, shown in Figure 7.11,
provide additional information about the structural changes that occur during annealing. The
diffraction pattern of the as-deposited sample contains several higher-angle reflections
indicating long-range ordering that occurs during the deposition process to form a
modulation length twice that which was expected. The high-angle 00l reflections intensify
for annealing temperatures between 150 °C and 400 °C, and all of the observed reflections
can be indexed as the 00l reflections of a unit cell with twice the repeating period expected
from the deposited elemental layers. The positions of several reflections deviate from that
calculated from the average c-axis lattice parameter (30.5(1) Å at 350 °C), which is probably a
consequence of stacking faults apparent in the HAADF-STEM data discussed in a later
paragraph. Only the 001 VSe2, and the 002 and 004 PbSe reflections are observed in the
specular scan after annealing at 450 °C, indicating that the sample has segregated. The inplane XRD data collected on the q = 3 precursor annealed at 300 °C contain maxima that
can be indexed as the hk0 reflections from a hexagonal base (a = 3.42(1) Å) and a square
base (a = 6.12(1) Å) (Figure D.1). These lattice parameters are consistent with the formation
of VSe2 and PbSe respectively. The XRR, specular, and in-plane diffraction data indicate that
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the q = 3 and 5 precursors self-assemble to form superlattices with twice the expected c-axis
lattice parameter. The unit cell consists of twice the number of crystallographically aligned
VSe2 and PbSe layers per repeating unit expected from the deposition sequence used to form
the precursor.

Figure 7.11. Specular XRD data collected after annealing the q = 3 precursor at the designated
temperatures. The blue dashed lines are the expected peak positions for a [(PbSe)1 + δ]3(VSe2)1
heterostructure, and the red solid lines are the expected positions for a heterostructure with twice this
unit cell size.

The HAADF-STEM images were collected to corroborate the structure of the selfassembled q = 3 precursor. The sample (Figure 7.12a) contains a surface region containing
light and dark regions without a regular order above a layered film that contains light layers
(PbSe) of various thicknesses separated by dark layers (VSe2). Large Pb-rich and V-rich areas
are observed at the top of the film indicating that some of the film has already segregated
(Figure D.2). Within the layered part of the film, there are small domains that contain a
regular local stacking pattern. The higher-magnification image (Figure 7.12b) shows that the
light layers are rock-salt PbSe and the dark layers are CdI2-structured VSe2. Small regions
with different stacking sequences appear adjacent to one another. For example, the regions
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labeled as ‘2141’ and ‘4121’, representing [(PbSe)1+δ]2(VSe2)1[(PbSe)1+δ]4(VSe2)1 and
[(PbSe)1+δ]4(VSe2)1[(PbSe)1+δ]2(VSe2)1, respectively, are adjacent to one another. These
different stacking regions in the film cannot be distinguished using diffraction alone. The
presence of these regions suggests that there are multiple nucleation sites and significant
lateral diffusion during the deposition process. The HAADF-STEM sheds light on the
structural features that cannot be deduced from the diffraction data, such as the presence of
both layering sequences in the film and the domain size of regions of local order.

Figure 7.12. Representative HAADF-STEM images of the annealed q = 3 precursor. (a) Image of
the entire film thickness, containing regions of [(PbSe)1 + δ]2(VSe2)1[(PbSe)1 + δ]4(VSe2)1 with many
dislocations and stacking errors between them. (b) Atomic-scale resolution image of a selected
region, which contains representative stacking errors. (c) Superposition of the image on a model of a
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grain boundary between different stacking arrangements. Legend: black layers: VSe2 and white layers:
PbSe.

We prepared a precursor targeting the [(PbSe)1+δ]2(VSe2)1[(PbSe)1+δ]4(VSe2)1 isomer to
demonstrate the importance of designing a precursor where only short-range diffusion is
required to form the targeted product. Specular diffraction and XRR patterns of the asdeposited and annealed precursors are shown in Figure 7.13a. The as-deposited precursor
has significantly more long range order than the q = 3 precursor. The heterostructure forms
at lower temperatures, and the diffraction maxima are significantly more intense and
narrower than those shown in Figures 7.10 and 7.11, reflecting a more coherent structure.
The cross-section HAADF-STEM image of the entire film thickness shown in Figure 7.13b
containsvery distinct PbSe and VSe2 layers and a regular stacking pattern across the entirety
of the film. This microscopy data for this sample is similar to those obtained on films with
even-order q and odd q ≥ 7 monolayers, where only short-range diffusion in the precursor
was required during the self-assembly process.

Figure 7.13. (a) Specular XRD and XRR patterns of the as-deposited (gray) and annealed (black)
‘2141’ precursor. (b) HAADF-STEM image of the annealed precursor ﬁlm with a nanoarchitecture
designed to form [(PbSe)1+ δ]2(VSe2)1[(PbSe)1+ δ]4(VSe2)1.
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The precursor with q = 1 evolves differently than all of the other samples. The XRR
data as a function of annealing temperature is shown in Figure 7.14. The vertical blue dashed
lines indicate the position of reflections expected from a period calculated from the total
thickness divided by the total number of layers deposited. The vertical red lines indicate the
position of reflections expected for [(PbSe)1+δ]2(VSe2)1. The angle of the first reflection
observed is significantly smaller than expected in the as-deposited sample and shifts further
to lower angles as the precursor is annealed at increasing temperatures. A second reflection
appears after annealing at 150 °C and its intensity increases after annealing at higher
temperatures. At 300 °C, both of these reflections can be indexed as the 00l reflections of a
heterostructure with a 12.24(3) Å c-axis lattice parameter (red lines), which matches that
expected for [(PbSe)1+δ]2(VSe2)1. The specular diffraction data, shown in Figure 7.15,
contains additional maxima that increase in intensity as annealing temperatures are increased.
All of the reflections can be indexed as the 00l reflections from [(PbSe)1+δ]2(VSe2)1 after
annealing at 250 °C. The even-order reflections appear to have a narrower peak width than
the other reflections and higher intensities compared to what is expected from
[(PbSe)1+δ]2(VSe2)1, suggesting that a second phase, VSe2, is likely present. This is consistent
with the XRF-determined composition of the film. After annealing at 500 °C, the XRR
pattern contains only Kiessig fringes and the diffraction pattern contains maxima that can be
indexed as the 001 reflection from VSe2, and the 002 and 004 reflections from PbSe. The inplane XRD data also suggest that the film contains crystallographically aligned PbSe and
VSe2 (Figure D.1).
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Figure 7.14. XRR data collected after annealing the q = 1 precursor at the designated temperatures.
The blue dashed lines are the expected peak positions for the calculated modulation length, and the
red solid lines are the expected positions for a [(PbSe)1 + δ]2(VSe2)1 heterostructure.

Figure 7.15. Specular XRD data collected after annealing the q = 1 precursor at the designated
temperatures. The blue dashed lines are the expected peak positions for the calculated modulation
length, and the red solid lines are the expected positions for a [(PbSe)1 + δ]2(VSe2)1 heterostructure.

The structure of the self-assembled q = 1 precursor was further probed by collecting
the HAADF-STEM data. The whole film cross-section (Figure 7.16a) clearly demonstrates a
different behavior from the others as the sample contains dark regions laterally separated
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from the bright regions. This indicates the segregation of large grains of VSe2 from PbSe.
Figure 7.16b shows that the brighter regions consist of alternate layers of VSe2 and PbSe
bilayers while the darker regions consist of VSe2. A higher magnification of the bright region
(Figure 7.16b) suggests that the local structure of the film consists of a mixture of
[(PbSe)1+δ]2(VSe2)1 and VSe2. The segregation into these two distinct regions suggests that
there is lateral diffusion taking place during deposition. A consistent theme from the
HAADF-STEM data is that the formation of an even number of monolayers of PbSe
appears to be favored over odd number of layers, especially for a small odd q value. The
XRR and XRD data of the as-deposited sample suggest that the formation of even number
of monolayers stems from the initial structure of the precursor.

Figure 7.16. (a) Representative HAADF-STEM image of the annealed q = 1 precursor showing
brighter regions of [(PbSe)1 + δ]2(VSe2)1 and dark regions containing only VSe2. (b) Highermagnification image of a bright region, showing the alternating layers of PbSe and VSe2.
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The underlying assumption of the synthesis approach used here is that the
deposition process yields precursors with the nanoarchitecture of a specific target
compound. These precursors are expected to form the targeted compounds because atoms
do not need to move large distances to form this product relative to more stable alternatives
that might require segregation. The nanoarchitecture of the precursor is experimentally
controlled by the sequence of elements and the amount of each element deposited. In the
system investigated here, the deposition sequence produced precursors close to the desired
structure for q = even and q ≥ 7, but the nanoarchitecture of the precursors with q = 1, 3,
and 5 was different than expected from the deposition process. The data presented above
suggest that the atoms in the Pb|Se layer in the q = 1, 3, and 5 samples underwent
significant lateral surface diffusion during the deposition process to form PbSe layers
containing an even number of PbSe monolayers. For the q = 1 sample, lateral diffusion of
atoms in the V|Se layer is also required to explain the uniform thickness and the observed
modulation length of the precursor. The precursors preferred to form a defect-rich film with
bilayers rather than a more ordered film with a PbSe block containing an odd number of
monolayers.
First-principles DFT calculations shed light on an energetic driving force consistent
with this behavior. These calculations were used to compute the relaxed total energies of
PbSe rocksalt slabs containing different layer thicknesses (q = 1-8), each oriented with the
(001) surfaces. Figure 7.17 shows the plots of the calculated energies as a function of q. The
energy of the monolayer is much higher than all of the others, consistent with the behavior
of the q = 1 precursor discussed above. The energies of the odd-numbered layer thicknesses
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are greater than those derived from the convex hull created by the blocks with evennumbered layers. The results thus indicate that it is more favorable to form a mixture of
adjacent even-numbered blocks than odd-numbered blocks. The difference in energy
between the convex hull and the odd-numbered block decreases as the thickness of the oddnumbered block increases. At high values of q, the energy difference between the convex
hull and the odd-numbered blocks becomes negligible. There is also a general decrease in
energy as the thickness of the block is increased, which is due to the larger number of
internal atoms compared to those on the surface.

Figure 7.17. DFT-calculated energies of PbSe blocks in vacuum with varying numbers of
monolayers (q). Note the discontinuity in the y axis. The dashed lines indicate the convex hull created
by even-numbered blocks.

In DFT calculations, inter- and intra-layer displacements are observed in the relaxed
structures due to the termination of the 3D rock-salt structure at the interfaces, as illustrated
by the representations of each structure shown in Figure D.3. Within a monolayer, Pb and
Se atoms deviate from the ideal rock-salt positions by a shift along the z-axis (normal to the
surface), producing a “puckering” pattern in which the sign of the displacements are
opposite for Pb and Se atoms. There is also a distinct alternation of short and long distances
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between the monolayers in the even-thickness PbSe blocks, resulting in the formation of
bilayers. The largest puckering occurs in the surface layer, regardless of the thickness of the
PbSe block, and the magnitude of the distortion decreases as the PbSe monolayers approach
the interior. Overall, the displacement observed reflect the trade-off between the surface
reconstruction to lower the surface energy and distortions in the interior layers due to the
surface reconstruction. In blocks with an odd number of monolayers, only the exterior slabs
form bilayers as the surface reconstructs, resulting in their higher energy relative to the eventhickness PbSe layers. Thus, the slabs with even-layer thicknesses are able to accommodate
the bilayer nature of the surface-induced displacements, while this pattern is frustrated in
slabs with odd number of layers. We interpret this frustration as the origin of the energetic
destabilization of the slabs with odd q values.
While the absolute energies and the distortions in the PbSe layers will be different if
the vacuum is replaced by a dichalcogenide layer, these energy calculations suggest an
explanation for the observed as-deposited structures and the final structures formed. For the
q = 1 sample, the energy difference between a single PbSe monolayer between VSe2 layers
versus half the surface being a bilayer and half without PbSe is high enough that the system
reconstructs during the deposition as the atoms diffuse on the surface. The instability of
monolayer PbSe observed is consistent with the high energy calculated for this structure.
Annealing results in continued segregation of the sample into [(PbSe)1+δ]2(VSe2)1 and VSe2,
even though significant diffusion distances are required. For the q = 3 and 5 samples, the
energy difference between regions with an odd monolayer thickness q versus alternating
layers with q - 1 and q + 1 is still large enough to reconstruct the PbSe layer during the
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deposition. Annealing continues the self-assembly of the favored even-layer thickness PbSe
regions the precursor already has a bilayer nanoarchitecture. For q = 7, the energy difference
is not enough to drive the system to segregate to a layer with a thickness of q monolayers
into q - 1 and q + 1 layers during the deposition although layers with q = 6 and 8, in addition
to q = 7, are observed in the HAADF-STEM images.
In the system investigated here, the stability of PbSe bilayers relative to oddthickness PbSe blocks drives the diffusion of Pb and Se atoms during both deposition and
self-assembly to form coherent bilayers. Similar odd-even alternation based on energy
differences between even and odd conformations has been observed in self-assembled
alkane monolayers melting points, and the dynamical behavior of liquid alkanes near their
melting points.39-42 The results obtained herein highlight the importance of calculations in
determining the relative energy of different thickness-thin layers of 3D materials. Different
surfaces exposed to the interface will change the relative energies and would aid
experimentalists in choosing substrates, heterostructure constituents, and synthetic
conditions.
7.4. CONCLUSION
The data presented here illustrates the importance of the nanoarchitecture of
precursors in the self-assembly of the precursors to form heterostructures. The experimental
evidence indicates that atoms can undergo long-range surface diffusion during the
deposition process to form more favorable configurations than those targeted. Surprisingly,
even though long-range diffusion occurs, the precursors evolve into metastable products
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rather than completely segregating into a mixture of thermodynamically stable binary
compounds. Limiting diffusion via low temperatures restricts the topology of the free energy
landscape that can be explored, making the structure of the precursor critical in determining
what products form. Precursors with a nanoarchitecture close to a specific local free energy
minimum self-assemble during deposition and subsequent low-temperature annealing via a
near diffusionless process. To form monolayers of compounds with bulk 3D structures, the
strength of the bond between the constituents must be strong enough to favor the
formation of a monolayer rather than localized islands and the temperature must be low
enough to avoid more stable configurations.
7.5. BRIDGE
For q = 1, 3, 5 PbSe monolayers in [(PbSe)1+δ]q(VSe2)1 was found to be unstable, and
would undergo significant rearrangement. This was confirmed using a combination of
computational experiments, X-ray techniques, and HAADF-STEM/EDS. Domains of
excess PbSe that did not form in the layered heterostructure were observed on the surface in
cross-sections, providing insight to how compounds with these elements will react
depending on their precursor structure. and are important to consider for later chapters
where compounds containing these constituents are discussed. The next chapter leads into
the next section of this dissertation, where all results from chapters thus far are considered in
the analysis and approach in chapters in this section. Modulated precursors with thicknesses
< 10 Å, similar to those discussed to this point, were prepared and contained Fe and Se with
varied composition. Annealing studies were performed to study reaction pathways in these
binary diffusion couples.
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CHAPTER VIII
UNDERSTANDING THE REACTIONS BETWEEN FE AND SE BINARY
DIFFUSION COUPLES.
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8.1. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in computational materials science and theory-based efforts have
predicted numerous undiscovered materials with interesting properties.1-4 However, the
synthesis of many of these predicted materials has been challenging. Part of this challenge
lies in the limited number of synthetic approaches, almost all of which yield only
thermodynamically stable products.5 We need to go beyond computational "materials by
design" (what to make) to "reaction by design" (how to make) using both computation and
experiment. One promising approach to synthesizing new materials is through nearly
diffusionless crystallization of amorphous reactants, since any amorphous configuration is
already higher in energy than any synthetically accessible crystalline phase.6 A second factor
is the limited understanding of solid-state reaction kinetics and the resulting inability to
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control reaction intermediates.7 The lack of control over reaction intermediates is evident in
the limited number of ternary and higher order compounds that have been prepared, as the
formation of stable binary compounds as intermediates limits products to those that are
more stable than a mix of binary compounds.8,9
Ternary and higher order T-Fe-Se systems represent a field that has been intensively
researched both theoretically and experimentally but still faces significant synthetic
challenges using conventional approaches.10-13 Binary iron selenides have been extensively
investigated due to the discovery of superconductivity in PbO structured (P4/nmm) βFeSe,14 their potential as candidates in semiconductor/ferromagnet device applications,13 and
the discovery of their promise as photocatalysts in hydrogen evolution reactions.15 The
discovery of superconductivity enhancements arising from interfacial interactions between
single layer β-FeSe prepared on perovskite-oxide substrates resulted in a boom in global
interest and research.16 Their potential applications resulted in the attempted synthesis of
many heterostructures and superlattices containing iron selenides, but only limited variety
have been successfully prepared.13,17-19 The synthesis of these hierarchical structures, as well
as ternary iron selenide compounds predicted from calculations to be stable, has been
challenging,17,20 presumably due to the lack of information concerning the kinetics of the
reactions between Fe and Se, the subtleties of β-FeSe phase formation, and the influence of
the adjacent phases.7
Here we report the composition dependence of the sequence of phase formation
for the reaction between Fe and Se by depositing alternating layers of ultrathin Fe and Se on
silicon substrates. All of the films formed crystalline Fe-Se compounds during the ambient143

temperature deposition and phase formation is found to be highly dependent on the local
composition. Selenium rich films contained two previously unreported compounds, where
the phase that formed depends on composition. Both of these compounds begin to
decompose into thermodynamically stable binary compounds at very low temperatures (~
100°C) for a solid state transformation. More iron rich precursors form crystallographically
aligned β-FeSe, with the c-axis perpendicular to the silicon substrate. Annealing these films at
elevated temperatures results in both increased grain size and better crystallographic
alignment. The metastable phases may be useful intermediates for the synthesis of ternary
iron selenides form precursors containing ultrathin layers of the three elements.
Furthermore, the formation of crystallographically aligned FeSe during deposition suggests
that heterostructures may be prepared from designed precursors via diffusionless
transformations.
8.2.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
The Thin film precursors of Fe and Se layered on (111) Si substrate wafers were

prepared in a custom high vacuum (<10-6 torr) physical vapor deposition chamber from
elemental sources. A Knudson effusion cell was used to vaporize selenium (99.99%), while
an electron-beam gun evaporated Fe from an iron target (99.95%). Programmed shutters
positioned between the elemental sources and the substrate were used to control the amount
of each element deposited onto the rotating Si substrate, while deposition rates were
monitored at all times with quartz crystal microbalances. Fe and Se were sequentially
deposited to form compositionally modulated precursors in accordance with the modulated
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elemental reactants (MER) method.21 Fe|Se bilayer, or repeat unit (RU), thicknesses were
limited to less than 10 Å to minimize diffusion distances.
Samples were removed from the deposition chamber and stored in a nitrogen glove
box (>0.2 ppm oxygen), where they were annealed or left as-deposited (AD). Annealing took
place on a calibrated hot plate by resting the samples face up on the hot plate set to the
desired temperature for 15 minutes. Subsequent annealing steps at higher temperatures were
performed on the same sample using the process described above. Samples were temporarily
removed from the nitrogen atmosphere as needed for characterization.
Specular (00l) X-ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray reflectivity (XRR) patterns were
collected on a Bruker D8 diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation in θ-2θ locked-coupled scan
mode. Each specular XRD pattern was collected over a 2θ range of 5-65°. XRR patterns
were collected in the same instrument geometry over a 2θ range of 0-11° to measure the
total thickness of each film. Film thicknesses were determined using a linear least squares fit
of the sequential positions of Kiessig fringes subject to the equation sin2(θ) = n2 (λ2/4d2) +
sin2(θcrit) with sin2(θ) as the ordinate and n2 as the abscissa. Here, d is the thickness of the
entire film and θcrit is the critical angle. The thickness, d, was then determined from the slope
of the fit and the uncertainty in d was propagated from the regression statistics of the fit.
Grazing incidence XRD (GIXRD) and in-plane diffraction patterns were collected
on a Rigaku Smartlab diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation and parallel-beam/parallel slit
analyzer (PB/PSA) and parallel beam (PB) optics, respectively. Each GIXRD pattern was
collected over a 2θ range of 5-65° with an incident angle (ω) offset of 0.5° and a step-size of
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0.04°. Similarly, each in-plane diffraction pattern was collected over a 2θ range of 15-110°
with a step-size of 0.1°.
The number of atoms per unit area in each film was determined via an ultra-thin
film X-ray fluorescence (XRF) technique elaborated at length by Hamann et al.22 A series of
two-dimensional transition metal selenide films with thicknesses well below the limit at
which matrix absorption of fluoresced X-rays becomes significant (~ 200 nm) were
prepared and used as calibration standards relating the XRF intensity of Se X-ray emission
lines to the number of Se atoms per unit area through a linear relationship. The slope of this
calibration curve allows for the facile determination of the areal density of Se atoms from
the XRF intensity of a characteristic Se X-ray emission (Figure E.1). The calibration curve
for Fe was created by preparing stoichiometric FeSe2 and using the Se calibration to
determine the Fe atoms per unit area of FeSe2 films with varying thickness. The relative
error in atoms per unit area was determined by adding the relative errors of the calibration
slope and of the FeSe XRF standard in quadrature, giving a relative error of 0.8% for Fe
atoms/Å2 and 1.5% for Se atoms/Å2. There was assumed to be no uncertainty in the
number of repeat units because this in an integer number that is controlled during the
deposition process.
The atomic percent composition of each film was determined by dividing the Fe
atoms per unit area by the sum of the Fe atoms per unit area and Se atoms per unit area
(Figure E.2). The uncertainty in the percent composition was nominally taken to be ± 1%,
which is well above the uncertainty propagated from the determinations of atoms/Å2 to
account for additional sources of uncertainty.
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Cross-sections of two samples were prepared with an FEI Helios NanoLab 600i
DualBeam FIB-SEM using standard lift-out procedures. High angle annular dark field
(HAADF) images were collected on an FEI Titan G2 80-200 scanning transmission electron
microscope (STEM) with a Cs probe corrector and ChemiSTEM technology (X-FEG and
SuperX EDS with four windowless silicon drift detectors) operated at 200 kV.
8.3.

RESULTS
To explore the fundamental reaction dynamics between Fe and Se, a series of

compositionally modulated Fe|Se thin films were prepared with varied compositions as
shown as red tick marks on the Fe-Se phase diagram23 provided in Figure 8.1 and
summarized in Table 8.1. These samples span the composition range of known FeSe
compounds in the binary Fe-Se phase diagram. The number of Fe|Se bilayers deposited and
elemental compositions of the prepared samples are given in Table 8.1.

Figure 8.1. The compositions explored in this study marked on the iron-selenium phase diagram as
red marks.

The thicknesses of the Fe|Se bilayers in the samples were determined by measuring the total
thickness of the samples from their XRR patterns (Figure E.3) and dividing by the total
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number of times the Fe|Se bilayer was deposited. In only one sample (31% Fe) with the
largest RU of 9.2 Å we observe a peak in the XRR pattern corresponding to the artificial
layering of the precursor (at 2θ = 10.0°), which agrees with the expected RU based on total
thickness analysis. This indicates that the sample has not yet undergone complete mixing
despite the nucleation of an unknown compound, as will be discussed later. The areal
density (atoms/Å2 per RU) of Fe and Se were measured using XRF, and the compositions
of the samples ranged from 27-59% Fe (Table 8.1). The composition of precursors prior to
annealing was determined based on the areal densities of each element. During subsequent
annealing and the collection of diffraction data, selenium loss and oxygen incorporation into
the films is observed.
Table 8.1. Sample Characteristics
*Compositi

Total

Number

RU thickness

Fe atoms/Å2 per

Se atoms/Å2 per

on (% Fe)

thickness

of RUs

(Å)

RU

RU

(Å)
59

401(1)

83

4.8(1)

0.158(1)

0.110(2)

54

272(1)

50

5.4(1)

0.153(1)

0.132(2)

53

321(1)

51

6.3(1)

0.175(1)

0.156(2)

47

260(2)

54

4.8(1)

0.116(1)

0.132(2)

44

255(2)

50

5.1(1)

0.125(1)

0.162(2)

42

273(2)

48

5.7(1)

0.135(1)

0.187(3)

37

388(2)

83

4.7(1)

0.101(1)

0.169(3)

33

235(1)

101

2.3(1)

0.041(1)

0.081(1)
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GIXRD patterns of each sample prior to annealing are provided in Figure 8.. The
samples can be sorted into three main groups based on similarities in the GIXRD patterns.
The first group shown at the bottom of Figure 8.2 spans the composition range of 27-33%
Fe and is characterized by an intense reflection near 2θ = 15.0° and two broad reflections at
2θ = 30.7° and 55.5°, respectively. Together these reflections do not match any single known
room temperature phase of FeSe.

Figure 8.2. Grazing incidence XRD patterns of as-deposited samples plotted as a function of % Fe
composition. For visualization purposes, the intensity at angles greater than 2θ = 20° has been
artificially enhanced by a factor of 5.

The second group is centrally located in Figure 8.2 and spans the composition range
of 37-47% Fe. This group is characterized by an intense peak at 2θ = 15.6-16.0°, two weak
reflections at 2θ = 32.0-32.4° and 2θ = 33.4-33.6°, and another weak reflection at 2θ =
44.0°. The intensities of the higher angle reflections are highest for compositions between
42 and 44% Fe, although the first reflection reaches a maximum intensity at 47% Fe. The
grazing incidence XRD pattern of the sample with 42% Fe can be indexed to a hexagonal
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unit cell with a = 3.488(5) Å and c = 5.533(5) Å. Similarly, this unit cell does not correspond
to any presently known FeSe compound.
The third group spans the composition range 53-59% Fe and is characterized by a
strong reflection at 2θ = 16° and a weak reflection at 2θ = 55° that increases in intensity as
the relative amount of Fe increases. With 3 more reflections than the other samples with
higher Fe content, the 53% Fe sample can be indexed to a tetragonal unit cell with a =
3.771(5) Å and c = 5.549(5) Å, which is consistent with the unit cell of β-FeSe (P4/nmm, a
= 3.7720(9) Å and c = 5.5161(5) Å).24 The lack of (101), (002) and (112) reflections for the
54% and 59% Fe samples suggests β-FeSe crystallizes with preferred orientation as the
composition of Fe is increased from 53% to 59%, as will be subsequently discussed. In the
proceeding paragraphs, the structural evolution of samples in each of the three groups is
followed as a function of annealing temperature using X-ray diffraction, HAADF-STEM,
and XRF to closely monitor changes in structure and composition.
Figure 8.3 contains grazing incidence and specular XRD patterns for a representative
sample, 31a% Fe, in the 27-33% Fe composition window collected after annealing at the
indicated temperatures. All samples in this composition range formed an unknown reaction
intermediate during deposition characterized by three broad reflections in the AD grazing
incidence XRD patterns. The largest two reflections are also present in the specular
diffraction patterns, indicating there may be little or no preferred orientation. The three
reflections cannot be indexed to any simple cubic or tetragonal cell, but can be indexed to a
hexagonal unit cell with lattice parameters a = 3.37(6) Å and c = 5.86(2) Å. With this unit
cell, the reflections at 2θ = 15.0°, 2θ = 30.7°, and 2θ = 55.5° can be indexed to (001),
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(002)/(100), and (111)/(103) reflections, respectively. The large uncertainties in the lattice
parameters reflect the broad and potentially overlapping reflections. This unit cell is not
consistent with any reported transition metal selenide phase in the literature, although an
extrapolation of the work done by Kumar et. al. suggests that a similar unit cell may be
achieved in δ-FeSe at very low temperatures (~ 10K) and high pressures (~ 10 GPa).31
Further research will need to be conducted on these as-deposited structures before we can
come to a conclusive structure determination. The intensity of the reflections decreases after
annealing at 100°C, which prevents further structural analysis of this unknown compound.
Local structural motifs of metastable Sb-rich phases are also observed in as-deposited Fe|Sb
bilayers, even when it is compositionally unfavorable.25 In films with the appropriate layer
thickness and composition these local fragments can be ripened into crystalline phases.26
This suggests it may be possible to isolate this new Se-rich FeSex phase with a suitable
precursor. Between 200 and 400°C, a new set of reflections is observed in all samples which
can be indexed to an orthorhombic crystal structure with a = 4.800(2) Å, b = 5.775(1) Å, and
c = 3.562(2) Å. These lattice parameters are close to the range reported for marcasite-type
FeSe2 (Pnnm, a = 4.804(2) Å, b = 5.784(3) Å, and c = 3.586(2) Å).27-29 At 400°C, all samples
temporarily rearrange to a new phase that can be described by a monoclinic unit cell with
lattice parameters of approximately a = 6.156(3) Å, b = 3.54(1) Å, c = 11.22(1) Å, and β =
91.96(5) °. The formation of this new phase is accompanied by a substantial evaporation of
Se during annealing at 400°C, driving the low temperature FeSe2 phase towards compounds
with lower Se content. These lattice parameters are close to those reported for monoclinic
Fe3Se4, which crystallizes in the Cr3S4 structure type (I2/m) with lattice parameters a =
6.17(1) Å, b = 3.54(1) Å, c = 11.1(1) Å, and β = 92.0°.30 All samples undergo an additional
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rearrangement to a hexagonal crystal structure (a = 3.602(3) Å and c = 5.847(4) Å at
temperatures above 450°C accompanied by a further loss of Se. These lattice parameters are
slightly below the range of those reported for the thermodynamically stable δ-FeSe
(P63/mmc) phase (a = 3.618 – 3.636 Å and c = 5.880 – 5.946 Å).31,29

Figure 8.3. Representative (a) grazing incidence and (b) specular XRD patterns of the 27-33% Fe
composition window as a function of annealing temperature. The colors of indices correspond to
(blue) FeSe2, (green) Fe3Se4, and (purple) δ-FeSe. Reflections marked with a dashed vertical line are
an artifact of the Si substrate.

The similarity in grazing incidence XRD patterns between samples in the 33-31% Fe range
suggest that, within the RU thickness range of 2.3 to 9.2 Å, diffusion distance does not have
a significant role in phase formation at this nominal composition. The specular diffraction
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patterns in Figure 8.3b also support the sequential evolution of the sample from an
unknown as-deposited structure → FeSe2 → Fe3Se4 → δ-FeSe as annealing temperature is
increased. The similarity of grazing incidence and specular diffraction patterns at all
temperatures suggests that the extent of preferred orientation, if any, is small.
Figure 8.4 provides representative grazing incidence and specular XRD patterns for
the 37-47% Fe composition window as a function of temperature. The sample with 42% Fe
is used as the representative sample at low temperatures. This sample was annealed up to
350°C after which it was accidentally exposed to excess oxygen and oxidized. The sample
with 37% Fe, which has identical diffraction patterns at 300°C and 350°C, is used as a
representative for this composition window at higher temperatures instead. The as-deposited
GIXRD and specular XRD patterns contain several reflections whose positions do not
correspond to any presently known structure in the Fe-Se phase diagram expected under
room temperature and atmospheric conditions. The diffraction pattern can be indexed to a
hexagonal unit cell with a = 3.488(5) Å and c = 5.533(5) Å. While dissimilar from the unit
cell parameters of δ-FeSe under atmospheric pressure, these unit cell parameters are
consistent with those of δ-FeSe at room temperature and 8.5 GPa of pressure (a = 3.4822(8)
Å, c = 5.5069(5) Å) reported by Kumar et. al.31 The as-deposited diffraction patterns in the
37-47% Fe composition window are notably distinct from those reported above in the 2733% Fe window, indicating that these are two separate unknown phases. This structure
mostly decomposes by 200°C and at 300°C the diffraction patterns can be indexed to an
orthorhombic unit cell with a = 4.795(3) Å, b = 5.753(4) Å, and c = 3.570(3) Å, with the
exception of a reflection at 2θ = 16°. This unit cell is similar to the structure observed at this
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temperature in the 27-33% Fe composition window and the lattice parameters are close to
the literature reported unit cell parameters for marcasite FeSe2.27 As suggested by the lack of
reflections in the specular pattern compared to the grazing incidence pattern, there is not
significant preferred alignment of this compound to the substrate. The weak intensity at 2θ
= 16° could belong to residual quantities of the as-deposited structure or to β-FeSe or Fe3Se4, which both have known reflections at that angle. At 400°C, the sample undergoes
another structure rearrangement accompanied by a significant loss of Se. Similar to the 2733% Fe composition window at 400°C, the diffraction patterns can be indexed to a
monoclinic unit cell with a = 6.183(2) Å, b = 3.504(2) Å, c = 11.263(4) Å, and β = 91.94(3)°,
which is in close agreement with the literature reported values for Fe3Se4 (I2/m).30

Figure 8.4. Representative (a) grazing incidence and (b) specular XRD patterns of the 3747% Fe composition window as a function of annealing temperature. Diffraction patterns
are provided of the 42% Fe sample for temperatures ≤ 350°C and of the 37% Fe sample for
temperatures ≥ 300°C. The colors of indices correspond to (black) the unknown hexagonal
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phase, (blue) FeSe2, (green) Fe3Se4, and (purple) δ-FeSe. Reflections marked with a dashed
vertical line are an artifact of the Si substrate.
The sample undergoes one more rearrangement at 450°C, resulting in nearly
identical diffraction patterns to the high temperature patterns in the 27-33% Fe composition
window belonging to the δ phase of FeSe.28 We conclude that, once the samples in the 3747% composition window form FeSe2 at 200°C, they follow the same progression of FeSe2
→ Fe3Se4 → δ-FeSe as observed for samples in the 27-33% Fe composition window.
To further probe the microstructure in a sample which was not aligned to the
substrate based on XRD, HAADF-STEM images were collected from a cross-section of the
37% Fe sample annealed to 350°C (Figure 8.5). Figure 8.5a contains a representative image
of the entire film, which revealed large columnar grains with nearly vertical grain boundaries
from the bottom to the top of the film. XRD indicated that the sample was not
preferentially aligned to the substrate, however this provided insight into the microstructure
that could not be obtained from XRD.

Figure 8.5. HAADF-STEM images of a cross-section of the 37% Fe sample annealed to 350°C. (a)
Representative image of the entire film where several large grains and boundaries from the bottom to
the top of the film are shown. (b) Image collected within a grain aligned to the [12̅0] zone axis in
FeSe2. The spacings labeled in red correspond to d001 = 3.57 Å, d21̅ 0̅ = 2.15 Å, and d21̅ 1̅ = 1.86 Å
which are close to literature values for FeSe2. The FFT of this region is indexed in the upper right
corner.
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An on-axis grain is shown in Figure 8.5b, where the structure was resolved. The
measured spacings between atomic columns from the image agree with literature values for
FeSe2, which were measured to be d001 = 3.57 Å, d2̅1̅0 = 2.15 Å, and d2̅1̅1 = 1.86 Å. An FFT
from this region was indexed to the [12̅0] zone axis in FeSe2. Energy dispersive X-ray
Spectroscopy (EDS) maps confirm that the sample is comprised of homogeneous Fe and
Se, with an Fe-oxide layer at the film surface (Figure E.5).
Grazing incidence and specular XRD patterns of the FeSe samples in the 53-59% Fe
composition window as a function of annealing temperature are provided in Figure 8.6,
using the 59% Fe sample as representative of the structural evolution in the 53-59% Fe
composition window. In-plane XRD patterns of the 59% and 53% Fe samples annealed at
300°C are additionally provided in Figure E.4. The two peaks in the as-deposited GIXRD
pattern can’t be indexed from the diffraction patterns at grazing incidence alone. The
specular XRD patterns exhibit three evenly spaced reflections at 2θ = 16.2°, 32.6°, and
49.9°, suggesting they belong to the same family of (00l) reflections. The presence of a
single family of reflections in the specular XRD pattern indicates preferred orientation of
the sample with respect to the Si substrate. A rocking curve measurement on the first
reflection has a line width of θ = 8.4° (FWHM), as provided in Figure E.4. The first
reflection in both specular XRD and GIXRD patterns are at the same angle, which is
consistent with the measured rocking curve width, indicating that this reflection should still
be observed in a grazing incidence scan. These reflections all remain after annealing the
precursor to high as 400°C. The in-plane XRD pattern at 300°C of the 59% Fe sample
exhibits only two intense reflections at 2θ = 47.8° and 69.8°.
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Figure 8.6. Representative (a) grazing incidence and (b) specular XRD patterns of the 5359% Fe composition window as a function of annealing temperature. The colors of the
indices correspond to (red) β-FeSe and (purple) δ-FeSe. Reflections marked with † likely
belong to an iron oxide phase, while reflections marked with a dashed vertical line are an
artifact of the Si substrate.
By refining the grazing incidence, specular, and in-plane diffraction patterns of the
59% Fe sample at 300°C together, and assuming a preferred orientation with the c-axis
perpendicular to the substrate, the patterns can be indexed to a tetragonal crystal system
with a = 3.78(1) Å and c = 5.492(1) Å. The calculated lattice parameters from the observed
reflections are close to the lattice parameters reported in the literature for β-FeSe (a =
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3.7720(9) Å and c = 5.5161(5) Å),24 supporting the conclusion that all samples in the 53-59%
Fe composition window contain β-FeSe. Above 400°C, the sample rearranges to form a new
compound, and the diffraction patterns can be indexed to a hexagonal unit cell yielding
lattice parameters of a = 3.77(2) Å and c = 5.916(8) Å. These lattice parameters are close to
the range of values reported for δ-FeSe (a = 3.6361(9) Å and c = 5.907(2) Å) phase, which
thermodynamically stable at this temperature and composition (cf. Fig 1).31-33 The only
difference between the evolution of structure in these three samples is the temperature at
which the δ-FeSe phase becomes the dominate phase, which ranges from 250°C at 53% Fe
to 400°C at 59% Fe (Figure E.4).
HAADF-STEM images were collected on a cross-section of the 59% Fe sample
annealed to 350°C. Due to the thickness of the cross-section, high resolution images of this
sample were not obtained. However, the c-axis thickness in the sample was observed in
images collected after aligning the cross-section to the Si [110] zone axis (Figure 8.7).

Figure 8.7. HAADF-STEM image of a thick cross-section of the 59% Fe sample annealed to
350°C. The cross-section thickness was too large to achieve atomic resolution. The Si and native SiO2
are seen at the bottom of the image, followed by layers of β-FeSe which are aligned to the substrate.
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The thickness labeled in green corresponds to the c-axis lattice parameter for β-FeSe. An FFT of this
region is shown in the upper right corner, which contains only 001 reflections.

The thickness of β-FeSe layers was measured to be 5.5 Å, which is close to the literature βFeSe c-axis lattice parameter. An FFT of this region shows spots which can be indexed to
00l reflections. This agrees with XRD collected from this sample and confirms that the βFeSe is aligned to the Si + native SiO2 substrate.
8.4. CONCLUSION
All binary Fe|Se precursors explored in this study crystallized during the deposition
process despite being deposited on nominally room temperature substrates. Two novel, low
temperature Fe|Se compounds form in the 27-33% Fe and 37-47% Fe composition
windows. We speculate that these phases formed during deposition due to low barriers to
nucleation and significant surface diffusion. Off-stoichiometry in the as-deposited 37-47%
Fe precursor’s hexagonal phase could cause the structure to resemble that of high-pressure
δ-FeSe. The few, broad, and low intensity reflections in these diffraction patterns prevent us
from refining the structures with the present data. Both of these compounds decomposed
during annealing at 200°C forming an orthorhombic structure with lattice parameters that
are close to the reported unit cell parameters for marcasite FeSe2. FeSe2 decomposes and Se
is lost as the annealing temperature in increased, resulting in the formation of Fe3Se4 and,
subsequently, δ-FeSe as the temperature is increased further. The temperature at which each
phase decomposes depends on the composition of the precursor.
Samples in the 53-59% Fe composition window form β-FeSe with crystallographic
alignment during the deposition. β-FeSe nucleates over a considerable composition range,
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suggesting the precursors disproportionate into β-FeSe and pure Fe for iron rich
compositions and into β-FeSe and more Se rich phases for selenium rich compositions The
grains of β-FeSe increase in size as annealing temperature is increased, with the sample
transforming into δ-FeSe after annealing at 400°C. The self-assembly of crystallographically
aligned β-FeSe films from the precursors is a significant finding, as β-FeSe is a high
temperature superconductor that has been intensively investigated.15 Nucleation on the
substrate indicates a non-epitaxial growth mode controlled only by local composition. The
self-assembly of crystallographically aligned β-FeSe opens avenues to preparing
heterostructures containing this compound.
The nucleation of binary compounds during the deposition of ultrathin Fe and Se
layers in multilayer films also provides insights into the failure to prepare ternary compounds
containing Fe and Se that were predicted to be stable or nearly so. The results here suggest
that ternary compounds need to be more thermodynamically stable than a mixture of binary
Fe-Se compounds and other phases, as binary Fe-Se compounds form immediately during
reactions involving these elements. There is a strong driving force for mixing Fe and Se and
nucleating binary compounds, as only the film with the thickest bilayer (9.2 Å) showed a
Bragg reflection from the intended artificial modulation in the precursor but still crystalized
during deposition. The weak intensity of this reflection indicates that there is only a small
difference in local composition within the bilayers.
One possible approach to preparing ternary compounds containing Fe, Se, and a
third element, T, would be to use a more complex layering sequence – Fe|T|Se|T – to
prevent the immediate formation of binary Fe-Se compounds during the deposition.34 The
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formation of metastable compounds suggests the possibility of forming more interesting
ternary compounds with Fe and Se using these metastable compounds as reaction
intermediates. The metastable intermediate compounds would need to be intimately mixed
with the ternary element to avoid having diffusion be the rate limiting step in the formation
of a ternary compound. A key question is whether information obtained about binary
diffusion couples enables the rational design of precursors that will avoid stable reaction
intermediates in the reaction pathway towards metastable ternary compounds.
8.5. BRIDGE
This chapter follows a series of binary Fe–Se ultrathin diffusion couples via designed
thin-film precursors and investigating their structural evolution as a function of composition
and annealing temperature. Two previously unreported Fe–Se phases crystallized during the
deposition process on a nominally room-temperature Si substrate in the 27–33 and 37–47%
Fe (atomic percent) composition regimes. Both phases completely decompose after
annealing to 200 °C in a nitrogen glovebox. At higher temperatures, the sequence of phase
formation is governed by Se loss in the annealing process, consistent with what would be
expected from the phase diagram. Films rich in Fe (53–59% Fe) crystalized during
deposition as β-FeSe (P4/nmm) with preferred c-axis orientation to the amorphous
SiO2 substrate surface, providing a means to nonepitaxial self-assembly of
crystallographically aligned, iron-rich β-FeSe for future research. ADF-STEM/EDS was
used to investigate one of the samples that did not form with crystallographic alignment, and
contained columnar grains of FeSe2. The next chapter follows a similar study, but for Fe and
Se bilayers and multilayers with thicknesses > 10 Å.
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CHAPTER IX
ASYMMETRIC INTERFACES IN NANOSCALE BILAYER AND
MULTILAYER FE-SE
9.0. AUTHORSHIP STATEMENT
Chapter IX is under preparation for submission to ACS Inorganic Chemistry. Coauthor Danielle Hamann assisted with deposition of precursors. Dylan Bardgett assisted with
collection and analysis of XRD, XRR, and XRF data. David Johnson is my advisor. Ping Lu,
Niklas Wolff, and Andriy Lotnyk collected HAADF-STEM/EDS data. I am the primary
author of this manuscript, and prepared precursors, TEM specimen, analyzed HAADFSTEM/EDS data, and collected and analyzed XRD, XRR, XRF data as a function of
annealing temperature.
9.1. INTRODUCTION
While nucleation, diffusion, and growth in solid-state reactions have been widely
studied1, little is known about controlling reaction pathways. To successfully synthesize
compounds predicted by projects such as the Materials Genome Initiative2, a better
understanding of reaction pathways and control over intermediates is necessary. When
attempting to synthesize compounds predicted to be thermodynamically stable,
intermediates formed which are generally binary compounds.3 The formation of these
intermediates prohibits the formation of these predicted compounds, which becomes more
difficult when considering ternary or higher order phases. Since interdiffusion is classically
the rate limiting step in solid state reactions, it is difficult to explore reaction pathways
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experimentally due to the lack of experimental methods to follow the rearrangement of
atoms.
Controlling interdiffusion and reactions at solid-solid interfaces is critical for current
thin film technologies. For example, all microelectronics generally use metal silicide thin
films as contact and electrode materials, diffusion barriers, and interconnects.4,5 Controlling
interdiffusion and reactions with subsequent layers is critical for forming and successfully
implementing metal silicides in devices. Polycrystalline metal films deposited on singlecrystal silicon can react at temperatures as low as 100°C, where diffusion or interfacereaction controls the growth.4 Growth kinetics for a variety of metal silicides has been well
studied and general reaction rules (based on the ordered Cu3Au rule6) are followed to form
reproducible metal silicides for implementation in devices. Generally, these rules state that
nucleation of a new phase and if a nucleus can grow depends on a balance between the
Gibbs free energy change of creating a nucleus of a new phase and the energy associated
with forming the surface of the nucleus.5 After nucleating and growing a new phase,
interfaces and energetics are different for subsequent phases, altering the Gibbs free energy
per unit volume of the new phase (Δgv) and the surface energy change per unit area
associated with creation of the nucleus (Δgv). Simply, the ordered Cu3Au rule applicable to
metal silicides declares that the most mobile species should determine which phase forms
first (Cu3Au if Cu is more mobile than Au, CuAu3 if Au is more mobile than Cu). For a
system with phases A and B where A is more mobile (or Cu and Au), A2B would be the first
phase to nucleate and grow, followed by AB between A2B and B. For thin films, the second
AB phase will not form until A2B exceeds a critical thickness.
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Here we explore where those rules are followed for binary Fe-Se. There are four
stable Fe-Se phases which include FeSe, FeSe2, Fe3Se4, and Fe7Se8. There are two FeSe
phases, which include β-FeSe (P4/nmm) and δ-FeSe (P63/mmc). The reaction of Fe and Se
precursors with thicknesses much greater than 1 nm were investigated, in contrast to that
reported for thin modulated precursors.7 Different ratios of Fe-Se were deposited using
physical vapor deposition with varying layering sequences on substrates nominally at room
temperature. Samples were characterized with X-ray diffraction (XRD), reflectivity (XRR),
and fluorescence XRF) before and after annealing to investigate phase formation, film
structure, and composition.On select samples, High Angle Annular Dark Field – Scanning
Transmission Electron Microscopy (HAADF-STEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray
Spectroscopy (EDS) were used to further probe structural information. We observed
crystallization, complex XRR patterns, and varying amounts of oxygen for all samples upon
deposition. HAADF-STEM/EDS revealed that in multilayer samples, the first layer of Fe
did not react with the first Se layer deposited, however the next Fe layer deposited on Se
reacted completely to form a unit cell consistent with β-FeSe, however with slightly larger
lattice parameters. The surface of randomly oriented FeSe crystallites is relatively smooth,
followed by a layer of Fe deposited on FeSe. Any remaining Se reacts with Fe, leaving a
rough layer of Fe. This pattern of asymmetric interfaces continues through the entire sample.
For the binary sample where Se is deposited on Fe and Fe is deposited on Se, a small
interfacial reaction likely occurs upon deposition. This suggests that the initial substrate (Si
with native SiO2 (bilayer samples) versus Fe (multilayer samples) impacts the reactivity of
elements upon deposition.
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9.2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
Precursors containing Fe and Se on (111) Si substrates were prepared using a custom
high vacuum (<10-6 torr) physical vapor deposition chamber from elemental sources. An
electron beam gun was used to deposit Fe from an iron target (99.95%) and Se layers were
deposited using a Knudson effusion cell. Shutters were used to control the amount of each
element deposited, where deposition rates were monitored with quartz crystal microbalances.
Substrates are nominally at room temperature. After deposition, samples were stored in a
nitrogen glove box (>0.2 ppm oxygen). Annealing took place in the nitrogen glove box on a
calibrated hot plate for 15 minutes at temperatures from 50 - 400°C. For characterization,
samples were removed from the glove box.
X-ray reflectivity (XRR) patterns were collected on a Bruker D8 diffractometer with
Cu Kα radiation in θ-2θ locked-coupled scan mode. Grazing incidence XRD (GIXRD)
patterns were collected on a Rigaku Smartlab diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation and
parallel-beam/parallel slit analyzer (PB/PSA) optics. The total number of atoms/Å2 for each
element was determined via an ultra-thin film X-ray fluorescence (XRF) technique
elaborated at length by Hamann et al.22 The composition of each film was calculated by
dividing the Fe atoms Å2 by the sum of the Fe atoms/Å2 and Se atoms/Å2.
Cross-sections of select samples were prepared with an FEI Helios NanoLab 600i
DualBeam FIB-SEM using standard lift-out procedures. High angle annular dark field
(HAADF) images were collected on the multilayer sample on an FEI Titan G2 80-200
scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) with a Cs probe corrector and
ChemiSTEM technology (X-FEG and SuperX EDS with four windowless silicon drift
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detectors) operated at 200 kV. HAADF-STEM/EDS on the bilayer sample was collected on
probe Cs-corrected Titan3 G2 60–300 microscope with 150% of the default resolution in all
directions.46–48
9.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Several precursors were prepared which did not target specific phases, but rather
were used to investigate the Fe-Se reaction when varying thickness and deposition order.
The first set of precursors were bilayer samples containing 1 layer of Fe and Se in order to
study how Se deposited on Fe reacts, and how Fe deposited on Se reacts as a function of
temperature. Sample B1 (bilayer) contains a layer of Se on Fe on a Si substrate with native
SiO2. Sample B2 contains a layer of Fe on Se, however a monolayer of V was deposited first
on the substrate. It was necessary to deposit a metal first, because depositing Se on SiO2/Si
resulted in non-uniform islands of amorphous Se. Precursors containing multilayers of Fe
and Se to increase the interface density taking advantage of the ability to obtain more
information from x-ray diffraction techniques. Sample M1 (multilayer) was Fe-rich with Fe
deposited first onto the substrate. Sample M2 is Se-rich with Fe deposited first onto the
substrate. A schematic containing the precursor structures is shown in Figure 9.1

Figure 9.1. Schematic of Fe|Se precursors
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A summary of the as-deposited characteristics in both sets of samples can be found in Table
9.1. X-ray fluorescence was used to determine the total number of atoms/ Å2 of each element
in the samples to determine the composition, which is defined as the % Fe. Varying amounts
of oxygen were present in the AD samples.
Table 9.1. Total film thickness determined by XRR. Total atoms/Å2 determined by XRF.
Composition determined from total atoms/Å2. Oxygen counts measured with XRF.
As-

As-

As-

deposited

deposited

Composit

oxygen

thickness

ion

counts

(Å)

(% Fe)

(kcps)

deposited
Sample

Total Fe

Total Se

atoms/Å2

atoms/Å2

Total film

Bilayer,
B1

312

5.29

4.85

52

0.0032(8)

336

5.54

11.00

33

0.0020(8)

895

40.10

17.60

70

0.0247(8)

1085

27.50

41.00

40

0.0025(8)

Fe|Se
Bilayer,
B2
Se|Fe
7 RU
M1
Fe|Se
7 RU
M2
Fe|Se

Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GXRD) and reflectivity (XRR) were used to
characterize the film structure and determine if samples reacted upon deposition. XRR
patterns of as-deposited samples (Figure 9.2a) are complex and difficult to interpret. The
experimental patterns are not consistent with what would be expected for the simple bilayer
or multilayer structure, which suggests rearrangement has occurred for all samples. An
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example of a simulated XRR pattern for sample M1 with 7 RU of Fe|Se is in Figure F.1.
The multilayer samples have Bragg reflections which are likely from repeating periods of
electron density. For sample M1, these correspond to a d-spacing of 157(3) Å. The number
of Kiessig fringes between Bragg reflections alternates between 4 and 5, where the number
of Kiessig fringes plus 2 is equal to the number of repeating periods in the sample. Broader
underlying Kiessig fringes correspond to a thickness of 64(2) Å, which could correspond to
the thickness of an Fe layer. This agrees well given that 7 Fe|Se repeat units were deposited,
however given the complexity of the pattern the as-deposited layering scheme is unknown
based on these results. Sample M2 does not contain as many Kiessig fringes as M1,
suggesting this film has higher sample roughness. Several Bragg reflections can be resolved,
which correspond to a d-spacing of 252(4). Kiessig fringes between Bragg reflections cannot
be resolved in the as-deposited sample.
GXRD patterns (Figure 9.2b) show that to some extent, all samples began reacting
upon deposition. Multilayer samples contain several broad reflections. For the Fe-rich
sample (M1), reflections can be indexed to a tetragonal unit cell with a = 3.72(3) and c =
5.70(3) Å, which are labeled with black indices. These parameters are slightly larger than
those reported for tetragonal β-FeSe (P4/nmm, a = 3.7720(9) Å and c = 5.5161(5) Å).8 The
Se-rich sample (M2) has reflections which also can be indexed to a tetragonal unit cell with a
= 3.77(3) and c = 5.69(3), which are labeled with black indices. Reflections at 2θ ≈ 44.5° are
consistent with cubic α-Fe (Im3̅m, a = 2.8604 – 2.861 Å), which are labeled with blue
indices.9 Bilayer samples contain few weak reflections upon deposition. It is not possible to
index patterns with so few reflections, however based on multilayers we can assume that
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weak reflections in sample B1 and B2 at 2θ ≈ 44.5° are from α-Fe, at 2θ ≈ 33.6° are the
(011) reflection from a tetragonal FeSe unit cell, and in sample B1 the reflection at 2θ ≈
15.5° is from (001) tetragonal FeSe. The presence of mixed (hkl) reflections indicates that
there is no preferred orientation in crystallites upon deposition.

Figure 9.2. a) X-ray reflectivity patterns of as-deposited samples. b) Grazing-incidence XRD
patterns of as-deposited samples. Black indices correspond to β-FeSe, blue indices to Fe.
Varying amounts of oxidation and complex XRR patterns lead us to collect
HAADF-STEM/EDS of the multilayer Fe-rich sample (M1) which contained the most
oxygen. Figure 9.3a shows a HAADF-STEM image of the entire as-deposited M1 sample,
which provided several key insights into the precursor structure. First, it is important to note
that the first Fe layer deposited does not react with the first Se layer deposited and instead
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remains a relatively smooth layer of Fe. Based on GXRD of the Se on Fe sample (B1), it is
also possible that a very small interfacial reaction occurred. Next, the second Fe layer is
deposited on the first Se layer and reacts to form FeSe + excess Fe. Therefore, depositing A
on B is not the same as depositing B on A. The interface between FeSe|excess Fe is
relatively smooth, but the surface of the excess Fe is rough due to the formation of Fe
domains on FeSe. This pattern is seen throughout the next 4 Fe|Se layers deposited. After
the 6th Fe layer, Kirkendall voids are present in the sample where little to no excess Fe from
the 7th layer deposited is present. Instead, two FeSe layers are neighboring, with a rough
interface in between. EDS data of the entire film was collected (Figure F.1), which revealed
that the surface layer on top of the sample contained Fe and O. Given that oxygen was
present in the as-deposited XRF in conjunction with the HAADF-STEM/EDS data, we can
assume that the excess Fe from the 7th deposited layer diffused to the surface to form Feoxide. This suggests that Fe is mobile through the FeSe layers. Given the complexity of the
precursor structure and interfaces, it is not surprising that the XRR patterns were far from
what was expected. Figure 9.3b shows a higher magnification HAADF-STEM image of the
first Fe and FeSe layers. Randomly oriented crystallites of FeSe are present and the smooth
Fe|FeSe versus rough Fe|FeSe interface is more obvious. The inset contains a fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) of the region marked with a red square and corresponding d-spacings. The
d-spacings measured in the FFT are consistent with (00l) reflections for a tetragonal unit cell
with lattice parameters that agree with GXRD, providing confirmation that FeSe formed
upon deposition.
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Figure 9.3. HAADF-STEM images of the as-deposited Fe-rich multilayer sample (M1) at a) lower
magnification showing the entire film and b) higher magnification showing the first Fe|Se|Fe layers
deposited.

To better understand the composition profile through the sample, a combination of
XRF and EDS was used. Figure 9.4a contains intensity profiles of each element as a function
of distance (including oxygen and the Si substrate) which were extracted from EDS maps
(Figure F.2) from the Fe-rich multilayer sample. The film surface is at 0 Å and substrate is at
1000 Å. Alternating layers of Fe and FeSe are clear, where excess Fe layers have Fe maxima
aligned with Se minima. Intensity of Fe and O at the film surface and absence of the 7th Fe
layer confirm the hypothesis that Fe diffused to the surface and oxidized. An increasing
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trend in intensity towards the top of the film is likely the result of a thickness gradient of the
cross-section, which is difficult to control. In an attempt to quantify the EDS intensity
profiles, we combined XRF and EDS data to obtain a composition in terms of atoms/unit
volume as a function of distance in the sample. A plot of Fe and Se atoms/Å3 versus
distance in the sample is shown in Figure 9.4b. First, using the film thickness found from
HAADF-STEM, the total number of atoms/Å2 for each element from XRF measurements
were converted to atoms/Å3. The ratio of the XRF atoms/Å3 to the average EDS intensities
for each element were determined. Each point in the EDS intensity profile was then
multiplied by this ratio to convert to units of atoms/Å3. The dashed line on the composition
plot indicates that our compound is has close to a 1:1 ratio of Fe:Se. An Fe-rich phase of
FeSe is likely forming based on these results and GXRD data, which could explain why we
see a higher Fe composition and slightly larger lattice parameters than known β-FeSe. The
quantification of the EDS data across the sample enables the opportunity to model the
complex XRR patterns using the atoms per unit volume for each element and distance.
Attempts to do so are underway in addition to testing this methodology on ternary systems.

Figure 9.4. a) Distance versus net intensity from a profile extracted from EDS from the asdeposited Fe-rich multilayer sample (M1). On the x-axis, 0 is the surface (top) of the film and 1000 is
the substrate (bottom) of the film. b) Distance versus composition for the as-deposited Fe-rich
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multilayer sample (M1), where the composition was determined from XRF and EDS intensities. The
dashed line represents the literature value for FeSe composition.

HAADF-STEM/EDS was also collected on the binary Se-rich sample (B2) where Fe
was deposited on Se due to the lack of information obtained from XRR and GXRD. Figure
9.5a and 9.5b contain HAADF-STEM images of the entire film. The Se layer deposited
remained amorphous, and does not form a smooth layer with uniform thickness. This
explains the lack of Kiessig fringes in the XRR pattern and variation from what would be
expected for a layer of Fe deposited on Se. EDS maps across the film (Figure F.3) show that
the brighter layer in the HAADF-STEM image contains Fe and Se. Similar to the multilayer
sample, the surface contains Fe and O, indicating that Fe-oxide formed upon deposition. A
higher magnification image is shown in Figure 9.5c, where small lattice fringes are visible
above the amorphous Se. The spacing of lattice fringes marked with black lines is 2.97 Å,
which is close to what would be expected for the (002) reflection in FeSe based on GXRD
results (2.85 Å). Given that the sample was only partially crystallized upon deposition and
contained substantial amorphous Se, imaging under a high energy electron beam could have
altered the same slightly. This could explain the discrepancy in the measured lattice fringe
versus what was expected based on GXRD.

Figure 9.5. HAADF-STEM images of the Se-rich bilayer sample (B2) where Fe was deposited on Se
where a) and b) show the entire film at low magnification and c) shows the top region in the sample
at higher magnification
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Samples were annealed and characterized with XRR, GXRD, and XRF. Figure 9.6
shows a plot of oxygen counts measured by XRF as a function of annealing temperature,
which increase with temperature. The increase in oxygen was most substantial for the Ferich multilayer sample (M1). Based on HAADF-STEM/EDS results, this is likely due to the
ability for excess Fe to diffuse through FeSe layers to the surface. With annealing, excess Fe
from regions lower in the sample are likely able to move to the surface to oxidize. In the Serich multilayer sample, it is likely that there is little to no excess Fe to oxidize.

Figure 9.6. Oxygen counts from XRF as a function of annealing temperature

Figure 9.7 shows XRR and GXRD patterns as a function of annealing for the Ferich multilayer sample. Bragg reflections in XRR patterns (Figure 9.7a) from layering in the
sample remains to 300°C, but is lost at 400°C. This suggests that there is little to no periodic
structure left in the sample. Given oxidation in the sample, this could be from excess Fe
between FeSe layers diffusing to the surface leaving the sample to be the first Fe layer, rough
FeSe, and Fe-oxide. GXRD patterns are consistent with this hypothesis and with XRF data
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(Figure 9.7b). Reflections labeled with black indices correspond to a tetragonal unit cell with
lattice parameters a = 6.156(3) Å, b = 3.754(7) Å, c = 5.462(7) Å. These are slightly smaller
than the lattice parameters in the as-deposited sample. This could be due to Se loss with
annealing, where XRF Se atoms/Å2 as a function of annealing temperature can be found in
Figure F.4. A small reflection from Fe is still present at 400°C, which is likely from the first
Fe layer deposited. Orange indices are consistent with Fe3O4 (Fd3̅m, a = 8.34000 Å)10, which
should be expected given the substantial oxidation that occurred in this sample. Unlike thin
modulated precursors, this sample does not go through a phase transformation during
annealing and remains as β-FeSe, which is the superconducting phase.7

Figure 9.7. a) X-ray reflectivity patterns as a function of annealing temperature for the Fe-rich
multilayer sample (M1). b) Grazing-incidence XRD patterns as a function of annealing. Orange
indices correspond to Fe3O4. Blue indices correspond to Fe. Black indices correspond to β-FeSe.
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XRR and GXRD patterns for the Se-rich sample are in Figure 9.8. This
sample was only annealed to 100°C, which is the temperature where the as-deposited
structure began change significantly. Bragg reflections are still present, similar to what
was seen in the Fe-rich multilayer sample at similar temperatures, however the XRR
patterns are difficult to interpret due to complexity (Figure 9.8a). Samples will be
annealed to select higher temperatures to compare to the Fe-rich multilayer sample.
The FeSe phase that formed upon deposition begins to break down at 50°C based on
GXRD (Figure 9.8b).

Figure 9.8. a) X-ray reflectivity patterns as a function of annealing temperature for the Se-rich
multilayer sample (M2). b) Grazing-incidence XRD patterns as a function of annealing. Blue indices
correspond to Fe. Black indices correspond to β-FeSe. Purple indices correspond to FeSe2.
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At 50°C, remaining reflections are consistent with the tetragonal unit cell (black indices) and
α-Fe (blue). At higher 2θ (50 - 60°) weak reflections that do not correspond to a tetragonal
unit cell began to grow in. At 100°C there are weak reflections from the initial FeSe phase
(black) and Fe (blue), however reflections which agree with those expected for orthorhombic
FeSe2 (Pnnm, a= 4.80020 Å, b= 5.78230 Å, c= 3.58340 Å)11 dominate the pattern (purple).
This indicates that despite excess Se, the tetragonal phase is the first to form from Fe|Se|Fe,
but is metastable. With excess Fe, the most Se-rich phase (FeSe2) forms at relatively low
temperatures. For thin modulated precursors, FeSe2 formed in samples with similar overall
composition at ~ 350°C. Like the Fe-rich sample, the reaction pathway is different in these
precursors with thicker Fe and Se layers when compared to those modulated with layer
thicknesses less than 10 Å.
XRR and GXRD patterns for the Fe-rich bilayer sample as a function of select
annealing temperatures are shown in Figure 9.9. With annealing, XRR patterns become more
consistent with what would be expected for a bilayer at 300°C (Figure 9.9a). At 300°C,
Kiessig fringes from 2θ ≈ 0 – 2.5° correspond to a thickness of 206(4) Å. Kiessig fringes
from 2θ ≈ 2.5 – 5°correspond to a thickness of 173(5) Å. Given what we know about Fe
reacting on Se versus Se on Fe, it is likely that the smaller thickness corresponds to the Fe
layer, and the larger thickness includes thickness of oxide and potentially a thin interfacial
reaction. GXRD (Figure 9.9b) shows that similar to the multilayer Se-rich sample, the initial
FeSe phase begins to break down as low as 50°C. While reflections are weak, those at 300°C
(green) agree with those reported for thin modulated Fe-Se precursors which were described
by a monoclinic unit cell (a = 6.156(3) Å, b = 3.54(1) Å, c = 11.22(1) Å, and β = 91.96(5)° ).
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This unit cell is similar to Fe3Se4 (I2/m, a = 6.17(1) Å, b = 3.54(1) Å, c = 11.1(1) Å, and β =
92.0°).12 Evaporation of Se at higher temperatures is likely why this sample did not nucleate
the most Se-rich phase (FeSe2). Unlike the multilayer sample, Se was at the surface and did
not have to diffuse to readily evaporate.

Figure 9.9. a) X-ray reflectivity patterns as a function of annealing temperature for the Fe-rich
bilayer sample (B1). b) Grazing-incidence XRD patterns as a function of annealing. Green indices
correspond to Fe3Se4. Blue indices correspond to Fe.

Lastly, annealed GXRD and XRR of the Se-rich sample (B2, Fe on Se) patterns are
in Figure 9.10. Similar to the as-deposited XRR pattern, there is little information in the
pattern that can be used to interpret the sample structure. We can assume that since the
XRR pattern does not change drastically, the overall sample structure is similar to that seen
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in the cross-section of the as-deposited sample from HAADF-STEM/EDS. At 50°C, the
initial phase that nucleated is no longer present. Reflections that agree with those seen in the
multilayer Se-rich sample grow in with annealing and are consistent with those expected for
FeSe2. When Fe is deposited on Se, with sufficient Se in excess, FeSe2 is the second phase to
nucleate.

Figure 9.10. a) X-ray reflectivity patterns as a function of annealing temperature for the Se-rich
bilayer sample (B2). b) Grazing-incidence XRD patterns as a function of annealing. Purple indices
correspond to FeSe2.

9.4. CONCLUSION
The reaction of Fe and Se for bilayer and multilayer binary Fe-Se precursors with
larger layer thicknesses is different than that followed for modulated precursors with
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thicknesses less than 10 Å. In all precursors, Fe and Se reacted to some extent prior to
annealing. A unit cell consistent with β-FeSe was the first phase to nucleate, where lattice
parameters varied slightly from those expected depending on the Fe:Se ratio. This was also
seen for thin modulated precursors7, suggesting that it is not possible to avoid reaction upon
deposition. Unexpectedly, we concluded that small interfacial reaction occurs for when Se is
deposited on Fe, but when Fe is deposited on Se – both layers mix completely and react
upon deposition. For the case of multilayers, this results in an asymmetry of interfaces where
the surface of unreacted Fe is rough, but FeSe is relatively smooth.
Ultimately, the reaction pathway in this system is more complex than the simplistic
Cu3Au rule and depends on several major factors. First, the reaction of A on B and B on A
are not the same. Fe is mobile through reacted Fe-Se phases, but not through Se.
Composition did not dictate the first phase that formed but did dictate the second phase to
nucleate. For layer thicknesses >> 10Å, the same first phase nucleated, but for layer
thicknesses < 10 Å,7 the first phase to nucleate varied depending on overall composition.
For both cases, the second phase to nucleate was FeSe2 when the sample contained
sufficient Se. For Se deposited on Fe, the second phase to nucleate was Fe3Se4, likely due to
insufficient in the precursor and Se loss with annealing. Higher annealing temperatures were
studied for the layers < 10 Å, where samples that nucleated FeSe2 as the second phase
rearranged to Fe3Se4 and δ-FeSe.
9.5. BRIDGE
Fe and Se with relatively larger layer thicknesses in bilayer and multilayers were
explored as a function of composition, precursor structure. All samples nucleated a
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tetragonal unit cell consistent with β-FeSe, with lattice parameters that varied dependent on
composition. In the previous chapters, not all precursors nucleated the same phase first, but
they did all react upon deposition. These results suggest that using these methods, it’s not
possible to avoid the reaction of Fe and Se during deposition. Surprisingly, asymmetric
interfaces were revealed in asymmetric interfaces in Fe-Se were observed with electron
microscopy. Additionally, we found that for samples in this chapter, Fe on Se reacts very
little (a small interfacial reaction occurs) but Se on Fe mixes and reacts completely during
deposition. A method to quantify EDS data in terms of atoms per unit volume as a function
of distance by utilizing XRF data was proposed, which could be powerful in understanding
samples with complex reaction pathways and their structures such as this one. The next
chapter discusses the reaction of binary Pb and Se with varying layer thicknesses, precursor
structures, and substrates.
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CHAPTER X
GROWTH OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHICALLY ALIGNED PBSE OF CONTROLLED
THICKNESS ON AN AMORPHOUS SUBSTRATE
10.0. AUTHORSHIP STATEMENT
Chapter X is under preparation for submission to ACS Applied Electronic Materials.
Co-author Marisa Choffel prepared precursors containing PbSe and MoSe2. Marisa Choffel
and Hannah Hamovitz collected XRD, XRR, and XRF as a function of annealing for PbSe
and MoSe2 precursors. David Johnson is my advisor. Niklas Wolff and Andriy Lotnyk
collected and assisted with analysis of HAADF-STEM/EDS data. I am the primary author
of this manuscript and prepared thick PbSe and thin modulated PbSe and PbSe-VSe2
precursors, TEM specimen, and collected XRD, XRR, and XRF data.
10.1.

INTRODUCTION
Lead selenide (PbSe), a direct-bandgap semiconducting material with a cubic rock

salt structure, is of interest to many due to its thermoelectric and photoconductive
properties.1–8 The high thermoelectric performance of doped PbSe films has led to exploring
its potential use in efficient conversion of industrial waste heat into storable electrical
energy.9–11 PbSe has been investigated for photodetection applications because it absorbs a
broad and uniform section of the electromagnetic spectrum.6,12,13 Researchers have explored
the changes in these properties as a function of changes in impurities, alloying extent, strain,
and surface treatments trying to optimize performance.9,14–22 Several investigations have
reported that these properties depend on the thickness of PbSe.8,20,23,24 Theoretical
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investigations have also predicted that a monolayer of PbSe would be a two-dimensional
topological insulator.25
Researchers have attempted to prepare monolayers of PbSe and smooth films of
PbSe of controlled thickness using a variety of different synthetic approaches. Molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) has resulted in on a variety of different substrates has resulted in island
growth of PbSe, leading to rough films.26–28 A variety of single crystal substrates that are
close to lattice matching PbSe have been tried, but island formation rather than smooth
films were obtained. The substrates were heated to different temperatures to vary the
mobility of the atoms deposited, but growth preferentially occurs on the first PbSe that
forms rather than the substrate at all of the temperatures investigated. Another challenge
that has impacted growth using MBE or ALD is the large difference in the thermal
expansion coefficients of PbSe and most substrates that have been used, which results in the
generation of dislocations upon cooling due to large mechanical strains.18,29–31 The density of
dislocations can be reduced by annealing after deposition or by using a patterned (111)oriented silicon substrate, but the density remains too high for most applications.28 Chemical
bath deposition and solution based epitaxial methods, which also enable the mobile Pb and
Se ions to explore multiple growth sites, experience similar problems despite reduced
temperatures.8,23,24,32 This has led researchers to explore to the use of buffer layers between
substrate and PbSe.18,33–35 For example, BaF2/CaF2 was used as a buffer layer to grow
epitaxial PbSe layers with MBE on Si, but the resulting films cracked which is not suitable
for device applications.27 To obtain high quality crack-free PbSe on BaF2/CaF2, the buffer
layers had to be grown with MBE and the PbSe with LPE in order to overcome mismatch
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of thermal expansion coefficients.27 The growth of single crystal of PbSe was accomplished
using chemical solution deposition onto a buffer layer of PbS atop a GaAs substrate,
however the quality of the films produced by this method had a dependence on the
thickness.32 An interesting recent reference reported the growth of nanoplatlets of PbSe on
MoSe2 monolayers, a non-lattice matched substrate.36 Layers of PbSe a single bilayer thick
were also reported in a number of different misfit layer compounds, (PbSe)1(TSe2)n, where
T = Ti, V, Nb, Mo and W.37–42 These compounds are called misfit layer compounds as there
is not an epitaxial relationship between the two constituents.
The growth of PbSe via a Volmer-Weber mode where islands rather than smooth
films form, indicates that the interaction between PbSe and the islands is stronger than the
interaction between PbSe and the substrate. The ability to synthesize misfit layer compounds
with PbSe that are thermodynamically stable and on MoS2 suggests that the interaction
between the PbSe layer and the dichalcogenide is stronger than the interaction of PbSe with
itself. This led us to explore the growth of PbSe on amorphous V-Se and Mo-Se coated
silicon (with native oxide) substrates. We deposited these layers on substrates that were
nominally at room temperature. We found that PbSe formed during the deposition
regardless of substrate or thickness. Samples deposited on Si with native SiO2 formed rough
films with no crystallographic alignment to the substrate. Samples deposited on the
amorphous V-Se and Mo-Se coated substrates formed crystallographically aligned and
atomically smooth PbSe. If the amount of PbSe deposited was close to an integral number
of PbSe bilayers, Laue oscillations were clearly visible on the 002 reflection of PbSe. These
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results suggest that a precise number of smooth and crystallographically aligned PbSe layers
can be grown without epitaxy on amorphous substrates using physical vapor deposition.
10.2.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Precursors were deposited on rotating (111) Si substrates nominally at room

temperature in a custom high vacuum (<10-6 torr) physical vapor deposition chamber from
elemental sources (Pb, Mo, V, Se). Electron beam guns were used to deposit Pb, Mo, and V.
Knudson effusion cell was used to deposit Se. Shutters which were programmed to open
and close based on the desired input thickness were used to control the amount of each
element deposited. Quartz crystal microbalances were used to monitor the deposition rate
and determine the amount of time shutters were open. Samples were transferred to stored
and annealed on a hot plate in a nitrogen glove box (>0.2 ppm oxygen). Samples are
exposed to air for transfer from the deposition system and characterization.
Specular X-ray diffraction and X-ray reflectivity (XRR) patterns were collected on a
Bruker D8 diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation in θ-2θ locked-coupled scan mode. In-plane
and Grazing incidence XRD (GXRD) patterns were collected on a Rigaku Smartlab
diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation and parallel beam (PB) and parallel-beam/parallel slit
analyzer (PB/PSA) optics, respectively. A method for determining the total number of
atoms/Å2 from X-ray fluorescence (XRF) was used which is described in detail by Hamann
et al.43
Cross-sections of select samples were prepared with an FEI Helios NanoLab 600i
DualBeam FIB-SEM using standard lift-out procedures. High angle annular dark field
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(HAADF) images were collected on a probe Cs-corrected Titan3 G2 60–300 microscope
operating at an accelerating voltage of 300 kV.
10.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Bulk and modulated precursors were prepared to explore the growth of PbSe at low
temperatures on a variety of substrates with a goal of preparing smooth ultrathin films with a
precise number of unit cells. Bulk samples were deposited at nominally room temperature
onto Si with native SiO2 with Pb|Se and Pb|Se|Pb layering schemes where Pb was
deposited first. Elementally modulated precursors with 8 and 16 repeating Pb|Se layers were
deposited on Si with native SiO2 where the amount of each element deposited in each Pb|Se
layer sequence targeted a single bilayer of crystalline PbSe. To probe the impact of surface
structure, elementally modulated precursors of Pb|Se were prepared on top of Mo|Se or
V|Se layers, which were deposited on Si substrates with native SiO2. The amount of Mo or
V and Se deposited targeted per M|Se layer equaled that required for single MoSe2 or VSe2
trilayers, respectively. The number of Pb|Se layers in the precursor structure was varied to
determine the effect of total thickness on the roughness of the PbSe that formed. The X-ray
reflectivity patterns of all of these samples did not contain Bragg maxima, indicating that the
Pb|Se layers intermixed completely during the deposition. The amount of material
(atoms/Å2) of each element was determined through XRF. For bulk samples, the overall
sample composition was calculated, where the Pb|Se precursor was found to have an excess
of Se and the Pb|Se|Pb precursor was found to have an excess of Pb relative to
stoichiometric PbSe. For modulated precursors, the total experimental atoms/ Å2 in the asdeposited precursor is reported in Table 10.1, where M is V or Mo. We also have calculated
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the number of possible PbSe bilayers based on the amount of Pb in the precursors. This
assumes that 0.1065 atoms/Å2 of Pb and Se are needed to form one bilayer of PbSe.
Table 10.1. Total experimental atoms/Å2 were determined via X-ray fluorescence, where Se also
includes the amount used in M(Mo,V)|Se layers. The number of PbSe layers was calculated using the
total Pb atoms/Å2, where 0.1065 atoms/Å2 are needed to form one bilayer of PbSe.

As a baseline to understand the reaction of Pb and Se, thick layers of each element
were deposited and examined with a variety of techniques. X-ray reflectivity patterns of
both samples (Figure 10.1a) contained only the first few Kiessig fringes, suggesting the
samples are rough. Roughness was calculated from the XRR patterns using the formula
derived by Parratt.44 The Pb|Se|Pb sample has a higher root mean square roughness (Rq ≈
33 Å) than that calculated for the Pb|Se sample (Rq ≈ 19 Å). Specular XRD of the asdeposited samples indicated that PbSe formed during deposition with no preferred
alignment to the Si substrate (Figure G.1). All reflections in the grazing incidence X-ray
diffraction (GXRD) patterns are consistent with the known rock-salt PbSe structure (Figure
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10.1b). The resulting a- axis lattice parameter of 6.11(1) Å for the Pb|Se and Pb|Se|Pb
samples agrees with that reported previously for PbSe (a = 6.117 Å).45

Figure 10.1. a) X-ray reflectivity patterns of as-deposited Pb|Se and Pb|Se|Pb precursors. b)
Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction where labeled indices apply to as-deposited Pb|Se and
Pb|Se|Pb precursors and are consistent with PbSe (Fm3̅m). Asterisks belong to substrate peaks or
are an artifact of the diffractometer.

A cross-section of the sample with the Pb|Se|Pb layering sequence was prepared
and HAADF-STEM was used to investigate the sample to investigate the morphology of
the sample roughness. The HAADF-STEM/EDS revealed the formation of PbSe islands
coated with Pb(Se) oxides, presumably due to the exposure of the sample to air when
transferring it to the instrument (Figure 10.2a). The images of the EDS maps (Figure G.2)
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of the entire film revealed the presence of a thick surface oxide layer that contains mostly
Pb and O, which is consistent with the difference in STEM intensities. The size of the PbSe
islands and the resulting surface topology is consistent with the surface roughness calculated
from the XRR data. A higher magnification HAADF-STEM image contains rectangular
regions with lattice fringes (Figure 10.2b) that are consistent with PbSe or Pb(Se) oxides.

Figure 10.2. a) HAADF-STEM image of a cross section of the as-deposited Pb|Se|Pb (62% Pb)
sample which shows PbSe islands. b) higher magnification HAADF-STEM image with regions that
have lattice fringes consistent with Pb oxides or rock-salt PbSe.

The XRD and STEM data both show that PbSe forms during the deposition. After
the first Pb layer is deposited, Se must reacts during deposition with the Pb layer and
significant diffusion must occur during deposition, despite the fact that the substrate is not
heated. As Se continues to be deposited, islands of PbSe form as Pb diffuses to the islands
and away from the substrate. This island growth suggests that the interaction of the forming
PbSe with the substrate must be weaker than bonding with the PbSe that has already
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formed. When all of the first deposited Pb layer has reacted to form PbSe, the rest of the Se
deposited forms an elemental layer which reacts as the 2nd layer of Pb is deposited. The
excess Pb in the sample forms oxides from exposure to atmosphere as the sample is
transferred to a dry box for storage, or as the sample is characterized using XRR and XRD.
This data is consistent with prior reports of island growth of PbSe during MBE or during
ALD growth on a variety of substrates, including SiO2.2,46
Preparing elemental modulated precursors with thinner Pb|Se layers changes the
diffusion lengths required to react Pb and Se during deposition. A sample with 8 bilayers of
PbSe deposited on Si with native SiO2 was prepared to investigate PbSe growth in a fewlayer thick modulated precursor. The precursor was annealed to 300°C for 30 minutes,
which were the annealing conditions used in the previous work with thicker PbSe layers.41
After annealing, the sample contained 0.875 Pb atoms/Å2 and 0.839 Se atoms/Å2, which
suggests that 8 bilayers of PbSe could form. Similar to the bulk PbSe samples, the XRR
pattern of this sample (Figure 10.3a) indicates that the PbSe layer is rough (Rq ≈ 13 Å),
which suggests that island growth likely occurs during the deposition of the film. Specular
XRD patterns of the as-deposited sample and after annealing to 300°C both contain
reflections that can all be indexed as hkl reflections of PbSe, indicating that randomly
oriented PbSe forms during deposition (Figure G.3). The reflections in the in-plane XRD
pattern can also be indexed as hkl reflections of PbSe (Figure 10.3b). The systematic
absences are consistent with the Fm3̅m space group, and the calculated a-lattice parameter of
6.11(1) Å agrees with that reported previously for PbSe (6.117 Å).45 These results agree with
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prior work where 16, 32, and 82 RUs of PbSe were deposited on Si with native SiO2 yielding
rough PbSe films where the grains are randomly oriented.41

Figure 10.3. a) X-ray reflectivity pattern of the 8 Pb|Se precursor on Si with native SiO2 asdeposited (AD) and annealed to 300°C. b) In-plane diffraction where labeled indices correspond to
PbSe (Fm3m).

To form atomically smooth layers, we speculated that we needed to switch the
substrate to one with a stronger interaction with PbSe. (PbSe)1(VSe2)1 is a known,
thermodynamically stable compound and a recent investigation showed that Pb|Se layers
deposited on VSe2 form atomically smooth layers of PbSe. To expand this previous study,
we prepared a modulated precursor containing 16 repeating layers of Pb|Se deposited on 4
RU of V|Se, which were deposited onto Si with native SiO2. This precursor was annealed
under the same conditions as the 8 Pb|Se precursor (300°C, 30 minutes). After annealing,
the sample contained 1.655 Pb atoms/Å2, 0.418 V atoms/Å2, and 2.559 Se atoms/Å2
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measured by XRF. This is enough material to form 15 bilayers of PbSe and 4 trilayers of
VSe2, assuming 0.1026 V atoms/Å2 and 0.2051 atoms/Å2 are needed to make one trilayer of
VSe2. X-ray reflectivity patterns (Figure 10.4a) contains Kiessig fringes out to 5° 2,
indicating that the as deposited sample is significantly smoother than those deposited onto
native SiO2 on Si. The XRR pattern after annealing is more complex as the VSe2 crystallizes,
leading to an interference pattern from the VSe2 and PbSe layers. The as-deposited specular
XRD (Figure 10.4b) pattern contains only 00l reflections from PbSe, indicating that the
PbSe is crystallographically aligned and that the V|Se layers are amorphous. Laue oscillations
are present on the 002 PbSe reflection of the as-deposited sample, which indicates that the
majority of the film is an integral number of unit cells thick. The number of unit cells
determines the spacing of the Laue oscillations, enabling us to calculate that 16 unit cells are
present in both the as-deposited and annealed sample. This agrees with the number of PbSe
layers possible calculated from the XRF data in Table 10.1. In-plane XRD (Figure G.4)
contains only hk0 reflections from PbSe in the as-deposited sample, which confirms that
PbSe formed crystallographically aligned on amorphous V|Se upon depostion. After
annealing the sample at 300°Ç, the specular and in plane diffraction patterns indicate that
VSe2 crystallized. The VSe2 is crystallographically aligned to the Si/SiO2, as only 00l
reflections are observed in the specular diffraction pattern and only hk0 reflections are
present in the in plane diffraction pattern. The PbSe remaines crystallograpnically aligned,
but the line widths decrease indicating that Ostwald riping occurs during the anneal. The
spacing of the Laue oscillations remains the same as in the as deposited sample, indicating
that 15 PbSe bilayers are still present after annealing.
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The formation of crystallographically aligned films of constant thickness on an
amorphous substrate during deposition surprised us. To confirm this result, we decided to
investigate the formation of PbSe from Pb|Se layers deposited on Mo|Se layers.
(PbSe)m(MoSe2)n heterostructures are metastable, but form from precursors containing
repeating sequences of m Pb|Se and n Mo|Se layers containing the number of atoms of Pb
and Se in each Pb|Se layer required to form a bilayer of PbSe and the number of atoms of
Mo and Se in each Mo|Se layer required to form a trilayer of MoSe2. Binary MoSe2 from
modulated precursors does not begin to crystallize until temperatures are above 300°C, and
annealing above 500°C in a Se atmosphere is required to form completely crystalized MoSe2
layers.47 The samples we prepared contain the same number of Mo|Se layers and between 8
and 128 Pb|Se bilayers.

Figure 10.4. a) X-ray reflectivity pattern of the 16 RU Pb|Se precursor as-deposited (AD) and
annealed on 4 RU V|Se. b) Specular X-ray diffraction pattern where labeled indices are consistent
with only 00l reflections from a PbSe (Fm3m) unit cell or a hexagonal VSe2 (P3̅m1). Asterisks belong
to substrate peaks or are an artifact of the diffractometer.
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The specular XRD patterns for all of the as-deposited (Mo|Se)8(Pb|Se)n samples are
shown in Figure 10.5. The broad reflections at 2θ ≈ 13° are a result of the repeating Mo|Se
layers in the precursor, which indicates that these layers are ~ 6.8 Å thick in each of the
samples. The linewidth of this reflection is consistent in each of the samples due to the
identical number of Mo|Se bilayers deposited. The intensity decreases as the number of
Pb|Se bilayers deposited increases because of the reduced x-ray intensity that makes it
through the Pb-Se layer. Observing the elemental modulation due to the repeated deposition
of Mo and Se layers was observed previously.47 Precursors with 8, 16, and 32 Pb|Se layers
also contain only 00l reflections of PbSe, which indicates that crystallographically aligned
PbSe forms during deposition on the amorphous Mo|Se substrate.

Figure 10.5. Specular X-ray Diffraction patterns for Pb|Se on Mo|Se precursors after deposition.
Numbers in italics indicate the number of Pb|Se – Mo|Se layers deposited. All indexed reflections
are consistent with a rocksalt PbSe unit cell. Reflections 2θ ≈ 13° is from artificial layering of Mo|Se
layers.
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Laue oscillations are present in the samples with 8 and 16 Pb|Se layers, indicating that the
PbSe layers are smooth with a consistent, finite number of unit cells present across the
majority of the film. Based on Laue oscillations, 7 and 15 PbSe unit cells (c = 6.13(5) Å) are
present in the 8 Pb|Se and 16 Pb|Se precursors, respectively, which agrees with the amount
of Pb deposited determined via XRF. Precursors with 64 and 128 Pb|Se layers contain non00l reflections, indicating that randomly oriented PbSe crystallites form during the
deposition, similar to what was seen in bulk samples deposited on the native SiO2 layer on Si
wafers. This suggests that the interaction with the substrate is important to prevent
nucleation of grains that are not crystallographically aligned.
The 32 Pb|Se precursor is the thickest precursor that remained crystallographically
aligned to the substrate, therefore we examined this precursor as a function of annealing
temperature with specular XRR and XRD. The XRR and XRD patterns are shown in Figure
10.6. The as-deposited XRR pattern is complex for this sample, containing information on
both the thickness of the Mo-Se layer and the Pb-Se layer. The broader Kiessig fringes at
higher angle yield a thickness of ~55 Å, which is consistent with the expected thickness of
the 8 Mo|Se bilayers deposited. The smaller period Kiessig fringes at lower angles yield a
thickness of ~192 Å, which is consistent with the 32 Pb|Se bilayers deposited. The pattern
evolves considerably as the sample is annealed at higher temperatures. The regularity and
intensity of the smaller period Kiessig fringes increases while the intensity of the broader
Kiessig fringes decrease as annealing temperature increases. The as deposited specular XRD
contains only the 002 and 004 reflections from PbSe, which indicates that the PbSe
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crystallized during the deposition, indicating that the PbSe is aligned to the Mo-Se layer
before MoSe2 has crystallized. Laue oscillations appear on the 002 reflection after annealing
at 300° C and remain until annealing above 500°C. Analysis of Laue oscillations indicate that
29 PbSe unit cells formed after annealing, which agrees with the number of PbSe layers
expected to form based on measurements of the amount of Pb present in the film from
XRF data (S5). At 300°C, 001 and 003 reflections consistent with MoSe2 begin to grow in,
and their intensities increase with further annealing. The c-axis lattice parameter determined
from these reflections, c = 6.52(4) Å, is slightly large than that reported for bulk MoSe2 (6.46
Å).48

Figure 10.6. a) X-ray reflectivity patterns and b) specular X-ray diffraction as a function of annealing
for the 32 Pb|Se – 8 Mo|Se precursor. Solid vertical blue lines represent the expected 00l peak
positions for a PbSe unit cell, and dashed vertical blue lines represent expected 00l peak positions for
MoSe2.
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All of the remaining samples were annealed at 400°C to explore the impact of
annealing on the morphology of the films and the PbSe that formed on annealing. The
number of layers expected to form after annealing were determined from measurements of
the amount of Mo, Pb and Se present in the film from XRF for all samples, which can be
found in the table in the supporting information (Table G.1). The number of MoSe2 layers
was determined by assuming Se was used to form the number of PbSe layers possible, and
that 0.2135 Se atoms/Å2 are needed to form one trilayer of MoSe2. With Se loss after
annealing, some excess elemental Mo may be present in precursors. Figure 10.7 contains
XRR and XRD data from the 64 and 128 Pb|Se bilayer samples. Upon deposition, broader
Kiessig fringes from the Mo|Se layers and smaller Kiessig fringes from PbSe in the
precursor are present, as seen in previous samples.

Figure 10.7. X-ray reflectivity patterns (left) and specular X-ray diffraction patterns (right) as a
function of annealing for the 64 Pb|Se – 8 Mo|Se precursor (top) and 128 Pb|Se – 8 Mo|Se
precursor (bottom). Solid vertical blue lines represent the expected 00l peak positions for a PbSe unit
cell, and dashed vertical blue lines represent expected 00l peak positions for MoSe2.
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After annealing, both samples become smoother and the non-00l reflections are no longer
present in the specular XRD pattern. This indicates that the PbSe layer are mostly
crystallographically aligned to the partially crystalline MoSe2 layers. Laue oscillations are not
observed, indicating that the films are not consistently the same thickness across the area
probed by the x-ray beam.
The diffraction scans collected on the samples with 8 and 16 Pb|Se layers after
annealing at 400°C are shown in Figure 10.8. The XRR patterns remain complex after
annealing, containing interference from both the PbSe and Mo|Se layers. The Kiessig fringes
from the interference with the layers persists to higher angles after annealing, indicating that
the samples become smoother. The high angle specular diffraction scans indicate that the
PbSe layers remain crystallographically aligned after annealing.

Figure 10.8. X-ray reflectivity patterns (left) and specular X-ray diffraction patterns (right) as a
function of annealing for the 8 Pb|Se – 8 Mo|Se precursor (top) and 16 Pb|Se – 8 Mo|Se
precursor (bottom). Solid vertical blue lines represent the expected 00l peak positions for a PbSe unit
cell, and dashed vertical blue lines represent expected 00l peak positions for MoSe2.
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Laue oscillations are present in both samples after annealing. The number of unit cells
calculated from the Laue oscillations was determined to be 7 and 15 unit cells in both the asdeposited and annealed samples corresponding to the 8 and 16 Pb|Se repeating bilayer thick
precursors that were deposited, respectively. The difference between the number of unit
cells formed and the number of Pb|Se layers deposited results from a shortage of Pb in the
deposited bilayers. This data suggests that the morphology and structure of the PbSe layer
does not change as the underlying MoSe2 layer crystallizes.
10.4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper shows that suggest that strong interactions between substrate and
growing film are necessary to form smooth, crystallographically aligned layers. The substrate
does not need to be crystalline, as crystallographically aligned PbSe forms on amorphous
Mo|Se and V|Se during deposition on substrates nominally at room temperature. The
thicker PbSe bilayers can be annealed at low temperatures to increase the amount of
crystallographic alignment. The number of PbSe bilayers formed depends on the amount of
Pb (or Se) deposited. If the amount of Pb deposited is close to that required for an integral
number of unit cells and there is an excess of Se, Laue oscillations are present in the asdeposited samples and they remain present after annealing. While prior studies typically
explored epitaxial substrates, this study suggests that the substrate does not need to be
crystalline to form smooth PbSe with crystallographic alignment. The crystallographic
alignment and atomically smooth thicknesses of the PbSe formed contrasts with several
prior results, where island growth occurred on substrates with near epitaxial relationships
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with PbSe. We recognize that the drawback of using an amorphous substrate is that the
orientation of different regions of the film can’t be controlled.
10.5 BRIDGE
This chapter revealed several important considerations for PbSe growth. For
relatively thick PbSe layers, it was found that PbSe follows island formation growth upon
deposition, similar to that seen using other growth methods. Samples on Si with native SiO2
did not form crystallographically aligned to the substrate, however samples on amorphous
V|Se and Mo|Se layers did. This provides an avenue to form smooth, aligned PbSe layers at
low temperatures at an integral number of unit cells thick. Unlike what was seen for Fe on Se
vs. Se on Fe in the last chapter, Pb on Se and Se on Pb mix and react completely during
deposition to form PbSe, which was confirmed with HAADF-STEM/EDS. The next
chapter takes considerations from previous chapters into account in attempting to synthesize
ternary Pb-Fe-Se compounds predicted to be theoretically stable. A layering scheme of
Fe|Pb|Fe|Se was used to try and avoid the reaction of PbSe during deposition.
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CHAPTER XI
REACTIONS IN TERNARY PB-FE-SE COMPOUNDS
11.0.

AUTHORSHIP STATEMENT
Chapter XI contains work that will be submitted to ACS Chemistry of Materials. Co-

authors Dylan Bardgett prepared precursors containing Pb, Fe, and Se. Dylan Bardgett,
Mellie Lemon, and Fischer Harvel collected assisted with collection of XRD, XRR, and XRF
data. Sven Rudin performed DFT calculations. David Johnson is my advisor. I am the
primary author of this work and prepared precursors and collected/analyzed XRD, XRR,
and XRF data.
11.1.

INTRODUCTION
Thousands of new compounds have been predicted to be stable, but very few have

been successfully prepared experimentally.1 Theory and computational efforts have been
driven by projects such as the Materials Genome Initiative (MGI) in recent years.2–4 The goal
of MGI is to rapidly advance materials discovery through complementary efforts in theory,
computation, and experiment.2 While many compounds and their structures have been
predicted, their synthetic routes have not, creating a challenging task for experimentalists. In
many cases, these predicted compounds are highly metastable and therefore synthesis would
require a precise ability to navigate their energy landscapes. Controlling reaction pathways in
solid-state synthesis is unlike that of organic chemistry, very little is known about how to
control reaction kinetics and thermodynamics.1 Greater efforts in understanding synthetic
routes is crucial to achieving the goals of MGI and continued materials discovery.
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Transition metal chalcogenides (TMCs) and dichalcogenides (TMDs) have been of
great interest for a wide variety of applications in recent years. TMCs have been particularly
of interest for use as electrode materials for energy storage/conversion, and have seemingly
endless opportunity for tunable properties when layered with materials such as graphene.5,6
Desirable physical properties such as superconductivity, charge-density waves, and
thermoelectricity have been observed in many TMDs, making them attractive candidates for
next-generation devices.7 Only ~350 selenides and sulfides are reported on databases such as
Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD), therefore efforts to predict and synthesize new
selenides and sulfides should be made to continue to discover compounds and their
interesting properties. For example, one study predicted and performed high throughput
experiments to investigate unknown ternary systems (XYZ), where X was a cation (Ba, Ca,
Sr, La, K, Bi, Pb), Y was a 3d transition metal, and Z was S or Se.8 A list of 24 candidate
compounds was determined by narrowing down thousands of structures based on stability.
While their candidate structures were promising, synthesis of all 24 compounds was
unsuccessful experimentally using solid state and gas flow reactions for bulk synthesis and
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) for thin film synthesis. Among the candidate phases
predicted were three ternary lead iron selenides. Attempted synthesis of these compounds
via MBE resulted in binary phases (PbSe, Fe3Se4).
In an attempt to synthesize ternary lead iron selenides, we employ the Modulated
Elemental Reactants (MER) method in this work.9,10 MER is a deposition technique that
does not require an epitaxial substrate and allows for tuning of sequence of layering, layer
thickness, and amount of material in each layer. This technique minimizes the diffusion
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distance needed for atoms to nucleate and grow by designing precursors which mimic the
desired structure, which is typically on the Å scale. Due to this, the rate-limiting step of the
system is nucleation, instead of diffusion, which is typical for conventional solid-state
synthesis. Precursors are prepared in custom physical vapor deposition system where
substrates are nominally at room temperature, allowing the potential for kinetic products to
form. Gentle annealing ( < 500°C, < 1 hour) is used to promote the self-assembly of the
targeted structure. Precursors with total compositions close to those of the predicted phases
were prepared and the nanoarchitecture of the precursor was varied. These were studied
with X-ray diffraction (XRD), reflectivity (XRR), and fluorescence (XRF) to determine what
phases and film structures formed upon deposition and after annealing. Our experimental
attempts also resulted in binary phases, however a new PbSe - hexagonal FeSe2 phase was
discovered. Despite the unsuccessful attempt at synthesizing the predicted compounds, this
provides insight into the reaction pathways are for ternary Pb-Fe-Se thin films.
11.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Precursors were created with varied layering and composition, targeting the
compositions of the ternary phases predicted. The layering was adjusted by varying the
sequence of elements deposited. Physical vapor deposition was used to deposit high-purity
elemental layers of each element under high vacuum (< 10-7 Torr) onto a rotating Si with
native SiO2 substrate nominally at room temperature. Electron beam guns were used to
deposit Pb and Fe layers, and a Knudsen effusion cell was used to deposit Se layers. Quartz
crystal microbalances were used to monitor the deposition rate. Shutters over each source
were programmed to open and close based on a desired input thickness. Further information
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on this system are described elsewhere in detail.11 The amount of material deposited was
determined and optimized by using X-ray fluorescence (XRF) using a Rigaku Primus II ZSX.
The total number of atoms/Å2 of each element was determined by using methods described
in Hamann, et. Al.12
Precursors are transferred to and stored in a nitrogen dry box (O2 < 0.5 ppm), with
the exception of removal for characterization. Annealing was performed in the dry box on a
hot-plate. Precursors in their as-deposited (AD) and annealed states were characterized with a
combination of XRF, X-ray diffraction (XRD), and X-ray reflectivity (XRR). A Bruker D8
diffractometer (Cu-Kα radiation, λ = 0.15418 nm) was used to collect specular XRD and
XRR patterns. In-plane XRD patterns were collected on a Rigaku Smartlab diffractometer
(Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 0.15418 nm).
11.3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Three ternary compounds were predicted to be stable but have not been successfully

prepared experimentally (Pb2FeSe3, PbFe2Se3, Pb2FeSe4). We prepared precursors with
similar composition and various layering schemes to investigate the impact of
nanoarchitecture on what phase(s) form during deposition. Figure 11.1 contains a Pb-Fe-Se
ternary phase diagram where the predicted phases are marked with black circles.

Figure 11.1. Ternary phase diagram for Pb-Fe-Se where predicted phases are marked with black
circles, and experimental precursors with different nanoarchitectures are marked with colored circles.
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The total composition for precursors with a Pb|Se|Fe|Se, Pb|Fe|Pb|Se, and
Fe|Pb|Fe|Se layering scheme measured with XRF are marked with colored circles, which
were closest to PbFe2Se3.
Specular XRD and XRR were collected for each sample after deposition. XRR
patterns of the as-deposited precursors are shown in Figure 11.2a. Unlike many other
modulated precursors prepared via this synthesis route, there is no Bragg reflection from the
self-assembly of a periodic structure or from artificial layering in the precursor. Total film
thicknesses were determined from XRR patterns, where the Pb|Se|Fe|Se precursor was ~
293 Å thick and the Pb|Fe|Pb|Se and Fe|Pb|Fe|Se precursors were ~ 297 Å thick.

Figure 11.2. a) X-ray reflectivity patterns of as-deposited precursors with different layering schemes.
b) Specular X-ray diffraction patterns of as-deposited precursors with different layering schemes.

The specular XRD patterns for these precursors all have weak reflections at 2θ ≈ 29°, which
is consistent with what would be expected for the (002) reflection in PbSe (Fm3̅m, a = 6.117
Å).13 This suggests that upon deposition, the same phase nucleates first regardless of the
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layering scheme. With only one reflection present in the specular XRD pattern, very little
information on the precursor structure can be resolved. However, we can assume that the
precursor is partially crystallized after deposition, and there are no reflections consistent with
a superlattice.
The Pb|Se|Fe|Se precursor was investigated as a function of annealing temperature,
since this precursor had the highest intensity reflection at 2θ ≈ 29° in specular XRD upon
deposition. Grazing incidence XRD (GXRD) and XRR patterns were collected as a function
of annealing (Figure 11.3). At 150°C, the XRR pattern becomes more complex which could
be due to increasing sample roughness and/or the film structure changing as nucleation and
growth occurs. The pattern at 350°C is from a different piece of the sample than was used
for the previous annealing steps, and was annealed directly from AD to 350°C rather than
sequentially. This pattern is similar to the AD sample, which could suggest that annealing
directly to a specific temperature can influence the film structure. One hypothesis for this is
that sequential annealing steps could lead to more Se loss overall as Se evaporates. XRF data
at the higher annealing temperatures should be collected in the future to test this. Based on
previous work (Chapters IX, X), Pb-oxides and/or Fe-oxides are likely forming at the film
surface, which could also contribute to the changes seen in the XRR patterns at higher
annealing temperatures.
GXRD of the as-deposited precursor confirms that a cubic unit cell with parameters
close to that of PbSe formed with a = 6.082(6) Å (labeled with black indices). For a typical
rock-salt such as PbSe, the (001) reflection would be forbidden. This suggests that some
distortion exists for the structure that is forming in these samples, which has been seen
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previously for PbSe intergrowths previously.14 In this case, this could be due to the addition
of Fe into the structure, since there is no indication from XRD that Fe-Se phases are
forming.

Figure 11.3. a) X-ray reflectivity patterns of the Pb|Se|Fe|Se precursor as-deposited (AD) and
annealed up to 350°C. b) Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction patterns of the Pb|Se|Fe|Se precursor
as-deposited (AD) and annealed up to 350°C. Black (hkl) indices correspond to a cubic unit cell with
a = 6.082(6) Å, consistent with PbSe. Blue (hkl) indices are consistent with α-Fe. The dashed black
line corresponds to reflections that are an artifact of the substrate.

At higher temperatures, a small reflection at 2θ ≈ 44° grows in, which is consistent with the
(101) reflection in α-Fe (Im3̅m, a = 2.8604 – 2.861 Å).15 Analysis with HAADF-STEM/EDS
should be done to confirm these hypotheses. Additionally, these should be compared to
GXRD patterns of the precursors with different layering schemes annealed to higher
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temperatures in the future to confirm that the layering sequence does not heavily impact
what forms in this case.
After investigating various layering schemes, precursors with varying total
composition were prepared which targeted the three predicted ternary phases. All precursors
used an Fe|Pb|Fe|Se layering sequence in an effort to distance Pb and Se layers, as PbSe
forms readily upon deposition. Figure 11.4 shows a ternary plot with the three predicted
phases (black circles) and experimental precursors (colored squares) based on compositions
determined from XRF. We will refer to these precursors as their compositions normalized to
Pb (PbFe1.84Se2.98, Pb2Fe1.13Se4.14, and Pb2Fe1.10Se3.09).

Figure 11.4. Ternary phase diagram for Pb-Fe-Se where predicted phases are marked with black
circles, and experimental precursors with different compositions are marked with colored squares.

Specular XRD and XRR were collected on the as-deposited precursors (Figure 11.5).
Unlike the samples with different layering schemes, all samples have Bragg reflections from
artificial layering in the precursor in the XRR patterns (Figure 11.5a). In general, for
heterostructures samples prepared with MER, these reflections correspond to the c-lattice
parameter (or thickness) of the repeating unit. These parameters are marked for each
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precursor, where the Pb-rich precursors (Pb2Fe1.13Se4.14, Pb2Fe1.10Se3.09) have an larger c-lattice
parameter than the Fe-rich precursor (PbFe1.84Se2.98). This suggests that at these
compositions, these precursors remain layered upon deposition.

Figure 11.5. As-deposited precursors at different compositions (Fe|Pb|Fe|Se layering scheme). a)
X-ray reflectivity patterns with c-lattice parameters marked for each initial layering reflection. b)
Specular X-ray diffraction patterns where vertical lines correspond to positions of (001), (111), (002),
(220) reflections expected for PbSe (c = 6.11 Å).

Specular XRD (Figure 11.5b) shows that like the previous precursors discussed, the samples
began crystallizing upon deposition. Vertical lines correspond to the expected (001), (111),
(002), (220) positions for PbSe (c = 6.11 Å). All samples contain weak and broad reflections
consistent with a cubic unit cell with lattice parameters similar to that of PbSe. Based on this,
we can speculate that upon deposition, the precursors contain bilayers of PbSe and some
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additional thickness (from unreacted Fe and Se). While the exact precursor structure remains
unknown, these results suggests that under these conditions, the predicted ternary phases
cannot be prepared.
Although the predicted phases were not formed, these precursors were studied as a
function of annealing temperature. First, we will discuss the PbFe1.84Se2.98 sample. Specular
XRD and XRR patterns as a function of annealing are shown in Figure 11.6. From the XRR
patterns in 11.6a, it is evident that the initial layering begins to break down at temperatures
as low as 100°C and is lost at 200°C.
The specular XRD patterns (Figure 11.6b) show that the (001) reflection from the
cubic unit cell, similar to PbSe (black vertical lines), is lost at 200°C and reflections
consistent with β-FeSe (P4/nmm, a = 3.7720(9) Å and c = 5.5161(5) Å)16 grow in (green
vertical lines). Similar to the first set of precursors discussed, we can speculate that some
distorted PbSe unit cell forms on deposit and breaks down into the binary compounds
(PbSe, FeSe) at higher annealing temperatures. This is also likely why the initial layering
reflection is lost at 200°C.

Figure 11.6. PbFe1.84Se2.98 precursor as a function of annealing. a) X-ray reflectivity patterns. b)
Specular X-ray diffraction patterns where black vertical lines correspond to positions of (001), (111),
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(002), (220), (222), (004) reflections expected for PbSe (c = 6.11 Å), respectively. Green vertical lines
correspond with (001), (110) reflections expected for β-FeSe (a = 3.761 Å, c = 5.460 Å). Dashed
black vertical lines are reflections from the sample substrate.

Next, specular XRD and XRR were collected on the Pb2Fe1.10Se3.09 precursor
annealed to the same temperatures (Figure 11.7). For this sample, the initial layering
reflection is lost at 150°C. Similar to the previous sample, weak broad reflections consistent
with β-FeSe begin to grow in at 150°C, and their intensities increase at 200°C (green vertical
lines). All other reflections correspond to a unit cell close to PbSe (black vertical lines).

Figure 11.7. Pb2Fe1.10Se3.09 precursor as a function of annealing. a) X-ray reflectivity patterns. b)
Specular X-ray diffraction patterns where black vertical lines correspond to positions of (001), (111),
(002), (220), (222), (004) reflections expected for PbSe (c = 6.11 Å), respectively. Green vertical lines
correspond with (001), (110) reflections expected for β-FeSe (a = 3.761 Å, c = 5.460 Å).

Finally, specular XRD and XRR patterns for the Pb2Fe1.13Se4.14 as a function of
annealing temperature are shown in Figure 11.8. The initial layering reflection disappears at
200°C, which is similar to the other precursors in this set. This suggests that what forms
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upon deposition is metastable and degrades at relatively low annealing temperatures. Further
studies with smaller increments of annealing temperatures / different annealing times should
be done to determine optimized annealing conditions. The specular XRD is more complex
for this sample than the other precursors. While several reflections similar to PbSe are
present (black vertical lines), additional reflections that do not relate to PbSe or Fe-Se phases
exist below 200°C.

Figure 11.8. Pb2Fe1.13Se4.14 precursor as a function of annealing. a) X-ray reflectivity patterns. b)
Specular X-ray diffraction patterns where black vertical lines correspond to positions of (001), (111),
(002), (220), (222), (004) reflections expected for PbSe (c = 6.11 Å), respectively. Green vertical lines
correspond with (021), (002) reflections for FeSe2 (a = 3.60(1) Å, b = 5.77(1) Å, and c = 4.79(1) Å).
Dashed blue vertical lines correspond to (00l) reflections for a unit cell with c = 23.8 Å.

These reflections are consistent with a (00l) reflections from a superlattice (blue dashed
vertical lines) that has a c-lattice parameter ≈ 23.8 Å, while the initial layering reflection is ≈
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21.8 Å. Given the asymmetric shape of the initial layering reflection, peak shapes in XRD,
and weak intensities, this suggests that a superlattice is forming in some regions, but with
defects that are likely due to insufficient material locally or globally to form the structure.
While the predicted phases did not form, this is the first indication that a Pb-Fe-Se
superlattice can be prepared. This structure breaks down at 200°C, and reflections consistent
with FeSe2 (Pnnm, a = 4.804(2) Å, b = 5.784(3) Å, and c = 3.586(2) Å)17 (green vertical lines)
and PbSe (black vertical lines) were observed. For all samples, only binary phases are present
at this temperature.
To further probe the structure, in-plane XRD was collected on the Pb2Fe1.13Se4.14
annealed to 150°C (Figure 11.9). Vertical black lines are from (hk0) reflections that
correspond to a cubic unit cell with c = 6.14 Å (close to PbSe). Only (hk0) reflections were
observed, which suggests that the PbSe layers are crystallographically aligned to the
substrate. One relatively intense reflection at 2θ ≈ 54° does not belong to those expected for
PbSe, and does not correspond to any known Fe-Se phases.

Figure 11.9. In-plane XRD pattern of the Pb2Fe1.13Se4.14 precursor annealed to 150°C. Vertical black
lines represent (200), (220), (400), (420), (440), (600), and (620) PbSe reflections (c = 6.14 Å),
respectively. Dashed purple lines represent (200), (110), and (400) reflections for a hexagonal unit cell
(a = 3.38, c = 6.05 Å) close to what would be expected for VSe2.
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In MER, typically a cubic rock-salt structure (like PbSe) is layered with a hexagonal transition
metal dichalcogenide (like VSe2).14,18 With this knowledge, this in-plane XRD pattern was
familiar in that the additional unknown reflection is similar to the (110) reflection that would
be expected for a hexagonal unit cell such as VSe2 (a = 3.40(1) Å, c = 5.96−6.11 Å).19 Purple
dashed lines represent (hk0) reflections for a hexagonal unit cell with a = 3.38, c = 6.05 Å.
We speculate that rather than form orthorhombic FeSe2, a new hexagonal FeSe2 phase is
forming when layered with PbSe.
To test our hypothesis, preliminary density functional theory (DFT) calculations
were done to determine if a PbSe – hexagonal 1T-FeSe2 structure would be stable. This was
done by using an island approximation method which has been used for other systems
containing VSe2 and described in detail elsewhere.20 Essentially, the structure was optimized
by constructing the potential phases as islands which are allowed to relax between adjacent
layers. Initial results suggest that a PbSe – 1T-FeSe2 structure is stable, with a structure
shown in Figure 11.10. Further work to optimize and study this structure are underway,
however this provides further support for our hypothesis that a hexagonal FeSe2 phase is
forming in our precursor.

Figure 11.10. Theoretical structure of PbSe (Pb: gray, Se: green) and hexagonal 1T-FeSe2 (Fe: orange,
Se: green).
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11.4.

CONCLUSION
Preparation of three predicted ternary Pb-Fe-Se phases was unsuccessful with

varying precursor nanoarchitecture and composition. This work suggests that despite
increasing diffusion distance between Pb and Se, PbSe readily forms upon deposition,
making it challenging to nucleate the predicted phases with more complicated unit cells.
Depending on composition, precursors can form a structure which is initially layered. This
layering is lost by 150 – 200°C, and the structure breaks down into binary phases (PbSe, βFeSe, orthorhombic FeSe2). Surprisingly, evidence of a superlattice was found in the
Pb2Fe1.13Se4.14 precursors. In-plane lattice parameters were consistent with PbSe and a
hexagonal unit cell similar to hexagonal 1T-VSe2, which we hypothesize to be FeSe2.
Preliminary density functional theory calculations (DFT) that PbSe layered with FeSe2 in a
hexagonal 1T structure is stable. Precursors that target these constituents are needed to form
well-ordered layered heterostructures, as our precursor had insufficient material and layering
sequence. Ideally, these precursors would contain Fe|Se|Pb|Se, where the amount of Fe
and Se in Fe|Se contains the amount of material needed to form one trilayer of FeSe2 and
the amount of Pb|Se is the amount to form one bilayer of PbSe. Electron microscopy will
be needed to resolve and confirm the structure, where HAADF-STEM/EDS methods to
determine atomic plane positions could be used to develop starting positions for Rietveld
refinement to compare to and optimize DFT calculations.
11.5.

BRIDGE
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This chapter discusses initial precursors used to study the reaction of ternary Pb-FeSe thin film compounds. Stable ternary compounds were predicted to be stable, but attempts
to synthesize these experimentally have failed, including our own. Despite varying the
precursor structure and compositions, PbSe forms upon deposition. Surprisingly, at select
compositions, layered or partially layered heterostructures form which we’ve hypothesized to
contain PbSe and hexagonal FeSe2 (known FeSe2 is orthorhombic). Initial computational
experiments predict this to be stable. In the next chapter, these elements are layered with
VSe2 to understand if interfaces/substrate have influence on what phases nucleate from Pb,
Fe, and Se.
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CHAPTER XII
NOVEL TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINATION OF INTERCALATION VERSUS
SUBSTITUTION IN DOPED TMDS
12.0. AUTHORSHIP STATEMENT
Chapter XII contains work that will be submitted to the Journal of the American
Chemical Society. Mellie Lemon will be the primary author of the manuscript. Co-authors
Dylan Bardgett and Fischer Harvel assisted with preparation of precursors and
collection/analysis of XRD, XRR, and XRF data. Ping Lu collected HAADF-STEM/EDS
data. David Johnson is my advisor. I prepared TEM specimen and analyzed HAADFSTEM/EDS data. I wrote the results and discussion for samples with PbSe and Fe-doped
VSe2 and developed a methodology to use EDS data to determine atomic plane positions.
12.1.

INTRODUCTION

Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) have garnered significant interest over the
last several decades because of their layered structure and interesting electronic properties
that depend both on chemistry and number of layers.1 The diverse and tunable properties of
TMDs make them a highly attractive material for applications ranging from nanoelectronics
and nanophotonics to catalysis and sensing.2–4 An often-used strategy to invoke to further
control of the properties of these materials is by doping with different atoms which
substitute into the TMD structure or atoms or molecules which intercalate in the van der
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Waals gap between layers.5–7 By varying the amount of the substitution or intercalation, it is
possible to control the electronic, magnetic, optical, and morphological properties of TMDs.

Synthesis techniques for doped TMDs are typically classical ‘heat and beat’
approaches that rely on the reaction of mixtures of chalcogen powders and either elemental
metal to target specific compositions of dopants in TMDs.8 Crystals are typically grown
using physical vapor transport (PVT) or grown as films using chemical vapor deposition
(CVD). For dopants that are similar in size and valence to the metal or chalcogen, either
intercalation or substitution can occur.9 The composition targeted in the product during
synthesis is typically thought to control whether the dopant is incorporated substitutionally
or in between layers as an intercalant. However, alternative structures could form with the
same composition. For example, in a composition targeting intercalated dopant, the dopant
could incorporate substitutionally and cause intercalation of the original metal between
layers. There can also be a mixture of substitution and intercalation of the dopant and the
metal in the dichalcogenide.

It is challenging to distinguish the type of dopant incorporation into the host
structure using standard characterization techniques. In structural characterization with Xray diffraction (XRD) of doped TMDs, the evidence for intercalation versus substitution is
ambiguous for dopants that are similar in size and valence to the atoms in the layered TMD.
Diffraction patterns of doped TMDs usually either closely resemble the pattern of the
undoped host or show a small shift due to a change in lattice size. The shift induced by
doping can be towards larger or smaller values for both intercalation and substitution
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depending on the identity of the dopant and on charge transfer effects that alter the bond
lengths or the size of the van der Waals gap between layers.6,10 Both types of dopant
incorporation can also affect the electrical or magnetic properties of the TMD by altering the
bandgap or carrier concentration of the host TMD. This is further complicated in TMDs
with reduced dimensionality, which are of high interest for modern device applications. In
2D TMDs, the effect of dopant incorporation on the electrical properties is often
unpredictable.7

A method for distinguishing between intercalation and substitution is needed to
establish structure – function relationships, which historically have facilitated improvements
in material properties for applications such as catalysis. For catalytic TMDs, dopants can
increase the density of catalytic sites either by inducing morphology changes that expose
more sites or creating additional sites.11 An understanding of how dopants are incorporated
into the structure of specific catalytic TMDs would lead to insight into how to further
improve efficiency through tuning the identity and concentration of the dopant. Recently,
the catalytic efficiency of VSe2 for the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) was demonstrated
to increase upon doping with a small amount of Fe.12 Fe-doped VSe2 had previously been
studied by a few other groups who had targeted either substitution or intercalation of Fe in
VSe2 and had formed stable crystalline products with lattice parameters near those of
VSe2.13,14 However, the extent of intercalation versus substitution of Fe in VSe2 was not well
explored. Each of the Fe-doped VSe2 compounds synthesized showed electrical and
magnetic properties that differ from those of pure VSe2, but it is difficult to determine
whether this arises from interlayer or intralayer interactions with Fe. Insight into the
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structural incorporation of Fe in VSe2 is needed to develop a fundamental understanding of
how Fe improves HER catalytic efficiency.

This prompted us to prepare Fe-doped VSe2 samples to investigate the use of
HAADF-STEM and STEM-EDS cross section images of samples to clearly quantify the
amount of substitution and intercalation. We used the modulated elemental reactants
synthesis approach to prepare these samples, as this approach leads to preferred orientation
of the resulting compound with the c-axis of the dichalcogenide perpendicular to the
substrate.
12.2.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The multilayer thin-film precursors were deposited onto (100) oriented Si wafers

using a custom-built high vacuum (<10−6 Torr) physical vapor deposition (PVD) chamber
from elemental sources. Electron-beam guns were used to evaporate Fe (99.95%) and V
(99.99%) from targets, and a Knudson effusion cell was used to evaporate Se (99.99%). The
deposition rates were monitored constantly by quartz crystal microbalances located above
each elemental source. Pneumatic shutters positioned between the elemental sources and the
spinning substrate were programmed to open and close to control the sequence and amount
of material deposited. Thin layers of V, Fe, and Se were deposited sequentially and the
number of V|Fe|Se repeat units was designed to target a film thickness of approximately
300 Å. Prepared samples were stored in a nitrogen glovebox (>0.2 ppm O2) to prevent
oxidation.
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X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF) was carried out on a Rigaku Primus II
spectrometer. XRF spectra measured were used to calculate the number of atoms per Å2 of
each element present with a technique previously described by Hamman and coworkers.15
The calculated compositions were used for an initial estimate of the extent of intercalation
versus substitution.
Annealing of the samples took place inside the glovebox on a calibrated hot plate set
to the desired temperature. The samples were placed inside a closed container alongside a Se
source during annealing to maintain a Se atmosphere and prevent Se loss. A piece of each
sample was annealed at varying time and temperature in order to determine the optimal
processing conditions for crystallization. The samples were temporarily removed from the
nitrogen glovebox as needed for characterization. X-ray reflectivity (XRR) and specular Xray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected on a Bruker D8 diffractometer equipped with
Cu Kα radiation in θ−2θ locked-coupled scan mode. XRR patterns were collected over a 2θ
range of 0-11°, and specular XRD patterns were collected over a 2θ range of 5-65°. The
Kiessig fringes observed in the XRR patterns were used to calculate the film thickness using
a modified form of Bragg’s law. Laue oscillations present in the specular XRD pattern were
used to calculate the size of coherently scattering domains. In-plane XRD patterns were
collected on a Rigaku Smartlab diffractometer with Cu Kα parallel-beam/parallel slit analyzer
(PB/PSA) and parallel-beam (PB) optics over a 2θ range of 20-70°.
Cross-sections were prepared with an FEI Helios NanoLab 600i DualBeam FIBSEM using standard lift out procedures. The prepared cross-section will be imaged in high-
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angle annular dark-field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADFSTEM) mode at 300kV with a Thermo Fisher Scientific Themis Z.
12.3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This work was motivated by previous work where unexpected results due to
rearrangement in samples containing Pb, Fe, V, and Se were observed. Initially, a sample was
prepared with a V|Se|Pb|Fe|Pb|Se layering scheme which targeted a (PbFe0.5 Se1.5)1(VSe2)1
heterostructure, which will be referred to as the 1.5-1 sample. Upon deposition and after
annealing, it was evident that the sample did not form the intended heterostructure and
instead had rearranged to form a superlattice with a larger c-lattice parameter than expected
for the targeted structure. Initially, the hypothesis was that two repeat units of (PbFe0.5
Se1.5)1(VSe2)1 combined to form a larger structure comprised of
(VSe2)1(PbSe)1(VSe2)1(PbSe)1(FeSe)1. To test this hypothesis, a second sample was prepared
with a V|Se|Pb|Se|V|Se|Pb|Se|Fe|Se precursor structure targeting the hypothesized
ABABC repeat unit structure, where A = VSe2, B = PbSe, and C = FeSe.

Figure 12.1. Specular XRD patterns of as-deposited (AD) and samples annealed to 350°C for 15
minutes.
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Specular XRD of as-deposited (AD) and annealed 1.5-1 and ABABC samples is shown in
Figure 12.1 above. Overlaying both patterns confirms that both samples rearranged with the
same repeat unit. Reflections from the superlattice (00l) are labeled, with a c-lattice
parameter of 30.03(7) Å (repeat unit thickness).
To determine if the sample did rearrange to form an ABABC repeat unit structure, a
cross-section of the ABABC sample was prepared for analysis with HAADF-STEM/EDS.
Figure 12.2 contains a low magnification HAADF-STEM image where the vertical arrow
represents the line profile obtained from EDS maps collected over the area shown in the
STEM image. Rather than taking an EDS line scan, line profiles of intensity versus distance
for each element were extracted from maps to minimize sample damage which are shown on
the left. Surprisingly, this confirmed the sample rearrangement but not to an ABABC repeat
unit structure. From HAADF-STEM alone, the repeat unit structure appears to be
(PbSe)1(VSe2)1(PbSe)1(VSe2)2 based on contrast and structure. This posed the question –
where is the Fe in the sample? The EDS line profiles show that Fe is within (and for the
second repeat unit between) VSe2 layers. These results suggest that rather than nucleate
FeSe, Fe intercalated and substituted into VSe2.

Figure 12.2. HAADF-STEM image (left) of a cross section of the ABABC sample and
corresponding line profiles extracted from EDS maps from the region on the right. The red arrow is
used to represent the profiles shown on the right.
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An additional EDS map was collected over the entire film thickness, where a
HAADF-STEM image and extracted line profiles from EDS are shown in Figure 12.3. In
the HAADF-STEM image (left), the left region of the image is the top of the film and right
region is the bottom/substrate. The top of the sample is at begins at 0 nm in the EDS line
profiles for each element (right). With exception of the top and bottom of the film, the
entire film contains the repeat unit structure discussed from Figure 12.2.

Figure 12.3. HAADF-STEM image (left) of a cross section of the entire film thickness of the
ABABC sample and corresponding line profiles extracted from EDS maps from the region on the
right.

The EDS line profiles from repeat units in the middle region of the film were
averaged for each element to ultimately determine atomic plane positions for use in Rietveld
refinements. This is necessary in this system in particular since the atomic plane positions for
Fe cannot be determined from HAADF-STEM alone. An example of averaged line profile
data for Pb for both PbSe bilayers in the repeat unit for 10 total repeat units is shown on the
left in Figure 12.4. The dashed line is the averaged profile. This process was done for each
element, then peaks of averaged data for each element were fit to a Gaussian model.
Gaussian models for each element are shown on the right in Figure 12.4. Averaging all
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repeat units in this sample did not contain the resolution needed to resolve several key
features including individual PbSe plane in the bilayer, and individual Se layers in the Fedoped VSe2. Current work to combine the averaged data and data from the EDS map
collected at lower magnification from Figure 12.2 is underway in attempt to determine the
atomic plane positions currently missing. Peak coefficients can be used to determine atomic
plane position for the repeat unit structure, which can be used as a starting point for Rietveld
refinement.

Figure 12.4. Example of averaged repeat unit profiles for Pb, where the dashed line is the average of
10 repeat units (left) and Gaussian models from fits of averaged profile data for each element.

To further investigate Fe intercalation and substation in VSe2, three amorphous
precursors were prepared by sequential deposition of V|Fe|Se elemental layers. The number
of repeat units of V|Fe|Se elemental layers was controlled to target a total film thickness of
approximately 30 nm. The deposition parameters for each precursor were adjusted to target
a 1:2 ratio of total metal atoms to Se atoms. For the total metal atoms, two precursors were
deposited targeting 30% Fe and 70% V and the third precursor was deposited targeting 60%
Fe and 40% V. The composition of each sample was determined using X-ray fluorescence
spectroscopy (XRF), and the stoichiometric formulas were calculated from the total amount
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of metal and Se atoms per Å2 of each of the precursors. As-deposited compositions are
summarized in Table 12.1. Each repeat unit contained enough metal and Se atoms to form a
Se-M-Se trilayer structure with the metal layer consisting of a mixture of Fe and V near the
targeted percentages.
Table 12.1. Compositions and thicknesses of deposited amorphous precursors calculated from XRF
and XRR measurements
Total Atoms/Å2
Sample
A (5C)
B (3B)
C (3C)

Formula
V

Fe

3.43(7)

1.4(1) 10.2(3) Fe0.27V0.67Se2 29.01(6)

0.747

0.580(1)

1.5(2) 9.5(3)

Fe0.32V0.65Se2 27.68(6)

0.797

0.554(1)

2.8(2) 9.9(3)

Fe0.57V0.44Se2 29.00(4)

0.747

0.580(1)

3.08(7)
2.17(6)

Se

Repeat
Film
Film
Unit
Thickness Roughness
Thickness
(nm)
(nm)
(nm)

X-ray reflectivity (XRR) and specular X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns for the asdeposited 6samples are shown in Figure 12.5. The XRR patterns show Kiessig fringes
extending to ∼6° 2θ for each sample before disappearing. The angle at which the fringes can
no longer be resolved can be related to the film roughness via the Parratt equation, and gives
a roughness of ~0.7-0.8 nm for each film. The as-deposited film thicknesses are summarized
in Table 12.1. Peaks in the specular XRD patterns can be indexed to a family of 00l
reflections, demonstrating that the FexV1-xSe2 compounds crystallize aligned to the c-axis
upon deposit. This is consistent with previous results that showed crystallization of pure
VSe2 aligned to the c-axis on deposit.16 The c-axis lattice parameters calculated from the as
deposited 00l reflections range between 0.615-0.619 nm.
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Figure 12.5. XRR and specular XRD patterns of as-deposited samples targeting Fe0.3V0.7Se2
Reflections marked with an asterisk are from the Si substrate.

Annealing studies were carried out on the samples to determine the optimal
temperature for crystallization. Specular and in-plane XRD measurements were carried out
at each step of the annealing study to track changes in lattice parameters and reflection
intensity with each sequential increase in temperature. The specular and in-plane diffraction
patterns for a characteristic annealing study of Sample A are shown in Figure 12.6. The
diffraction patterns for Sample B and C can be found in the SI, and are similar to those of
Sample A.

Figure 12.6. Specular (left) and in-plane XRD (right) patterns for annealing study of Sample A.

For each sequential annealing step, the intensity of the peaks increases and the full
width at half max (FWMH) decreases, showing that the sample is becoming more crystalline
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at each higher temperature. The samples became fully crystalline at the optimal temperature
of 500°C. Specular and in-plane XRD patterns for each sample at 500°C are shown in Figure
12.7.

Figure 12.7. In plane and specular XRD patterns for each sample annealed at 400°C (In-plane XRD
samples 3B and 3C, specular XRD for 3B) 500°C for 15 minutes in Se atmosphere

For each sample, the c-axis lattice parameter decreased as temperature increased and
the a-axis lattice parameter stayed near constant. The c-axis lattice parameter was smaller for
crystalline samples with higher Fe content. A summary of the a- and c-axis lattice parameters
in the as-deposited precursors and the samples annealed at 500°C is show in in Table 12.2.
For each sample, the values are near the reported c-axis and a-axis lattice parameters for pure
VSe2 of 6.108 Å and 3.359 Å and near the similar Fe0.2V0.8Se2 compound of 6.090 Å and
3.367 Å, respectively.

For each sample at the optimal annealing condition, the 001 reflection in the specular XRD
pattern also shows Laue oscillations as can be observed from the smaller peaks on either side
of the Bragg peak shown in Figure 12.8. Laue oscillations arise from the incomplete
destructive interference from a finite number of crystallographically aligned unit cells. At the
Bragg condition, the reflections from each unit cell are interfering completely constructively,
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but for a certain finite number of unit cells there are only so many combinations that lead to
complete destructive interference between Bragg peaks. The incomplete destructive
interference gives rise to oscillations on either side of the reflection which can provide
information about the thickness of the crystallized portion of the sample.
Table 12.2. Summary of lattice parameters for samples as deposited and annealed at 500°C

a-axis lattice (Å)

c-axis lattice (Å)

Sample
As deposited

500°C

As deposited

A (5C)

3.34(2)

3.371(3) 6.175(6)

6.029(3)

B (3B)

TBD

TBD

TBD

C (3C)

TBD

3.362(9) 6.152(1)

6.188(1)

500°C

5.977(3)

Figure 12.8. Laue oscillations on either side of the 001 reflection in the specular XRD for each
sample
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The number of oscillations between Bragg reflections, which can be calculated from the
spacing of the visible oscillations, is equal to 1 less than the number of layers. The thickness
of the crystallized portion of the sample can also be determined from the location of the
Laue oscillations using Bragg’s law. Dividing this thickness by the c-axis lattice parameter of
the unit cell gives the number of crystalline layers. This number of layers can also be
determined by calculating the number of oscillations between the first and second Bragg
reflection from the spacing between oscillations. The number of layers derived from Laue
oscillations can be compared to the possible number of layers that could be formed from the amount
of V and Fe present determined from XRF. This will give information about the amount of Fe
substituting into the VSe2 layers. The Laue thicknesses and V and Fe compositions are summarized
in Table 12.3.
Table 12.3. Thicknesses of samples calculated from XRR and Laue oscillations and summary of
crystalline layers
Thickness
Sample

Thickness

from

from

XRR

Laue

(Å)

(Å)

Number of

Enough V

Enough Fe

Crystalline

for x

for y

Layers

layers

layers

A (5C)

263.1(7)

260.4

43

33

13

B (3B)

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

C (3C)

269.2(1)

269.0

45

21

26
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12.4.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Cross-sections of a piece of Sample A that has been annealed at optimal conditions

will be used for HAADF-STEM imaging and EDX line mapping. The average structure and
atom positions in the Fe0.27V0.67Se2 layers will be calculated from the EDX line map and this
data will be used to fit the diffraction pattern using Rietveld refinements. The results of this
study should serve as a proof of concept for the proposed technique to determine the extent
of substitution and intercalation in doped TMDs. This will have implications for research
into the modification of TMD properties for specific applications such as catalysis.

12.5.

BRIDGE
This chapter revealed that PbSe-FeSe2-VSe2 did not form, nor did any predicted

phases, in precursors containing elemental layers of Pb, Fe, Se, and V. Samples instead
rearranged to form a well-ordered layered heterostructure containing PbSe and Fe-doped
VSe2. In the previous chapter, FeSe2 formed with a hexagonal unit cell similar to that of
VSe2. Here, rather than nucleate FeSe2, Fe instead was intercalated and substituted into VSe2
layers. This was found using HAADF-STEM/EDS and method to use EDS data to
determine atomic plane positions was discussed. Samples which only contain Fe, V, and Se
were prepared to target VSe2 layers with varying amount of Fe-doping. HAADFSTEM/EDS data is needed to determine the amount of intercalated versus substituted Fe in
VSe2. This chapter concludes the third section of this dissertation. The fourth section and
subsequent chapters discuss larger scale interface challenges through the use of a new
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characterization technique, cryogenic femtosecond laser cross sectioning and subsequent
scanning electron microscopy on intact coin cell batteries. The next chapter discusses the
technique in detail, including impact of laser parameters on quality of the cross-sections (and
resolvable features).
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CHAPTER XIII
ULTRAFAST PULSED LASER ABLATION WITH CRYO-SCANNING ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY: LARGE-FIELD 2D and 3D ANALYSIS OF NANOSCALE
MULTIPHASE MATERIALS
13.0. AUTHORSHIP STATEMENT
Chapter XIII contains work that will be submitted to Microscopy and Microanalysis. Coauthors Katherine L. Jungjohann, Katherine L. Harrison, and Laura C. Merrill prepared halfcell Li metal batteries. Steven Randolph assisted with collection of cryogenic laser
ablation/PFIB/SEM data and experimental design. David Johnson is my advisor. I am the
primary author of the manuscript, and assisted with experimental design and collection of
cryogenic laser ablation/PFIB/SEM data.
13.1.

INTRODUCTION

Characterizing multiphase materials and their interfaces is a challenging yet necessary
to understanding their systems and applications. One primary example of multiphase
materials systems are batteries which are comprised of stacks of different materials types,
including components such as polymers, metals, liquid electrolyte, and solid electrolyte
interphase.1,2 Interfaces and morphology play a critical role in the performance of batteries,
requiring advanced methods to characterize the structure and properties.3 Particularly for
heterogeneous materials, accessing specific sites is critical. Generally, methods such as
microcomputed tomography (MicroCT), electron microscopy (EM) and cryogenic-EM
methods (cryo-EM), X-ray microanalysis, and neutron scattering techniques are used to
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characterize such materials.4 Each method has benefits and challenges, and often a
combination of methods is necessary. For example, MicroCT is non-destructive, but
resolution is generally limited to ~ 700 nm.5 Cryo-EM methods can be used to resolve subnm scale features6, but requires disassembly and is limited to small regions (several µm).

In recent years, ultrashort pulsed lasers (UPL) have driven advancements in
micromachining, tissue modification, spectroscopy, and material processing through rapid
and athermal material removal.7–11 A system that combines UPL with a DualBeam Scanning
electron microscope (SEM)/Plasma-focused ion beam (PFIB) was developed for rapid
analysis of large areas and volumes in an electron microscope.12,13 However, cryogenic
ultrafast pulsed laser ablation has not been explored, which allows for cross-sections to be
analyzed in multiphase samples where organics or liquids are present with metals and
polymers, such as the electrolyte in a battery. No concern for ion-implantation, beam
induced heating at high currents, or amorphization damage like with a FIB. Surface
texturing, often referred to as laser induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS)14, occurs on
most materials and can mask nanoscale features. However, in this system the PFIB can be
used to remove small surface structures on a region of interest. Differential milling due to
sputter yields when used only a FIB appears more pronounced than differential ablation due
to differences in ablation threshold. In short, the UPL is beneficial for rapid removal of
material to obtain relatively flat cross-sections and the PFIB is beneficial for removing small
scale surface texturing to resolve nanoscale features. Here we present a method for cryogenic
ultrafast pulsed laser ablation combined with a scanning electron microscope to obtain large area
cross-sections of intact half coin cell batteries which contain a variety of layers spanning several
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different classes of materials. In order to image these coin cells in their native state, disassembly
cannot occur. This requires the ability to mill through microns of stainless steel casing to access the
active area, which the UPL has the capability to do. This is possible due to the high average pulse
energy and repetition rates in the laser system, which is analogous to having a high current available
in a traditional FIB. The athermal, ultrashort pulse is a key characteristic of the UPL that allows
access through the stainless steel without thermally destroying the more beam sensitive active areas.
This allows one to rapidly and coarsely approach the area of interest with minimal collateral damage.
Laser parameters can be adjusted so as to provide a much improved surface quality in a final laser
polishing step. If required, an additional step of using the PFIB to further refine the cut face may be
performed.

13.2.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
13.2.1. Sample Preparation

Half-cell Li metal coin cell batteries (20 mm diameter) were assembled and prepared
using methods described in extensive detail elsewhere.15 Coin cell batteries were mounted to
pre-tilted holders which were designed to hold 20mm 2032 diameter coin cell batteries.
Several iterations of pre-tilted stubs were used and optimized. In general, coin cells were
mounted to metal copper now (aluminum or copper) stubs with a pre-tilt (21 – 26 degrees)
to compensate for the limitations in stage tilt, which only go to -10 degrees in the prototype
system. The use of a pre-tilted stub results in a cross section that’s as close to vertical as
possible for this configuration. The optimized holder includes a platinum RTD to measure
temperature local to battery with a -26 degree pretilt. Countersunk screws capture < 1mm
from the edge of battery to ground cathode and firmly secure without placing undue load on
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the device. The bottom of recessed area for battery mount is electrically isolated via a layer
of polyimide tape to ensure the cell is not shorted.

Initially, samples were mounted to the stub and plunge frozen in liquid nitrogen. The
sample and stub were then transferred in air to a Quorum cryo-stage. The cooling process
was optimized by a combination of improving the mount design to allow for easier coin cell
mounting and by cooling the coin cell incrementally. The most recent and reproducible
method has been to keep the batteries in a 0°C freezer until ready for processing. Then a
LN2 bath is made in Styrofoam insulating container. Two nested Pyrex beakers are placed in
the LN2 bath and the coin cell in the inner beaker. This double layer of glass slows the heat
transfer from the LN2 bath to the coin cell reducing the possibility of thermal shock and
delamination. It’s held in this condition for approximately 30 minutes before being moved
directly into LN2. All of this is being done while the wedge and stage have been precooled
to at least -150°C. The system is vented and the cell is quickly transferred.
13.2.2. System
The prototype system is configured on a Helios G3 Xe+ PFIB platform. The
femtosecond laser has a wider vastly different parameter space than a FIB, which includes
tunable wavelength, pulse energy, polarization and repetition rate. In addition, there are
patterning parameters such as pixel spacing and effective dwell times that are somewhat
analogous to FIB. This laser can operate at 1030 nm or using second harmonic generation,
515 nm with pulse durations < 300 femtoseconds. The pulse energy ranges from nJ range to
a maximum of 59.817 µJ for 1030 nm and 37.489 µJ for 515 nm, with a range of repetition
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rate from 1 to 60 kHz. The average power can be varied by changing pulse energy and
repetition rate, where the maximum pulse energy can be used with reduced repetition rate to
lower the thermal load to the sample. Since these samples contain polymers and frozen
electrolyte, this is critical. Laser is nominally athermal, but it is definitely possible to causer
thermal damage at higher repetition rates. Normally polymer processing is done at 500Hz –
3kHz.
Additional optics were added to the beam path to further increase the parameter
space. This includes waveplates which allow for changing the beam polarization, which can
be set to horizontal (S), vertical (P), or circular. Important to note that we are processing in
oblique mode, so vertical (P) polarization is only partially P while S is pure S polarized. In
addition, an objective lens which is positioned inside of the chamber is capable of moving in
the Z-direction (in or out) and is designed to focus both laser wavelengths at a desired
position. Nominally this is at eucentric position of the stage and coincident with both the
PFIB and SEM.
The patterning was designed to mimic the patterning options on a DualBeam system
as best as possible. This includes changing the shape, size, size, pitch, and scan type. For the
‘fine mode’ patterning, a ‘pulse per pixel’ (PPP) can be input, which defines the number of
laser pulses used on each pixel in the pattern. For soft materials, this approach is beneficial
because pulses can be delivered in a very deteriministic fashion so as to allow fewer or 1 PPP
will allow for minimal heat generation and damage. Alternatively, in ‘coarse mode’
patterning, a dwell time can be input, which defines an ablation time per pixel and a delay
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time between patterning loops. This approach is best suited for reducing ablation time and
ablating through hard materials, such as stainless steel, rapidly.
Laser pattern control is primarily driven by a fast scanning mirror (FSM) that adjusts
the angle of incidence of the beam onto the back focal plane of a telecentric objective with
antireflective coatings. The rapid adjustment of the beam angle onto the objective translates
into lateral displacement of the beam at its focal point. The telecentricity of the objective is
responsible more minimizing spot distortions as the beam travels far from the optical axis.
Similar to automated slice and view FIB routines, automated laser slice and view can
be obtained. This routine can also include automated laser/PFIB/EBSD/EDS collection,
but for this application only laser slice and view was used. In this case, a laser pattern is
defined that is used for each slice. Then stage positions are saved for both SEM imaging
and laser slicing. The ability to automate this process allows for collection of serial section
data (with laser only, PFIB only, or combination of both. The method presented here relies
on stage positioning to define the laser slice thickness. However, it is entirely possible to
automate the process to allow for slice placement via the fast scanning mirror.
13.3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
13.3.1. Large Multiphase Areas
One of the major challenges with the characterization of multiphase materials and

interfaces is accessing a representative area. With the exception of MicroCT, other methods
generally require interfacial disassembly. For coin cell battery characterization, disassembly of
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the multiphase stack is not necessary as the UPL is capable of ablating through the 250 µmthick stainless steel casing.
On this prototype system in this configuration, stage tilt and rotation were limited
due to inherent design limitations on the Quorum cryo-stage. Modern cryo stages use
copper heat transfer connections instead of plastic tubing that flows liquid nitrogen boil-off
to allow for full tilt and rotation. This opens up the possibility of more advanced workflows
(e.g. those including EDS, EBSD, or PFIB polishing steps) on cryogenically-maintained
cells. Additionally, the need to minimize thermal mass on the cryo stage as well as the
geometric limitations of the stage do not allow us to perform cross-sectioning normal to the
battery surface. To do so would require a pre-tilt of at least 50 degrees on this prototype
tool. The footprint of such a pretilt 2032-coin cell holder is prohibitive due to collision with
the plasma FIB pole piece, so a design choice was made to create a coin cell holder at -26
degree pretilt, which can be seen schematically in Figure 13.1. This allows the coin cell to be
accessed as close to normal as possible, while also allowing for access near the center of the
coin cell.

Figure 13.1. Schematic of the Helios laser plasma focused ion beam equipped with a cryo-stage and
pretilt sample holder.
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Despite design limitations, high quality cross-sections were obtained on coin cells.
An example is shown in Figure 13.2. Figure 13.2a contains an overview of the cross-section
with a ~ 1 x 0.9 x 0.7 mm region in a coin cell battery removed with UPL ablation. The
multiphase ROI is marked with a red box in Figure 13.2a and contains a stainless steel
casing, Cu current collectors, electrolyte and solid electrolyte interphase (SEI), a polymer
separator, and Li metal. Each component is distinguishable in the higher magnification,
polished cross-section shown in Figure 13.2b. False color was applied to the image to
illustrate each material in the stack. Based on energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy and the
image contrast from the laser-induced texturing (which will be discussed later), deposits of Li
metal can be identified in the top electrolyte + SEI layer.

Figure 13.2. a) Overview of a cross-section Cryo-SEM SE image collected at 5kV, 0.69 nA of a ~ 1
x 0.9 x 0.7 mm region in a coin cell battery removed with UPL ablation where the ROI is marked
with a red box. b) higher magnification Cryo-BSE image of the ROI collected at 2kV, 0.69 nA.

These high-quality cross sections were obtained in ~10-20 minutes of UPL ablation
by using several polishing steps, similar to Ga-ion FIB. First, a coarse cut or bulk mill was
used to remove the material of the targeted volume. To reduce time, the longer wavelength
(1030nm), higher repetition rates (15kHz), higher pulse energy (60uJ), larger pitch, and
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patterning in coarse mode was used. Next, an intermediate polish similar to standard Ga-ion
cross sectioning was done to remove the redeposited material from the face of the crosssection and to move further into the sample to remove redeposition from the coarse cut.
Smaller pattern dimensions in the y-direction, smaller pitch, and a lower repetition rate
(6kHz) in fine patterning mode were used for this intermediate polish. Finally, the fine
polishing step usually involved some experimental work due to the varied nature and
morphology of the batteries being analyzed. Lower repetition rates and pulse energy were
more favorable for most of the components in the stack, such as the polymer separator
materials, to reduce the likelihood of damage and heat generation from parameters that
result in higher average power (which can be outside of the athermal ablation regime).
The best known method for all steps also includes adjusting the focus of the laser to
sub-surface in order to optimize cut quality and reduce time spent polishing areas outside of
the ROI. The ability to change the position of the objective lens (which can be viewed as the
laser ‘pole piece’ for comparison) is unique to the laser system, as there is no FIB equivalent.
Rather than focusing at the surface on the stainless steel, the objective lens was moved in
towards the sample, focusing just above the top of the battery stack layers or ROI. This
allows for a significant reduction in time spent on the polishing, because it is not necessary
to polish the entire 250 µm stainless steel casing. By reducing the volume that needs to be
fine polished and by milling multiphase materials with a reduced ablation threshold, lower
repetition rates, pulse energy, and pitch were used without increasing the polishing time.
Additionally, the quality of the cut face can be improved in some cases by changing the angle
of incidence of the laser using stage tilt, similar to performing an under or over-cut in a
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traditional Ga-ion FIB. The current best known method involves using a stage tilt of -5
degrees (total tilt of -31 degrees including pre-tilted holder) for the coarse cut, -6 degrees
(total tilt of -32 degrees) for the intermediate polish, and -8 degrees (total tilt of -34 degrees)
for the final fine polish. This allows for reduced redeposition onto the ROI. These steps and
conditions are generally applicable to all of the coin cell batteries in this study, however, laser
ablation parameters could easily be changed based on needs. For example, patterning time
could be further reduced by sacrificing cut-face quality, or increased to improve quality by
changing parameters such as pitch.
13.3.2. Large Multiphase Volumes
When considering complex multiphase materials systems such as the coin cells
discussed here, especially after cycling the battery creates more heterogeneity [ref ACS
Energy Lett pub], it is beneficial to not only analyze representative areas but also volumes.
High quality automated slice-and-view data can be collected and reconstructed to obtain a
3D dataset by removing material with the laser and imaging with the SEM. Laser slice-andview can be done by moving the beam or stage positions by the desired slice thickness. As
mentioned previously, more advanced automated workflows that include additional steps
such as EDS/EBSD are possible in the TriBeam, but not possible with this prototype tool
configuration given the limitations from the cryo-stage.
Laser slice-and-view was collected on a coin cell by moving the stage by the desired
slice thickness of 2.5 µm. BSE images were collected at each slice, which were cropped from
a 500 µm field of view to 316 µm due to redeposition filling in at the edges of the sliced field
of view. Preparing a post where material is removed from both sides of the ROI would
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eliminate redeposition filling in, however was not done for this sample. Images were aligned
referring to the Cu current collectors and polymer separator, then reconstructed with Avizo
software. The total reconstructed volume was 316x281x152 µm. The laser slice-and-view
workflow is shown in Figure 13.3, which illustrates the ROI, followed by a stack of images,
reconstructed volume from aligned images, and finally segmented reconstruction for Cu, Li
metal, and the polymer separator.
The volume reconstruction allows for morphological understanding through the
volume while retaining nanoscale resolution for each material in the multiphase stack. For
example, the uniformity of the Cu current collectors can be determined from the
segmentation. In this case, roughness and thickness variation in the Cu current collector was
qualitatively observed. In addition, the top and bottom Li morphology can be studied, where
in this case pits on the bottom correspond to regions on the top where Li grains are
protruding, which is not obvious when only looking at a single frame of the cross sectional
area.

Figure 13.3. Schematic and results for automated laser slice-and-view collection in a coin cell. From
top left: illustration of region for slice-and-view with dashed lines indicating various slices, followed
by illustration of aligned slices cropped to the ROI. Bottom right showing the reconstructed 316 x
281 x 152 µm volume, bottom left showing segmented Cu (green), Li metal (blue), and polymer (red)
from the volume.
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13.3.3. Laser Cross-Sectional Surface Polishing
In addition to polishing methods discussed previously, the wavelength and
polarization of the laser influences the surface of the cross-section. The ability to select the
wavelength and polarization used for ablation in this system is not only beneficial for tuning
the time and parameter space available, but can be beneficial for the quality of the crosssection. In some sense, selecting the wavelength and/or polarization is like selecting the ion
species in a FIB, as one wavelength may be more beneficial for particular materials or
applications. The influence on quality of the cut face stems from a phenomenon that occurs
with UPL ablation, the generation of laser induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) or
aperiodic laser texturing. LIPSS generally appear as ripple-like features on a UPL ablated
surface, and can appear on most classes of materials but are usually more obvious on metals
and semiconductors. LIPSS are classified based on the period (Λ) of the structures into lowspatial frequency LIPSS (LSFL) and high-spatial frequency LIPSS (HSFL). LSFL are usually
perpendicular to the incident laser polarization and have a pattern periodicity approximately
equal to the laser wavelength. HSFL can be aligned perpendicular or parallel to the incident
laser have a pattern periodicity significantly less than the laser wavelength. LIPSS are
important artifact to consider when using this method because some features of interest are
smaller than the spatial periodicity of the LIPSS texture which means that those features
could be masked by LIPSS. However, LIPSS can be useful when identifying materials,
particularly those that are embedded within materials which do not contain LIPSS.
13.3.3.1. Laser Wavelength
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A polished region of a battery using 515 nm UPL is shown on the left in Figure
13.4a. LIPPS (LSFL) were primarily observed on the stainless steel, Cu current collectors,
and Li metal were primarily observed on the coin cells using this method, with an average
spatial of ~ 400 nm. Texturing is also evident on the polymer separator materials and
SEI/electrolyte, but is generally aperiodic. Figure 13.4b shows the same region polished with
1030 nm, where the LIPSS are more prominent on the Li metal and Cu, with a spatial
periodicity of ~ 1 µm. Given that the interface between the SEI and Li metal is significantly
clearer using 515 nm to polish, this wavelength was generally used for the final polishing in
order to obtain a cut face that appears smoother, and to better resolve these smaller features.
While the period of LIPSS for 1030 nm is larger, this wavelength can access higher pulse
energy and average power, which is advantageous for reducing the milling time. Additionally,
higher pulse energy is helpful for removing hard to mill materials, such as the stainless steel
casing in the battery stacks. A brief PFIB polish at glancing angles can be used to remove
LIPSS to further resolve small features13 and will be discussed later. It is important to have
the ability to rapidly change the laser wavelength from 1030 nm to the second-harmonic 515
nm for access to various parameters and change in LIPSS.

Figure 13.4. Cryo-SEM BSE images of an uncycled (pristine) coin cell battery ablated with 515 nm
(a) and 1030 nm (b).
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13.3.3.2. Laser Polarization
Multiple beam paths and waveplates which are integrated into software allow for the
instantaneous change in polarization of the laser. The polarization also varies the orientation
of LIPSS, as well as the cut face angle (the result of which is a function of the material’s
reflectivity for a given polarization). As mentioned previously, LIPSS are typically
perpendicular to the polarization of the laser. The generation and appearance of LIPSS is not
yet fully understood, particularly when working in this geometry.
Figure 13.5 shows comparisons of polarization in high magnification regions of coin
cells. Figure 13.5a contains a region which was polished with p-polarized light (515 nm). The
Li metal has LSFL that appear as ripples that are perpendicular to the polarization. Unlike
the Li metal, LiH deposits that are present have HSFL that appear as ripples perpendicular
to the polarization. The SEI/electrolyte does not have apparent LIPPS, although the general
texture is varied. Figure 13.5b shows the same region in 6a, but polished with s-polarized
light (515 nm). In this case, the Li metal does not have ripples but does have surface
structures that are generally vertical. The LiH deposit has HSFL that appear as vertical
ripples. Similar to the p-polarized light, the SEI/electrolyte do not have LIPSS. Figures 13.5c
and 13.5d show a region with Li metal, SEI/electrolyte, and polymer separator from a
different coin cell than shown in 6a and 6b. In 6c, p-polarized light (1030 nm) was used to
polish the surface and LSFL can be seen on the Li metal. In 5d, circularly polarized light
(1030 nm) was used to polish the same region. LSFL with ripples that are diagonal can be
seem on the Li metal. Slight variations in texture to the SEI/electrolyte and polymer
separator are visible when compared to 6c.
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Figure 13.5: Cryo-SEM BSE images of a coin cell battery. a) region with Li metal, SEI/electrolyte,
and LiH deposits polished with p-polarization (515nm) and b) polished with s-polarization (515 nm).
c) region with Li metal, SEI/electrolyte, and polymer separator polished with p-polarization (1030
nm) and d) polished with circular polarization (1030 nm).

The appearance of LIPSS allows for the ability to identify different materials based
on presence and periodicity. For example, LIPSS made Li metal domains and LiH deposits
readily apparent and distinguishable from one another due to the difference in periodicity.
Even when embedded in SEI/electrolyte, ripples on Li metal makes the Li domains easily
identifiable, serving as an alternative contrast mechanism. Small Li metal deposits in
SEI/electrolyte are shown in Figure 13.6. The LIPSS on the Li metal in a sample polished
with 515 nm make the Li obvious and identifiable amongst voids and other texture on the
SEI/electrolyte. The region in the right in Figure 13.6 shows the highlighted region from the
left, where Li deposits were highlighted with blue.
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Figure 13.6: Cryo-SEM BSE images of a coin cell battery with Li metal deposits in SEI/electrolyte.
The region highlighted in red on the right image is shown on the left. Li metal deposits are
highlighted with blue on the right.

13.3.4. Plasma FIB Cross-Sectional Surface Polishing
After accessing large areas with the UPL, regions of interest or specific interfaces can
be polished using the Xe+ Plasma-FIB. This method could also be applied to finding regions
to target for cryo-liftout and TEM preparation, but is not possible in the prototype system.
Due to cryo stage limitations, it was not possible to rotate and tilt to glancing angles to
polish with the PFIB without venting and manually rotating the sample. This is a
cumbersome process and is alleviated using modern cryo-stages with rotation capability.
However, to illustrate the value of additional PFIB polishing we have included the results
from this manual rotation process after which the PFIB was used to remove the resulting ice
formation and to further polish the laser cut face.
Figure 13.7a and 13.7b contain a region which was polished with the laser. The
region in Figure 13.7b is a higher magnification image from the region in the red box marked
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in 13.7a. This cross-section was obtained in coin cell where failure occurred in the polymer
separator, similar to that discussed in (ref to Energy Letters). Due to this failure and Li metal
morphology observed in the laser cut region, this area was polished with PFIB, which is
shown in 8c and 8d. Figure 13.7d contains a higher magnification image of the region
marked with a red box in 13.7c. All LIPSS were removed from the surface, which revealed
small Li metal domains that were not evident in the laser cut area. In addition, features and
Li domains in the SEI/electrolyte which were not observed in the laser cut area are
prominent in the PFIB polished region, which is particularly evident in 8d.

Figure 13.7: Cryo-SEM BSE images of a coin cell battery with Li metal deposits in SEI/electrolyte.
The region highlighted in red on the right image is shown on the left. Li metal deposits are
highlighted with blue on the right.

13.4.

CONCLUSION
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We have successfully developed a method for large area and volume analysis of
complex multiphase materials systems using UPL combined with SEM/PFIB. This work
demonstrated the benefits/drawbacks of a wide variety of laser parameters and their impacts
on different classes of materials. Similar methodology could be applied to a wide variety of
use cases such as beam sensitive materials, hard metals, and composites, where operating
under cryogenic conditions may or may not be necessary. Critical nanoscale features were
resolved by using the PFIB to polish laser-cut surfaces, which would not be accessible with
PFIB alone. There are accessible improvements that can be made to this methodology which
would allow for more advanced analysis and better resolution. On non-prototype systems,
cryo-stage limitations with respect to rotation and tilt should be alleviated, which would
allow for rotation and tilt for polishing with the PFIB and cross-sections which are closer to
vertical. With fewer limitations on stage rotation and tilt, it would be possible to use the
UPL/PFIB to target a specific ROI with cryo-PFIB liftout for cryo-TEM analysis.
Additionally, integration of Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy to 3D slice and view
routines is possible, which would allow for 3D chemical mapping.
13.5.

BRIDGE
The fourth section of this dissertation which includes this chapter and the next

discuss methods and analysis of intact coin cell batteries containing multiphase materials
with a new characterization technique. This method combines cryogenic ultrafast pulsed
laser ablation with SEM/PFIB. This chapter discusses the method in detail which involves
several steps to obtaining high quality cross-sections on a millimeter length scale which can
resolve nanoscale features. The impacts, benefits, and drawbacks of laser parameters such as
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wavelength, and polarization were discussed. Laser slice and view was used to obtain 3D
data through a coin cell, and slice and view data was reconstructed. Li-metal, polymer
separator, and Cu current collectors were segmented to investigate the interfaces and
morphologies through a volume. PFIB was used to remove laser surface texturing, allowing
small scale features to be resolved. These methods could be applied to materials, multiphase
systems, or samples with buried regions of interest not accessible or practical using other
methods. The next chapter discusses the observation of electroplated Li-metal morphology
and the accompanying solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) into and through the intact coin cell
battery’s separator, gradually opening pathways for soft-short circuits that cause failure. We
found that separator penetration by the SEI guided the growth of Li dendrites through the
cell. A short-circuit mechanism via SEI growth at high current density within the separator is
provided. These results will inform future efforts for separator and electrolyte design for Limetal anodes.
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CHAPTER XIV
CRYOGENIC LASER ABLATION REVEALS SHORT-CIRCUIT MECHANISM IN
LITHIUM METAL BATTERIES
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14.1. MAIN TEXT
The demand for more energy-dense lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries1,2 is so intense that
even small improvements are the subject of considerable research efforts. Replacing the
graphite anode with a Li-metal anode results in an impressive 50% improvement in energy
density;3 however, Li-anode prototypes cycled at high energy density have consistently failed
at low cycle numbers. The failure mechanisms are a matter of rigorous debate. The common
theory postulates that ultimately failure lies with poorly controlled, electroplated Li-metal
morphology, in the form of Li dendrites that can grow through the nanoscale tortuous
pathway of the polymer separator.4-7 However, the Monroe-Newman model, that neglects
solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) properties, suggests that even large (>1 μm in diameter)
dendrite formations cannot penetrate through the submicrometer diameter pores of the
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separator,8 and recent cryogenic electron microscopy images have demonstrated that Li
dendrites with submicrometer diameters are effectively deflected by the separator.9
Therefore, the mechanism of how short circuits develop remains in question: if Li metal
does not have the mechanical integrity to puncture through the porous separator, what is the
pathway by which Li bridges the two electrodes through the separator?10
Alternatively, Li-anode failure has been attributed to the poor Li-ion transport
properties of the SEI, a passivation film composed of organic and inorganic Li-containing
species that forms during cell cycling.4,11 The growth and propagation of SEI remains unclear
because of the extreme difficulty of achieving unaltered, nanoscale characterization of the
solid-liquid, air-sensitive, electrode-electrolyte interfaces. For example, microcomputed
tomography (microCT) can acquire nondestructive structural images of the complete battery
stack,12,13 but only at ∼700 nm resolution, and it cannot provide compositional mapping. In
contrast, cryo-focused ion beam (FIB) preparation for cryo-scanning transmission electron
microscopy provides nanoscale structural and compositional mapping,14 but it can
characterize sections only <50 μm2 and the interfaces of interest must be severed during
sample preparation, preventing representative and
unperturbed imaging.
In this work, we demonstrate that high current densities cause soft shorts (parasitic
electronic bridges in the cell), creating SEI inclusions within the separator that mechanically
tear the separator and form open networks for Li-metal plating between the opposing
electrodes. While Li metal is soft and should not be able to penetrate a separator, SEI
capping and envelopment of the electroplated Li metal appears to aid in separator tearing.
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We have discovered this mechanism through the first implementation of a
structural/compositional characterization method that captures nanoscale interactions
between the different battery layers over representative cross sections, all without
disassembling the battery stack along interfacial boundaries. Because our goal was to
understand the interaction between the Li-metal anode and the separator (particularly at high
rates that commonly lead to short circuits), we constructed half cells of 2032 coin cell
batteries, each containing a 50 μm thick layer of Li-metal on a copper (Cu) foil counter
electrode, with a 9 μm thick Cu current collector as the working electrode. The electrodes
were stacked on either side of a pair of 25 μm thick trilayer Celgard 2325 separators for
increased tortuosity; each separator had two polypropylene layers that sandwiched a central
polyethylene layer.15 Cells were cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88
mAh/cm2, so that we could observe changes in the Li metal/separator interfaces as a
function of cycle number.
We characterized representative area (0.5 mm2) samples from intact coin cells using a
Helios laser plasma focused ion beam (Laser PFIB) system (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Figures H.1- H.3) to spatially map the Li-metal, polymer separator, volatile electrolyte [∼2.8
M lithium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide in 1,2-dimethoxyethane],16 and SEI layers. Sectioning was
achieved using the athermal ultrashort pulse laser (UPL, removal rates >15 000× compared
to a conventional Ga FIB) on the Laser PFIB tool.17 This significant enhancement in
material removal rates with the UPL was crucial to enabling cross-sectioning through the
coin cell casing (250 μm of stainless steel). To maintain the layers of the battery stack and
volatile electrolyte in a solid state, the coin cell was placed in a custom, pretilted aluminum
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battery mount; the coin cell- mount assembly was frozen in liquid nitrogen, and the sample’s
temperature was controlled using a cryo-stage (<-100 °C, Figure H.4).18 Because of the angle
between the mount and laser optical axis (Table S1), the SEM images are at the perspective
of a 59°-angled section (Figure H.5), and because the coin cell samples are flooded with
excess electrolyte, varying quantities of electrolyte are visible between the top Cu and
stainless-steel layers (Figure 14.1a,c). In Figure 14.11, the coin cell components are observed
in the SEM images (Figures H.6-H.11; replicates of failure Figures H.13- H.17), where false
color has been superimposed to reflect the energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
maps (Figures H.18- H.23).

Figure 14.1. Scanning electron micrographs of intact angled-sections of high-rate cycled Limetal half cells. (a) Uncycled cell, including: stainless-steel cap, Cu current collector, stack of two
Celgard 2325 separators, Li metal, bottom Cu current collector, and lower stainless- steel disc,
(b) 1st Li plating, (c) 1st Li stripping, (d) 11th plating, (e) 51st plating, and (f) 101st plating step.
White arrows indicate cracks in the SEI matrix and gray regions indicate structures out-of-plane
from the cut face.
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We observed a consistent increase in distance between the top and bottom Cu foils
with increased cycling, as the mossy Li deposits and SEI grows with each plating and
stripping step (Table H.2). The correlation between cycling and SEI growth is a known
phenomenon,19 but the SEI’s distribution and the extent of the growth were previously
unquantifiable because ex situ measurements required the buried electrode/separator
interfaces to be dismantled.
Our results show that copious SEI growth occurs over relatively few cycles at highrate cycling. Even the first Li plating cycle (Figure 14.1b) shows that a fraction of the dark Li
layer has moved across the separator and deposited on the Cu current collector at the top. A
fully dense Li film should be only 9 μm thick, so the newly deposited 16 μm thick Li film
must be either porous (filled in with electrolyte) and/or composed of both Li and SEI.
Notably, small SEI deposits can already be observed within the separator, presumably
resulting from conductive pathways (unresolved in these SEM images) that allowed small Li
deposits to plate and react with electrolyte, forming these SEI inclusions.20
The first Li stripping cycle (Figure 14.1c) shows that after the Li is driven from the
top Cu electrode, roughly 7 μm of SEI/ electrolyte/dead-Li-residue remains, filling the
region between the top Cu electrode and the separator. More pronounced SEI deposits are
seen in the separator. Below the separator, Li plates on top of the fully dense Li-metal
surface as a low-density matrix, coated in SEI and filled with electrolyte. By the 11th Li
plating cycle (Figure 14.1d), there are small Li deposits on the top Cu electrode, and the far
denser SEI matrix now causes deformation of the separator. Inclusions of large SEI deposits
appear within the separator (on the scale of several micrometers), above an increasingly thick
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SEI layer and the roughened surface of the fully dense Li-metal layer. At the 51st Li-plating
cycle (Figure 14.1e), the plated Li on the top Cu electrode again forms a low-density matrix
of Li grains mixed with an extremely dense SEI matrix, which comprises most of the gap
between the top Cu electrode and the separator. Interestingly, the separator retains its
margins and structure, with only a few SEI inclusions. Below the separator, the electrolytefilled SEI film is now much thicker than the fully dense Li-metal layer, which is being
converted into a coarse SEI-filled network. At this point, there is clear evidence that copious
SEI has formed by consuming large amounts of bulk active Li and electrolyte, with small
embedded fragments of dead Li encased in the SEI.20 Catastrophic cell failure is seen in the
101st plating cycle (Figure 14.1f), where the separator is completely shredded by SEI and
large Li-metal deposits can be seen within the separator’s interior boundaries. These images
repudiate the long-held assumption that a single Li dendrite spans the cell and creates a hard
short; instead, these images indicate that the primary failure mechanisms are widespread SEI
inclusions and separator shredding.
Our electrochemical data validates the structural/chemical maps, suggesting that the
soft shorts formed during cycling caused the growth of SEI inclusions within the separator.
As expected, the disintegration of the coin cell’s internal structures coincided with the
battery’s obvious electrochemical failure, which we analyzed using chronopotentiometric
data generated from cycling prior to Laser PFIB characterization (Figure H.24, and replicates
in Figures H.26- H.40). In the high rate cycled cells, the Coulombic efficiency measurements
often exceed 100% and are likely indicative of soft short formation (Figure 14.2a,b). While
random error or dead Li (stranding and reconnecting) could explain some of the variation
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shown above and below 100% Coulombic efficiency, the fact that the cumulative stripped
capacity exceeds the cumulative plated capacity until cycle 46 strongly suggests that some of
the charge passed is due to soft shorts. In the separator, widespread SEI inclusions indicate
conductive paths (likely composed of small Li-metal fragments weakly connected in the SEI
matrix),20 which allow electron transport into the separator and enable the soft shorts.

Figure 14.2. Electrochemical performance of the 101st Li plating sample. (a) Capacity of the plating
and stripping cycles, for Li plating at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 up to the 101st plating step. (b)
Coulombic efficiency of each full cycle, exhibiting the battery’s ability to efficiently recapture Li, even
after the quantity of plated Li significantly decreases at ∼75 cycles. Capacity (c) and Coulombic
efficiency (d) of the plating and stripping cycles at a low rate of 0.47 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88
mAh/cm2. (e) Scanning electron micrograph of an intact angled-section of the 101st Li plating lowrate cycled half-cell. The brown layer at the top of the image is the stainless-steel cap, and the gray
contrast indicates structures out-of-plane from the cut face.
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A few cycles before the cell failed, the Coulombic efficiency dropped, likely
indicating the cell’s impending inability to plate to the specified capacity. However, after the
cell began to fail, the Coulombic efficiency briefly recovered, which suggests that the loss in
capacity is fundamentally decoupled from the loss in Coulombic efficiency. It should be
noted that when the cell was unable to plate to the specified capacity, because of depletion
of the accessible Li inventory (dead Li or blocked Litransport pathways), the remaining Li
inventory could still be efficiently cycled. This cell failed because of inaccessible or depleted
Li inventory rather than from a hard short circuit caused by a dendrite.
Because most studies concentrate on low-rate cycling, the experiment was
reproduced at 25% of the high-rate cycling to determine whether the same failure
mechanisms pertained. Results (Figure 14.2c,d) demonstrate very steady capacity and
Coulombic efficiency (>99%), even at high cycle numbers. At this lower current density,
battery performance was very repeatable from cell to cell and showed no signs of failure
(Figure H.25, and replicates in Figures H.41- H.43), which is consistent with the literature.16
Furthermore, there appears to be a correlation between the observation of SEI and Li
inclusions in the separator and the electrochemical data showing higher-than-expected
stripping capacity, which we attribute to soft short formation. At the low-rate cycling, there
was no significant oscillation around 100% Coulombic efficiency and the cumulative
stripped capacity was always lower than the cumulative plated capacity. The SEM image
(Figure H.12) shows no evidence of SEI or Li inclusions in the separator at low-rate cycling
(Figure 14.2e), which is consistent with the electrochemical data. Additionally, important
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differences between the high- and low-rate cycled 101st Li plating step coin cells can be seen
in the separator structure, SEI thickness, plated Li-metal morphology, and the remaining
counter-electrode Li thickness. Difference in the Li metal morphology may explain why less
Li metal was consumed during the low-rate cycling. Visible cracks and crevices in the SEI
may also indicate localized electrolyte consumption, which would reduce Li-ion transfer
pathways during high-rate cycling.
Recent findings suggest that Coulombic efficiency is much more closely correlated to
the quantity of inactive Li isolated from the current collector by SEI formation than to the
amount of SEI formation.20 This experiment validates that assumption because an abundant
amount of SEI formed in the high-rate cycled cells within just a few cycles, yet the depleted
Li inventory did not cause an immediate drop in the very high Coulombic efficiency. The
prevailing literature almost always attributes high-rate Li-metal anode cell failure to the
formation of a single Li dendrite21 that punches through separator pores in the battery
stack.22,23 However, our electrochemical data and cross-sectional images clearly demonstrate
that the SEI forms inclusions within the separator, which gradually destroy the separator and
create pathways for Li metal to plate within the separator.
Small SEI deposits protruding into the separator between the separator’s
polypropylene and polyethylene trilayers (Figure 14.3a, b) and small internal SEI inclusions
(Figure 14.3c-f) can cause dramatic horizontal tearing along the trilayer interfaces (Figure
14.3g), creating compromised intertrilayer separator interfaces. This phenomenon
demonstrates inadequate adhesion between the trilayers24 and/or softening of the separator
upon electrolyte saturation.25 Large SEI inclusions also formed along the separator’s top and
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bottom surfaces, punching vertically through the trilayers (Figure 14.3e), which resulted in
further horizontal tearing. Because SEI formation can occur only with electrons at the
required reduction potential, conductive paths (masked by SEI or too small to resolve in the
SEM images) must be laced through the separator, providing all the components necessary
to form SEI within the separator’s trilayer structure (optical image in Figure H.44).

Figure 14.3. Scanning electron micrographs of high-rate cycled angled-sections showing failure
within two stacked Celgard 2325 separators. (a) Uncycled cell and (b) higher-magniﬁcation image
of the separator porosity (with the lighter contrast indicating iron redeposition from laser
ablation), (c) 1st Li plating, (d) 1st Li stripping, (e) 11th plating, (f) 51st plating, and (g) 101st
plating step.

Under high-rate conditions, SEI formation in the separator can typically be observed very
early in the Li-cycling process. Figure 14.f (51st plating) shows few SEI inclusions compared
to Figure 14.3e (11th plating), which demonstrates the stochastic nature of these processes,
both within and among identically fabricated coin cells. However, while cell-to-cell variation
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was observed, many duplicate cells failed catastrophically between 75 and 100 cycles (Figures
H.13- H.17 and H.26- H.40). Complete destruction of the trilayer separator before the 101st
lithiation was evident in Figure 14.3g, clearly demonstrating that, for high-rate cycled Limetal anodes, the trilayer separator was not mechanically sufficient to withstand SEI
evolution.
Our full-stack nanoscale characterization points to a failure mechanism which had
not been previously considered in theoretical modeling:26 the SEI’s mechanical properties
create pathways that allow soft Li metal to penetrate into and tear the separator, with Limetal plating providing the force for penetration (Figure 14.4).

Figure 14.4. Schematic short-circuit mechanism for conductive Li pathways through the polymeric
separator via SEI formation and subsequent deformation of the separator. SEI formed during the
current plating step is colored yellow; SEI that formed in a prior step is colored gray.

We believe that the extensive SEI formation is itself a product of the conductive pathways
that form between the small Li-metal fragments embedded within the SEI. During the first
plating step, some high-aspect ratio Li grains deposit and grow with a capping SEI film. We
believe it is possible that the hard, sharp SEI tips can bore into the separator’s small pores
and even puncture the separator (results from carbonate electrolyte in Figures H.45 and
H.46 and alternative separator in Figures H.47- H.55). Once there is a complete conductive
pathway through the separator, the cell-scale electronic bridge causes numerous soft shorts.
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More mechanically robust separators may mitigate this failure mode; however, uncontrolled
SEI growth may still cause electrolyte redistribution and Li-ion transport blocking.
In summary, our structural images and elemental maps, paired with our
electrochemical data, definitively indicate that degradation of the Li cycling performance is
prompted by the destruction of ion-transport pathways between the stacked electrodes and
consumption of Li metal by excessive SEI formation. Cycling causes the formation of small
SEI inclusions with small Li-metal grains, creating delicate conductive pathways that form
within the separator. These pathways cause numerous soft shorts, which then accelerate SEI
formation causing physical disfigurement (and subsequently destroy) the separator’s
functionality. Although Li dendrites do not have the toughness to pierce the separator, the
SEI can carve routes through the separator, opening pathways for more soft shorts by
plating Li along those pathways. To prevent this from happening, future research must focus
on minimizing SEI formation and improving the integrity of the separator for high-rate
cycling Li-metal batteries. Our new characterization approach allows for nanoscale
structural/chemical mapping of intact battery stacks without destroying the interfaces
between the solid/liquid/polymer composite stack, preventing air or water vapor exposure
that would otherwise alter the sensitive battery stack materials.
14.2.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

14.2.1

Coin Cells

2032-coin cells were fabricated with 16 mm diameter and 9 μm thick Cu current
collectors as the working electrodes. The Cu was acid treated in 1.2 M hydrochloric acid for
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10 min, washed with deionized water and acetone, dried, and then immediately transferred to
an Ar-filled glovebox. The counter electrodes consisted of 16 mm diameter electrodes with
50 μm thick Li laminated to 10 μm thick Cu (Albemarle). Two layers of Celgard 2325
separators were placed between the two electrodes. The cells were flooded with 100 μL of
∼2.8 M lithium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (LiFSI, Oakwood Chemicals) in 1,2
dimethoxyethane (DME, Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.5%). The LiFSI salt was dried at 60
°C overnight in a heated antechamber connected to the glovebox. The DME was dried over
activated alumina for at least 2 days before preparation of the electrolyte. The dry DME was
extracted through a filter to remove any activated alumina; the DME and LiFSI were then
mixed in a 2.4:1 molar ratio (DME:LiFSI) to make a ∼ 2.8 M solution based on interpolation
between previously documented electrolyte preparation procedures16 The solution was
stirred on a hot plate at 50 °C overnight. The cells were compressed with a precompressed
wave spring and 1.8 mm total thickness of stainless steel spacers. The coin cells were allowed
to rest for 24 h following fabrication before being tested on Biologic and Arbin battery
cyclers. Coin cells were cycled at a current density of 1.88 or 0.47 mA/cm2 to a capacity of
1.88 mAh/cm2 during Li plating. A -1 V limit was programmed for plating, and stripping
was allowed to continue until a voltage limit of 1 V was reached. A time limit was set to
double the time required to strip the plated Li, so that if there was a short circuit, it would be
easier to identify from higher-than-expected stripping capacity. Additional electrochemical
data is presented in Figures H.24 and H.25 (with replicate cell data in Figures H.26- H.40
and H.41- H.43), detailing the voltage versus time curves for the cells imaged in Figure 1f
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and Figure 2e, respectively, with corresponding capacity and Coulombic efficiency data
shown in Figures 14.2a,b and 14.2c,d, respectively.
14.2.2

Cryogenic Helios Laser PFIB

The Helios system was equipped with a cryogenic cooling stage from Quorum
(Quorum Technologies, Newhaven, U.K.). Inherent sample size, geometry, and motion
limitations were imposed using the cryogenic cooling stage in conjunction with the laser.
Therefore, it was necessary to develop some nonstandard cross-sectioning techniques to
access maximum sample area on the batteries and to allow better line-of-sight to the EDS
detector. The experimental process consisted of coating the battery anodes with insulating
paint (nail polish) then mechanically clamping them to a grounded, aluminum wedge via a
copper clip. The mounting wedge was cut into a pretilt at -21° to accommodate for the
limited negative tilt (toward the laser) on this prototype tool. Because the laser delivery was
oriented 30 degrees from horizontal, the net cut-face angle into the batteries’ surface was
51°, plus any additional negative stage tilt that was applied by the stage (Figure H.4). The
entire sample/stub was plunge frozen in liquid nitrogen for 15 min and then transferred in
air to the precooled cryo-stage. Once the sample was mounted into the SEM chamber,
immediate pumping to vacuum limited ice growth on the sample by the air. The precooled
stage was kept at a temperature range between -100 °C and -120 °C during laser ablation and
characterization. Within the Helios, the sample was brought to eucentric height and the stage
was tilted to -8° for laser processing. Figure H.4 shows a schematic of this technique, which
we call “oblique” cross-sectioning. Laser ablation followed a three-step procedure: (1) A
large volume of material was removed using the 1030 nm laser at a large pulse energy and
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spot size. (2) The protective coverslip was replaced to allow more transmittance to the
sample for polishing. (3) The cut face was polished using the 515 nm beam at a lower pulse
energy and reduced pulse repetition rate (details in Table S1).
14.2.3

Image Processing

To highlight the different battery components, the SEM images were cropped and
imported into Adobe Photoshop. Color layers were added to the assembly of images, where
individual layers were representative of the different coin cell components: stainless steel,
copper, separator, SEI/electrolyte, and Li metal. The identification of each region to color
was guided by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy maps (Figures H.18- H.23). The
contribution of iron redeposition was removed from all the images, except for Figure 14.3b,
to minimize distraction from focus on the configuration between the Li metal, separator, and
SEI/electrolyte. We acknowledge that the iron redeposition was mostly observed in the
high-rate 51st and 101st plating images, as the iron redeposition could not be removed from
cracks and crevices in the sample, which were caused by either factures in the SEI or gas
evolution that resulted in a void during laser ablation.
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CHAPTER XV
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK
This dissertation began with an overview of the need for new characterization
techniques and approaches in order to continue advancements in materials science. An
introduction to the materials covered in this work was provided, which includes layered
heterostructures, thin film compounds focusing on those that contain Pb, Fe, and Se, and
multiphase materials systems used in battery components. These structures and interfaces
General experimental methods used for materials synthesis and characterization throughout
this work were discussed.
The second section (Chapters III – VII) covered the use of atomic resolution
microscopy techniques to obtain insights into formation mechanisms and defects in various
layered heterostructures prepared with Modulated Elemental Reactants (MER). The insight
gained in these chapters has implications for the development of further precision and
approaches to synthesizing materials with this and other solid-state methods. The ability to
control and synthesize layered heterostructures with or without defects would provide a wide
opportunity to explore emergent properties and drive implementation into devices.
The third section (Chapters VIII – XII) focused on understanding reaction pathways
in compounds containing Pb, Fe, Se and included several with V and Mo. First, reaction
pathways for various layer thicknesses and precursor structure were explored for binary FeSe and Pb-Se. The importance of the use of a wide variety of X-ray characterization methods
and electron microscopy techniques was established throughout. This section demonstrated
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how powerful these techniques can be when combined – further emphasizing their
complementary nature. Together, the reaction pathways for these systems became clear. The
most surprising results included asymmetric interfaces in Fe-Se that were observed using
electron microscopy, which were not anticipated and could not be discovered with results
from X-ray characterization alone. A method for quantifying energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) data in terms of atoms per unit volume as a function of distance in the
sample was proposed, which could be used to model complex XRR patterns and better
understand composition profiles and diffusion lengths in as-deposited precursors. The
formation of PbSe upon deposition on amorphous substrates provided an avenue to avoid
island growth, a feat which had not been overcome using most synthesis methods. While the
synthesis of ternary Pb-Fe-Se compounds which are predicted to be stable was unsuccessful,
a new PbSe (cubic) - FeSe2 (hexagonal) compound was synthesized. When layering these
three elements with V|Se layers, sampled rearranged to form PbSe with Fe-doped VSe2.
Intercalated and substituted Fe in VSe2 was resolved using EDS line profiles, which were
collapsed to one unit cell and fit to Guassians, which were used to find atomic plane
positions which could be used as starting points for Rietveld refinement.
The last section discussed a new method for cryogenic ultrafast pulsed laser ablation
(UPL) of intact Li-metal half-cell coin cell batteries in a Scanning Electron
Microscope/Plasma-FIB. Large area and volumes were analyzed from cross-sections of
intact cells for the first time. Studies of laser parameters on surface texturing and overall
cross-section quality were investigated. Surface structures (ripples) were generated on Limetal from UPL but not on solid electrolyte interphase and other components, which
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allowed Li-metal domains apparent from SEM imaging alone. Failure mechanisms which
would otherwise remain unknown were found from this work.
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APPENDIX A

SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER III

Figure A.1. Structure projections for low temperature (Low T) SnSe and high temperature (High T)
SnSe for similar arrangements. In High T [001], note that the cations are stacked on top of each
other.
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APPENDIX B
SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER IV

Figure B.1. Simulated X-ray reflectivity patterns for each sample. These simulations do not include
any roughness and assume layer thicknesses and densities based on bulk parameters for PbSe and
MoSe2. Defect layers were inserted in the middle of the sample with thicknesses which were half of
the c-lattice parameter (layer thickness) of PbSe and MoSe2.
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XRR

HAADF-STEM

c-lattice

Thickness

parameter

(nm)

(nm)

Total Thickness
(nm)

No defect

28.8

29.6

0.5 PbSe
defect

1.257(1)

1.257(2)
29.4

30.1

0.5 PbSe +

1.261(3)

0.5
MoSe2

29.5

30.1

defect

Table B.1. Total film thickness measured by XRR and HAADF-STEM, and c-lattice parameters
(repeat unit thickness) determined by XRD for each sample.
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Figure B.2. HAADF-STEM image and corresponding energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy data for
each element across the entire film thickness. An island of PbSe is at the surface of the film, resulting
from excess material in the precursor.
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APPENDIX C
SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER V

Figure C.1. Electron dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) line profile from substrate to surface of
(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2).
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APPENDIX D
SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER VII

q Film Thickness / Å
1

332(1)

2

484(1)

3

342(1)

4

488(1)

5

306(1)

6

484(1)

7

504(1)

8

490(1)

9

485(1)

11

323(1)

Table D.1. Thickness of each annealed sample determined via analysis of XRR data.
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Figure D.1. Grazing incidence in-plane x-ray diffraction patterns of the annealed q = 1 and 3
precursors show that both films also consists of crystallographically aligned PbSe and VSe2.

Figure D.2. (a) HAADF-STEM and (b) EDX analysis of the annealed q = 5 precursor shows that
the film is defect-rich and already partially segregated. Large segregated V- and Pb-rich regions are
found near the surface of the film.
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Figure D.3. Energy minimized structures of PbSe blocks with varying number of layers (Pb = gray, Se
= green). Surfaces are normal tothe “z” direction that is aligned vertically in these representations. All
structures contain a z-axis mirror plane indicated by the red dashedlines. The bold numbers are the
distances between PbSe monolayers while the numbers in normal font represent distances between Pb
and Se within the monolayers originating from the “puckering” displacements induced by the surface.
An alternation of short and longmonolayer distances are observed as an indication of bilayer formation.
Vacuum is placed along the z-direction to prevent interactions between blocks. All atomic plane
distances are in Angstroms.
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Figure D.4. Energies of PbSe blocks as a function of thickness computed using the PBE and PBEsol
exchange-correlation functionals. The bottom two plots include the 1-layer system to emphasize its
large difference in energy compared to slabs with larger layer thicknesses. Althoughthe absolute energies
obtained by the two functionals differ, the presence of a convex hull formedby slabs with even layer
thicknesses emerges from both results.
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APPENDIX E

SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER VIII

Figure E.1. The calibration curve relating the angle-integrated Se Lα XRF intensity to Se atoms per
Å2.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure E.2. Elemental composition of each film as a function of annealing temperature. In each
case, the percent iron content was determined by (Fe atoms per Å2)/(Fe atoms per Å2 + Se atoms
per Å2). Note that film composition was not determined at every temperature for all samples.
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Figure E.3. XRR patterns of every sample explored in this investigation. Film thicknesses
were determined from the Kiessig fringes as explained in the primary report.
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Figure E.4. In-plane X-ray diffraction patterns of (a) the 59% Fe sample and (b) the 53% Fe sample.
(c) A rocking curve on the peak at 2θ = 16.18° in the as-deposited 59% Fe specular XRD pattern with
a FWHM of approximately 8.4°.
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Figure E.5. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) maps obtained on a 37% Fe sample
annealed to 350°C. The HAADF-STEM image from the region the maps were obtained is shown in
the first image. The sample delaminated from the Si / native SiO2 substrate during preparation of the
cross-section. The sample contains homogeneous Fe and Se. An Fe-oxide is evident on the surface
of the film.
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APPENDIX F
SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER IX

Figure F.1. XRR pattern for the Fe-rich multilayer sample (M1) and simulated XRR pattern for 7
repeating units of Fe|Se on Si with native SiO2.

Figu

Figure F.2. HAADF-STEM image of the Fe-rich multilayer sample (M1) and corresponding EDS
maps for each element from the same region.
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Figure F.3. HAADF-STEM image of the Se-rich bilayer sample (B2) and corresponding EDS maps
for each element from the same region.

Figure F.4. Se atoms/Å2 per layer measured by XRF as a function of annealing temperature
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APPENDIX G
SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER X

Figure G.1. Specular XRD of as-deposited Pb|Se|Pb and Pb|Se precursors, where labeled indices
are applicable to both patterns and correspond to PbSe (Fm3m).

Figure G.2. HAADF-STEM image of a cross-section of the Pb|Se|Pb precursor (left) and EDS
maps for each element present in the Pb|Se|Pb precursor, which show islands of PbSe and Pb-oxide
on the surface.
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Figure G.3. Specular XRD pattern of the 8 Pb|Se sample as-deposited (black) and annealed to
300°C. Labeled indices are consistent with a PbSe (Fm3m). Reflections marked with an asterisk are
from the substrate.

Figure G.4. In-plane XRD pattern of the 16 Pb|Se on 4 V|Se sample as-deposited (black) and
annealed to 300°C. Labeled indices are consistent with a PbSe (Fm3m) or hexagonal VSe2 unit cell.
Only PbSe reflections are present in the as-deposited sample, which is consistent with specular XRD.
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Substrate

Precursor
structure

Total Experimental
Atoms/Å2 after
annealing
Pb

8
repeating
units
Mo|Se

Se

# PbSe
layers
possible

# MoSe2
layers
possible

Mo

128
Pb|Se

12.381

13.046 0.816

116

3

64 Pb|Se

6.164

7.591

0.832

58

6

32 Pb|Se

3.106

4.779

0.827

29

7

16 Pb|Se

1.626

3.277

0.826

15

7

8 Pb|Se

0.808

2.403

0.819

7

7

Table G.1. Total experimental atoms/Å2 after annealing to 400°C were determined via X-ray
fluorescence, where Se also includes the amount used in Mo|Se layers. The number of PbSe layers
was calculated using the total Pb atoms/Å2, where 0.1065 atoms/Å2 are needed to form one bilayer
of PbSe. The number of MoSe2 layers possible was calculated using the remaining Se available after
0.1065 atoms/Å2 of Se per PbSe is used, and assuming 0.2135 atoms/Å2 is needed to form a trilayer
of MoSe2.
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APPENDIX H
SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER XIV
Thermo Fisher Scientific Helios Laser PFIB
The Laser PFIB system used for data collection was a pre-production prototype of a modified
Helios Plasma Focused Ion Beam (PFIB) DualBeam FIB/SEM that had been retrofitted with
an optical feedthrough to deliver a focused, scanned, femtosecond laser beam coincident with
both the SEM and PFIB. The laser itself and necessary optics were mounted to the chamber
so that all components of the beam path were vibration isolated on the same air-sprung table
on which the DualBeam resided. The entire beam path was fully enclosed and interlocked to
protect the sensitive optical components, maintain the beam alignment, and to reduce the risk
of laser exposure. A schematic of the Laser PFIB concept is shown in Figure H.1. Figure H.2
is a photograph of the pre-production model used in this work.
The external (outside the vacuum chamber) optical components that comprise the laser beam
path consist of coated, high power application steering mirrors to direct the beam to a final
scanning mirror, which controls the beam angle as it enters the vacuum chamber via an optical
feedthrough. This feedthrough was motorized in the axial direction (optical axis) to allow the
user to change the focus of the laser on the sample.Polarization of the laser could be rotated by
in-line half-waveplates. The laser itself was of the Carbide product line from Light Conversion.
It consisted of a 1030 nm fundamental and a 515 nm second harmonicwavelength, with a pulse
duration less than 300 fs. The laser was capable of operation at up to 600 kHz with a maximum
average output power of 4 W.
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Internally, the optical feedthrough mechanically held the focusing light objective in vacuum.
The objective was designed for vacuum compatibility, high-power applications, and
incorporated antireflective coatings for both fundamental and second harmonic wavelengths.
The objective was protected from ablated debris by user replaceable, consumable glass
coverslips. These components are visible in the in-chamber photograph of Figure H.3.
Additionally, a mechanical, pneumatically-actuated shutter was automatically inserted during
laser ablation to help protect the SEM pole tip and lower column from ablated debris.

Figure H.1. Conceptual layout of the Laser PFIB System, which merges femtosecond laser
/ plasma FIB / SEM to a single point of coincidence, to enable multiscale and multimodal
analysis.
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Figure H.2. Photograph of the pre-production prototype Laser PFIB used in this work.

Figure H.3. In-chamber image showing three-beam coincidence as found in the Laser PFIB
prototype. The laser objective was protected by replaceable and consumable glass coverslips
to prevent debris collection on the light optics.
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Cryogenic Stage in the Laser PFIB
During oblique cross-sectioning, an additional negative tilt of 8° was added to yield a 59° cutface angle relative to horizontal. Ideally the laser could be used to cut normal to the surface,
creating a vertical cross-section for the least amount of material removal to achieve a certain
depth, but the coin cell geometry limitations kept this from being possible. Additionally, the
oblique cross-section allowed for better EDS collection, given the tilt limitations imposed by
the Quorum cryo-stage. Fortunately, the exceptional speed of the laser ablation process helped
compensate for the need to remove more material to access a given depth in the battery. This
allowed us to cut deeply (more than 1 mm) quickly enough to maximize the analytical time on
the newly exposed, reactive lithium-containing structures. Figure H.4 also shows the
polarization orientation as defined in our system when using the oblique cross-sectioning
technique.

Figure H.4. Schematic illustrating the laser cut and SEM image geometries used in the current
work, including the description of the polarization direction in relation to the system and
sample geometry. Overview (a.) of the sample, and its mounting inside the chamber; Detail of
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the cross-section (b.) geometryin its as-processed state; detail of the effective cut angle (c.) into
the battery.
Sample Milling and Characterization
In order to optimize the time necessary to achieve a clean cross-section, the laser ablation was
performed in several steps, similar to using regular and cleaning cross-section patterning in
FIB techniques. Several experimental conditions were tested to determine what laser
parameters would yield the best cut quality, including laser wavelength, repetition rate, pulse
energy, and polarization. A bulk mill to remove a large volume was necessary to access the
region of interest in the samples, Figure H.S5a. Due to the geometric limitations of the sample
on the cryo-stage, the bulk mill needed to be large enough to reduce shadowing on the EDS
detector.

Figure H.5. Scanning electron micrographs of (a) coarse and (b) fine polished laser ablation
faces of the 51st plating coin cell sample.
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First, a coarse bulk cut was made using 1030 nm in order to remove a volume of ~1200 x 900
x 800 µm to gain access to the region of interest. In this system, the pulse energy available and
spot size were higher for1030 nm than 515 nm, which allowed for more rapid material removal.
Next, this cross section was coarsely polished to remove ablation debris from the bulk mill on
the ROI. After the coarse mill, the system was vented so that the protective coverslip could
be replaced, due to the large amount of material coating the coverslip that reduced the
transmission of laser light. The sample remained on the cooled cryo-stage during this vent and
pump cycle.
The best cut quality for the final polishing step was achieved using low repetition rates and
515 nm p- polarized light, Figure S5b. These conditions were particularly optimal for the nonmetal stacks in the sample. The focus of the laser was set to be just above the region of interest,
or over focused approximately 300 µm subsurface into the cross-section, which was done by
moving the objective lens in towards the sample. This was done to reduce the time spent on
polishing the stainless steel, by only polishing the region of interest. All milling parameters are
listed in Table H.1.
Table H.1. Ultrashort pulse laser ablation parameters used on each coin cell battery sample.
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Scanning electron micrographs of the fine polished oblique battery stack cross-sections are
shown in Figure 13.1 (unprocessed images in Figures H.6-H.12), with measurements of the
individual component layer thickness provided in Table H.2.
Table H.2. Measurements (in µm) of the layer thickness of individual components in coin cell
samples, with thicknesses corrected for the oblique cross section of 59 degrees. Measurement
error is +/- 3 µm

Unprocessed SEM Images of Coin Cells
Figure 1 provides images of each oblique battery stack after fine polishing, while held at ~ 110°C. Each of these individual images were false colored to highlight the regions of lithium
metal, separator, SEI/electrolyte, and copper, interpreted from the data provided in the EDS
maps (Figures S18–S23). Raw images are provided in Figures S6-S11. Figure S12 was acquired
from the low-rate cell cycled at 0.47 mA/cm2 to the 101st plating step. Replicates of the 101st
Li plating step in cells cycled at 1.88 mA/cm2 are reported in Figures S13-S17. Note that
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during milling with the ultrashort pulse laser, redeposition of iron from the stainless-steel
casing caused cracks and gaps to be highlighted. These regions are most clear in the EDS maps.
The iron redeposition is most apparent in the 51st and 101st Li plating cells, where cracks and
crevices in the SEI were present.

Figure H.6. Unprocessed SEM image of the uncycled cell.

Figure H.7. Unprocessed SEM image of the 1st Li plating cell cycled at a high rate of 1.88
mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.
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Figure H.8. Unprocessed SEM image of the 1st Li stripping cell cycled at a high rate of 1.88
mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.

Figure H.9. Unprocessed SEM image of the 11th Li plating cell cycled at a high rate of 1.88
mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.
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Figure H.10. Unprocessed SEM image of the 51st Li plating cell cycled at a high rate of
1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.

Figure H.11. Unprocessed SEM image of the 101st Li plating cell cycled at a high rate of
1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.
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Figure H.12. Unprocessed SEM image of the 101st Li plating cell cycled at a low rate of
0.47 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.
Replicate Unprocessed SEM Images of Coin Cells
Not all images showed catastrophic separator failure as shown in Figure 13.1 of the main
manuscript as failure is highly stochastic, but after sampling only one or two regions in each
cell it was easy to find separator damage or failure. In two of four cells imaged that match
the conditions in the manuscript, two of them showed the separator shredding and the others
showed signs of damage in the random locations chosen. We believe that separator
shredding is widespread but may only occur in some regions within a cell, which agrees with
the stochastic nature of the cycling data. All of the cells showed evidence of Li and SEI
growing between the separator sheets or trilayers. Some cells were imaged in multiple
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locations and it was more common for separator failure to occur near the edges of the cell
stack than in the middle of the cell stack.

Figure H.13. First replicate, near center of coin cell, unprocessed SEM images of the 101 st
Li plating cell cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2. The bottom right part of the separator
stack shows Li metal plating between the layers and SEI building up as shown in the image to
the right.

Figure H.14. First replicate, near edge of coin cell, unprocessed SEM images of the 101st Li
plating cell cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2. Copious amounts of Li (evident from the
laser induced pattern) andSEI have formed between the two separator sheets and the
Celgard trilayers are beginning to delaminate.
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Figure H.15. Second replicate, near center of coin cell, unprocessed SEM images of the
101st Li plating cell cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2. Copious amounts of Li and SEI
have formed between the two separator sheets and the Celgard trilayers have delaminated.

Figure H.16. Second replicate, near edge of coin cell, unprocessed SEM images of the 101st
Li plating cell cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2. Copious amounts of Li and SEI have
formed between the two separator sheets, the Celgard trilayers have delaminated, and
separator shredding has begun (more detail showed in image on the right).
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Figure H.17. Third replicate, near edge of coin cell, unprocessed SEM images of the 101st
Li plating cell cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2. Copious amounts of Li and SEI have
formed between the two separator sheets and the Celgard trilayers have delaminated.
Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy Maps
The pre-production Laser PFIB was equipped with an EDAX TEAM™ EDS/EBSD
System. For EDS mapping, the stage was tilted to 16 degrees to bring the sample as close to
flat as possible given the cryo- stage limitations. The SEM beam conditions were set to 20
kV, 2.8 nA. Elements of interest in EDS were C, O, S, F, Cu, and Fe. A medium resolution
scan in TEAM software was used on all samples. The highestquality EDS map given time
constraints were performed on the 11th lithiation sample with beam conditions of 20 kV, 1.4
nA using medium resolution settings and drift correction in the TEAM software. EDS maps
from each sample are shown in Figures H.18-H.23. The EDS maps were used to provide
false color for component identification in the SEM images presented in Figure 1, as the
carbon signal was strongly correlated to the separator, and very weak for the electrolyte and
SEI. The lithium metal was identified in the mapped regions by the absence of an x-ray
signal. This data provides some insight on the SEI regions, by the dominant oxygen and
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fluoride signals from the inorganic structures that form, whereas the sulfur signal is more
representative of the electrolyte. The SEI inclusions in the separator are identified as either
small stranded pieces of Li covered with copious amounts of SEI, or solely SEI structures.
Note that the blur in the copper signal from the bottom current collector is due to the
angled cut face which released some out-of-plane copper x-rays through the above, thin Li
metal or SEI layers, which dissimilarity did not escape through the topside of the top copper
current collector that was shadowed by the stainless-steel cap.

Figure H.18. Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy elemental maps of the uncycled cell.

Figure H.19. Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy elemental maps of the 1st Li plating cell.
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Figure H.20. Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy elemental maps of the 1st Li stripping
cell.

Figure H.21. Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy elemental maps of the 11th Li plating
cell.

Figure H.22. Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy elemental maps of the 51st Li plating
cell.
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Figure H.23. Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy elemental maps of the 101st Li plating
cell.
Analysis of the Electrochemical Data
The voltage versus time data shows that the overpotential grows with cycling with some
sporadic changes from cycle to cycle, but the cell can supply 1.88 mAh/cm2 reliably for a
little over 150 hours (Figure H.24). After 150 hours (77 cycles) the cell began to fail
catastrophically, such that it could no longer supply 1.88 mAh/cm2. The voltage versus time
signal cannot be explained by a hard-short circuit, where the cell would still be able to supply
the programmed capacity, but the impedance would drop indicating that the current was
carried across a dendrite instead of via charge transfer reactions. Instead, the voltage versus
time curve is consistent with loss of active lithium in the cell, and a supply of electrons. In
regard to the soft short discussion, replicates typically showed the behavior of the stripping
capacity being higher than the plated capacity for some range over the 5-50 cycles.
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Furthermore, this oscillation around 100% does not occur at other conditions such as lower
current density, so it cannot easily be explained by random error in the battery cycler.
The cell maintained high average Coulombic efficiency up to cycle 71, at which point the
Coulombic efficiency drops to 89.7%, but the cell is still able to plate the full specified
capacity. The Coulombic efficiency recovers to 99.3% in cycle 72 and then drops again to
80-92% for the next 5 cycles, again with full plated capacity. Then, there is a sudden drop in
the plating capacity on cycle 77, which is the first cycle where Li could not be plated to the
specified capacity. The Coulombic efficiency was 90.1% for cycle 77 but then dropped to
72.8% on the subsequent cycle.

`

Figure H.24. (a) Voltage versus time profile for a cell at the 101st Li plating step cycled at
a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2. (b-d) Zoomed in profiles for
various time ranges to show more detail. This data was taken on the same cell depicted in
Figure 13.1f and Figure 13.2a-b in the main manuscript.
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Voltage versus time data are shown in Figure H.25 at the 0.47 mA/cm2 low-rate condition
(replicates in Figures H.41-H.43). In contrast to the cells cycled at high-current density (Figure
H.24, and replicates in Figures H.26-H.40), the cells cycled at low-current density showed little
variation in overpotential with cycling and much more stable behavior without signs of failure
apparent in the electrochemical data. Note that the same number of cycles at low-current
density required four times as long as at high-current density, because the capacity was held
constant between these two data sets.

Figure H.25. (a) Voltage versus time profile for a cell at the 101st Li plating step cycled at a
low rate of 0.47 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2. (b - d) Zoomed in profiles for
various time ranges to show more detail. This data was taken on the same cell depicted in
Figure 2c-e in the main manuscript.
Replicates of Electrochemical Data High Rate
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Figure H.26. First replicate of voltage versus time profile for a cell at the 101st Li plating
step cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.

Figure H.27. Second replicate of voltage versus time profile for a cell at the 101st Li plating
step cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.

Figure H.28. Third replicate of voltage versus time profile for a cell at the 101st Li plating
step cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.
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Figure H.29. Fourth replicate of voltage versus time profile for a cell at the 101st Li plating
step cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.

Figure H.30. Fifth replicate of voltage versus time profile for a cell at the 101st Li plating
step cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.

Figure H.31. Sixth replicate of voltage versus time profile for a cell at the 101st Li plating
step cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.
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Figure H.32. Seventh replicate of voltage versus time profile for a cell at the 101st Li
plating step cycled ata high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.

Figure H.33. Eighth replicate of voltage versus time profile for a cell at the 101st Li plating
step cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.

Figure H.34. Ninth replicate of voltage versus time profile for a cell at the 101st Li plating
step cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.
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Figure H.35. Tenth replicate of voltage versus time profile for a cell at the 101st Li plating
step cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.

Figure H.36. Eleventh replicate of voltage versus time profile for a cell at the 101st Li
plating step cycled ata high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.

Figure H.37. Twelfth replicate of voltage versus time profile for a cell at the 101st Li
plating step cycled ata high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.
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Figure H.38. Thirteenth replicate of voltage versus time profile for a cell at the 101st Li
plating step cycledat a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.

Figure H.39. Fourteenth replicate of voltage versus time profile for a cell at the 101st Li
plating step cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.

Figure H.40. Fifteenth replicate of voltage versus time profile for a cell at the 101st Li
plating step cycled ata high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.
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Low Rate

Figure H.41. First replicate of voltage versus time profile for a cell at the 101st Li plating
step cycled at a low rate of 0.47 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.

Figure H.42. Second replicate of voltage versus time profile for a cell at the 101st Li plating
step cycled at a low rate of 0.47 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.

Figure H.43. Third replicate of voltage versus time profile for a cell at the 101 st Li plating
step cycled at a low rate of 0.47 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.
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Optical Evidence of Li Plating within Stacked Separators
To provide further evidence that the material within and between the separator is comprised
of SEI and Limetal, we have disassembled cells and peeled the separator layers apart from one
another (Figure H.44). The image below shows a part of the top Celgard separator cut and
peeled away from the other one, such that we imaged between the two separators. There is a
very clear large patch of metallic Li metal as well as a lot of black material, which has been
documented to be SEI in this electrolyte.

Figure H.44. Optical image during coin cell disassembly of separator being removed from a
cell at the 101st Li plating step after cycling at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88
mAh/cm2.
Analysis of Carbonate Electrolyte
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Figure H.45 shows the plating results for 1 M LiPF6 in 3/7 ethyl carbonate/ethyl methyl
carbonate with 10 wt.% fluoroethylene carbonate and 2 wt.% vinyl carbonate with two stacked
Celgard 2325 separators. The cell failed, though from the images we expect that the failure was
related to the depleted supply of Li on the counter electrode rather than separator failure.
Figure H.46 shows the potential vs time where the cell cycled at 0.94 mA/cm2 then failed
catastrophically after 29 cycles, as Li metal does not cycle well in carbonate electrolytes. The
inefficiency of Li cycling, particularly at high current in carbonate electrolytes,causes failure to
proceed by a different mechanism, the loss of Li inventory.

Figure H.45. Unprocessed SEM image of the 101st Li plating step in 1 M LiPF6 in 3 EC/7
EMC with 10 wt.% FEC and 2 wt.% VC after cycling at a medium rate of 0.94 mA/cm2 to a
capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.
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Figure H.46. Voltage versus time profile for a 1 M LiPF6 in 3 EC/7 EMC with 10 wt.% FEC
and 2 wt.% VC cell at the 101st Li plating step cycled at a medium rate of 0.94 mA/cm2 to a
capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.
Analysis of Celgard 2400 Separator
We also examined several replicates with two Celgard 2400 separators rather than two Celgard
2325 separators, with 2.8 M LiFSI in DME electrolyte. Celgard 2325 is commonly used with
Li

metal

cycling

because

the

increased

tortuosity

of

the

trilayer

polypropylene/polyethylene/polypropylene design could complicate the path for shorts. We
show in the manuscript that the trilayers also delaminate and enable separator shredding.
Celgard 2400 has a through-hole single layer separator design made up of polypropylene. With
two stacked Celgard 2400 separators, we saw no evidence of the most common failure
mechanism that was evident in cells made with Celgard 2325 (Figures H.47-H.48). We
observed similar results with SEI building up between the two Celgard 2400 separators
(lightened layers in the middle of stack) and some deformation of the Celgard, indicated by the
uneven thickness of the Celgard layers on the left of the image in Figure H.47. Four of the
seven replicate Celgard 2400 cells cycled with an increase in polarization with cycling but did
not fail to deliver capacity and did not polarize to -1 V (Figures H.49-H.55). The three
remaining cells all suffered from very obvious short circuits. It appears that Celgard 2400 cells
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are more likely to short due to the through-hole design and lack of tortuosity. However, several
of the Celgard 2325 trilayers (Figures H.26-H.40) cause failure through more extreme
polarization caused by loss of lithium inventory or SEI building up between the electrodes in
the separator layers.

Figure H.47. Unprocessed SEM image of the 101st Li plating step assembled with two
stacked Celgard 2400 separators after cycling at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of
1.88 mAh/cm2.

Figure H.48. Voltage versus time profile for a cell with Celgard 2400 separators at the 101st
Li plating step cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of 1.88 mAh/cm2.
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Replicates of Electrochemical Data with Celgard 2400

Figure H.49. First replicate voltage versus time profile for a cell with Celgard 2400
separators at the 101st Li plating step cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of
1.88 mAh/cm2

Figure H.50. Second replicate voltage versus time profile for a cell with Celgard 2400
separators at the 101st Li plating step cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of
1.88 mAh/cm2.
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Figure H.51. Third replicate voltage versus time profile for a cell with Celgard 2400
separators at the 101st Li plating step cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of
1.88 mAh/cm2.

Figure H.52. Fourth replicate voltage versus time profile for a cell with Celgard 2400
separators at the 101st Li plating step cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of
1.88 mAh/cm2.

Figure H.53. Fifth replicate voltage versus time profile for a cell with Celgard 2400
separators at the 101st Li plating step cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of
1.88 mAh/cm2.
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Figure H.54. Sixth replicate voltage versus time profile for a cell with Celgard 2400
separators at the 101st Li plating step cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of
1.88 mAh/cm2.

Figure H.55. Seventh replicate voltage versus time profile for a cell with Celgard 2400
separators at the 101st Li plating step cycled at a high rate of 1.88 mA/cm2 to a capacity of
1.88 mAh/cm2
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